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A B S T R A C T
A number of individual movements composed by Webern between
1909 and 1914 can be shown to be partly or wholly derived from chro-
matic aggregate arrays — linear, ordered constructs. These aggregate
arrays are themselves derived from one of two compound interval
cycles: c.c. 1:3, which ascends by semitones and minor thirds (the
hexatonic scale), and c.c. 6:7, which ascends by tritones and perfect
fifths. Webern’s engagement with these aggregate arrays is described
in terms of ‘background’ (the array as pre-compositional resource),
‘deployment’ (the selection of conjunct spans on the arrays), ‘traversal’
(deployment of contiguous or overlapping spans expressed in terms
of direction) and ‘articulation’ (the transformation of the deployed
spans into actual music). The presence of these arrays explains much
of the ‘data’ posited by extant analyses of these movements; espe-
cially those that belong to the traditions of pitch-class set analysis,
chromatic aggregation, or chromatic wedge formation. Webern’s use
of c.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7 is traced back as far as the 1905 String Quar-
tet, where they operate as collections rather than arrays, and in a
tonal context. Aggregate arrays in Op. 5 (1909) are found alongside
hexatonic music akin to the Fortspinnung found in the 1905 Quar-
tet (they are also found alongside decisively non array-based music).
By 1911, Webern is deriving entire movements from these aggregate
arrays (Op. 9/II, Op. 9/IV and Op. 10/IV). The end-point of this
dissertation is a pair of movements from 1913–1914 (Op. 9/VI and
Op. 11/II) where c.c. 6:7 and c.c. 1:3 aggregate arrays respectively
interact with non-patterned arrays that are themselves secondary de-
rivations of composed music. These non-patterned arrays, which are
traversed in order, just like their patterned counterparts, are ‘series’
in all but name.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 preamble
1.1.1 Compound Interval Cycles
At their simplest, interval cycles generate symmetrical arrays of pitch-
classes. An interval cycle (expressed as a number of semitones) of 1 or
11 produces the chromatic scale; a cycle of 2 or 10 the whole tone scale.
An interval cycle of 3 or 9 gives a diminished-seventh chord, and a
cycle of 4 or 8 results in an augmented triad. A cycle of 5 or 7 yields
the ‘cycle of fifths’, and a cycle of 6 reduces to a single tritone. All of
these cycles were commonplace well before 1905 as scales, sonorities,
and modulatory staging posts both structural and transitory.
Compound interval cycles by 1905 were only residually exotic. The
most well documented, the octatonic scale of alternating semitones
and tones, was familiar not only as a surface-colouring effect via Rim-
sky Korsakov, but as a generator of gnomic Fortspinnung — a tradi-
tion that takes in Schubert, Chopin and Ravel (see Baur [1999]). The
so-called hexatonic scale, alternating semitones and minor thirds, had
currency not as a melodic or scalic device, but as a master-cipher for a
particular flavour of tertiary/modal chord-transformation which util-
ised (or derived from) maximally smooth voice-leading.1
1 See Bribitzer-Stull [2006], Cohn [1996] and Cohn [2012] on the hexatonic as a late
Romantic harmonic trope.
3
4 introduction
I use the rubric outlined in Susanni and Antokoletz [2012] to de-
scribe the different compound interval cycles: ‘c.c.’ is ‘compound
cycle’, and a ratio is added to give the two intervals which generate
the cycle. Thus, the octatonic scale is c.c. 1:2 and the hexatonic scale
c.c. 1:3. C.c. 1:4 would describe an array that alternates semitones and
major thirds, such as c\–d[–f\–g[–b[–b\–d]–e\ etc.
My focus here is on Webern’s use, from 1905 through 1914, of just
two of the many available compound interval cycles; c.c. 1:3 and
c.c. 6:7. This is not a pair selected from a multitude: I have found
almost no evidence so far of Webern using other compound interval
cycles in his atonal miniatuary of Opp. 5–14,2 including (pace Forte)
the octatonic. In this sense, Webern’s use of compound interval cycles
is far less pervasive than Berg’s would become by 1920.3
Whilst it might safely be assumed that the young Webern was
aware of the tradition of using compound interval cycles in the man-
ner of Schubert or Rimsky-Korsakov, what is not clear is the ex-
tent to which he was aware that a number of contemporary com-
posers were similarly using interval cycles as a means to achieve what
Taruskin calls ‘chromatic maximalization’ [2010, Vol. 5, 5–6]. For ex-
ample, Stravinsky’s ‘ladder of thirds’ as used in The Firebird (1910)
derives from a compound interval cycle; each ‘voice’ follows c.c. 2:3.4
2 The sketch M208, which most likely dates from 1917 (Moldenhauer suggests 1914)
contains a passage clearly derived from c.c. 1:4, and this is addressed in Chapter A.
The M in M208 is the ‘Moldenhauer number’ from the table of Webern’s works and
sketches in Moldenhauer and Moldenhauer [1979].
3 See Perle [1977b] for a discussion of Berg’s use of interval cycles in the decade before
his letter to Schoenberg in 1920 detailing his ‘master array’ of interval cycles.
4 See Taruskin [2010, vol. 5, pp. 153-57] for an extensive demonstration and a discus-
sion of Stravinsky’s appropriation of the ‘ladder’ from Rimsky-Korsakov.
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Ives5 and Busoni6 had independently contrived sonorities based on
stacks of alternating ic6 and ic5 prior to 1912, and Porter [1989] has
demonstrated that Berg was using parallel interval cycles as early as
1910. This question of peer-awareness is not, though, one that I seek
to address here. The story of the extent of, and the nature of, chro-
matic cross-pollination between, say, Ives, Schoenberg, Berg, Haba,
Milhaud, Busoni, Scriabin and Casella remains a story for someone
else to tell in its entirety. My contribution to such a story consists
merely of strengthening a line from Brahms to the student Webern.
1.1.1.1 C.C. 1:3
There are four available transpositions of c.c. 1:3 (Figure 1). I refer to
them as Hex-1 through Hex-4. In each case the number represents the
lower of one of the component semitone pairs. In Pitch-classes:
• Hex-1 is 1–2–5–6–9–10
• Hex-2 is 2–3–6–7–10–11
• Hex-3 is 3–4–7–8–11–0
• Hex-4 is 0–1–4–5–8–9.7
5 See the manuscript page reproduced on Taruskin [2010, vol. 5, p. 282] and its appear-
ance as Prelude #2, Birth of the Oceans in Johnny Reinhard’s performing score of Ives’
Universe Symphony.
6 Sonatina Secunda, opening theme. The transcription in Susanni and Antokoletz [2012,
fig. 3.3]is incorrect: it should read from bottom to top, low g\ then arpeggio c\–f]–
b\–f\–b[–e\–(g]).
7 I have used the labels Hex 1-4 rather than Hex 0-3 simply because I find it less
confusing to talk about ‘Hex 1/3 and Hex 2/4 pairs’ than ‘Hex 0/2 and Hex 1/3
pairs’.
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Hex-2
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Hex-3
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Hex-4
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Figure 1: The Four Transpositions of C.C. 1:3.
1.1.1.2 C.C. 6:7
I am aware that c.c. 6:7 differs only typographically from c.c. 7:6,
c.c. 6:5 and c.c. 5:6. All alternate ic6 and ic5. My presentational prefer-
ence was for an array that ascends from left to right (Figure 2). C.c. 6:7
has no start or end point: it is an infinite cycle.
accidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentalsnoteheads accidentals noteheadsaccidentalsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals accidentals
noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsaccidentalsaccidentals noteheadsclefs
noteheadsaccidentals noteheads accidentalsnoteheads noteheads
etc.accidentalsnoteheads accidentalsnoteheadsaccidentals noteheads
Figure 2: C.C. 6:7.
1.1.2 Cycle, Scale, Collection, Array, Series
The vocabulary that circles discussion of compound interval cycles is
frustratingly imprecise. Consider discussion of c.c. 1:3, Hex-4 (c\–c]–
e\–f\–g]–a\), alongside c.c. 6:7 as presented above.
• Can we talk about a hexatonic scale?
– Yes, if that simply means that the linear presentation is as
conjunct as possible; and we are not bothered by gaps of
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three semitones in a scale; just as we are untroubled by
them in the harmonic minor and the pentatonic.
– By contrast c.c. 6:7 cannot be colloquially described or presen-
ted as a scale, with its alternation of ic6 and ic5.
• Can we talk of a hexatonic collection?
– Clearly we can, if it differentiates it from other collections
such as c.c. 1:2 (the octatonic scale/collection).
– C.c. 6:7, on the other hand, cannot usefully be described as
a collection, given that it contains all twelve pitch-classes.
As a collection it does not differ from, for example, c.c. 1:4,
or the chromatic scale.
• Can we talk of a hexatonic array?
– Yes, in the sense that an array is an ordered arrangement
or presentation. We can reorder a hexatonic collection in
numerous different ways, including as a pair of augmented
triads (C\–E\–G] and C]–F\–A\), a pair of (015) trichords
(C\–F\–C] and A\–E\–G]), or as a pair of diatonic triads (A
minor and C-sharp major). In each case it uncontroversially
remains a ‘hexatonic array’: it remains accountable to and
derivable from c.c. 1:3.
– The same is not true, though, of c.c. 6:7. Displayed as above,
‘array’ is an accurate term, but significant internal re-orderings
will make the array decisively not c.c. 6:7.
• Can we talk of a hexatonic series?
– A series differs from an array only in intent. An array is
ordered, but access to it, or selection from it is unbound. A
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series is nothing more than an array that is intended to be
followed in order (by step, one step at a time). It is a con-
ceptual difference: an array becomes a series as soon as we
conceive of the idea of following the order of its presenta-
tion, even though the array does not in any material way
‘become’ anything different.
• If a particular array happens to be maximally conjunct then our
choice to conceive of that array as a series might also render it
a scale: at which point we have come full circle.
Although I strive to be consistent (or at least logical) with my choice
of terminology, I do not wish to be unduly sidetracked attempting to
square semantic circles. On the contrary, I am struck that Webern’s
various engagements with compound interval cycles between 1905
and 1914 were as fuzzy and imprecise as the vocabulary which is
available to describe them. In general: although I do argue that Webern
gradually moved away from scale/collection as late as 1905, towards
array by 1909, and to the threshold of series in 1914, this progression
was not smooth and ordered in itself. In particular, the boundary
between array and series as it applies to Webern around 1913-1914 is
precarious to posit, and I refrain from doing so categorically.
1.1.3 Hexatonic Aggregate Arrays
By an aggregate array, I simply mean an array that is fully chromatic.
For example, c.c. 6:7 can be treated as a fully chromatic, aggregate
array. C.c. 1:3 is not, on its own, fully chromatic. That said, crucial to
this dissertation is a demonstration that Webern contrived aggregate
arrays from pairs of c.c. 1:3 at T2. Hexatonic aggregate arrays either
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Figure 3: Hexatonic Aggregate Arrays with C.C. 1:3 Disposition.
pair Hex-1 with Hex-3 or Hex-2 with Hex-4.8 If the two hexatonic
halves retain their linear c.c. 1:3 disposition, then a pair of aggreg-
ate arrays as shown in Figure 3 is arrived at. These are the types of
aggregate array that are found in Op. 9/I and Op. 9/2 (both halves
c.c. 1:3) and Opp. 5/II and 11/III (just one half c.c. 1:3).
The individual hexatonic halves of these aggregate arrays can be
ordered in ways other than as c.c. 1:3. Just as common in the works
examined here is a patterning of the hexachords into pairs of diatonic
triads. For example, Hex-1 (c]/d[–d\–f\–f]/g[–a\–b[) parses into:
1. B[-minor and D-major
2. F]-minor and B[-major
3. F]-major and D-minor
4. two augmented triads (d[–f\–a\ and d\–f]–a\)
This kind of arrangement yields aggregate arrays such as illustrated
in Figure 4. This type of hexatonic aggregate array is found in Opp. 5
and 6, as well as in the sketch M208.
8 A hexatonic pair at T1shares an augmented triad, and combines to form the nine-
note collection that Messiaen would call Mode III (or in this context, c.c. 1:1:2).
Webern uses this collection in the central section of Op. 5/IV (see section 3.9 on
page 101).
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Figure 4: Hexatonic Aggregate Arrays with Triadic Disposition.
1.1.4 Background, Traversal, Deployment, Articulation
The analyses in this dissertation proceed from an invocation of com-
pound interval cycles 1:3 or 6:7 as ancestral to aggregate arrays which
operate as pre-compositional, generative backgrounds. Central to my
dissertation is the notion of traversal across these arrays. Traversal
is described visually, as rightwards or leftwards. Traversal involves
deployment of contiguous spans of the array. Articulation is the ‘styl-
ing’ of those deployed spans into actual music. For example, Figure 5
shows:
• a fragment of a c.c. 6:7 background array
• two deployed overlapping tetrachords (α0 and β0)9
• movement α0→β0 as a rightwards traversal of the array.
• the deployed spans articulated as the tremolando violin chords
at the beginning of Op. 5/IV.
9 The labelling of the tetrachords is explained in chapter 3.
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β0
 
accidentalsnoteheadsnoteheads noteheadsnoteheadsaccidentalsnoteheadsclefs noteheads accidentals noteheadsaccidentalsaccidentalsaccidentals accidentalsnoteheadsaccidentals noteheads noteheadsaccidentals
α0 β0
accidentals noteheadsnoteheads
noteheadsaccidentals noteheads
pppviolins
am Steg
noteheadsnoteheadsrestsaccidentals
accidentals accidentalsaccidentals34clefs
mit Dämpfer
rests accidentalsaccidentals restsnoteheadsnoteheads
Figure 5: Webern, Op. 5/IV, Bars 1–2: Background, Traversal, Deployment,
Articulation.
1.2 scope
This dissertation describes Webern’s use of two compound interval
cycles, c.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7, between 1909 and 1914. It describes how
these cycles are variously used as background, scale, sonority and
array. It demonstrates the way in which Webern deploys contiguous
subsets of aggregate arrays, and the nature of the traversals across
these arrays.
The end-point is Webern’s Drei Kleine Stücke for Cello and Piano,
Op. 11. I argue that in the second and third of these pieces, Webern’s
use of aggregate arrays approaches his later use of series (not yet tone-
rows, in that they are not yet treated to T, I or RI operations, but
series in all but name: linear, ordered, and traversed in order). These
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series/arrays are derived from (generated by) c.c. 1:3, and as such are
the culmination of that cycle’s story here.
The story of c.c. 6:7 has two staging posts. The first is arrived at
in 1911, with Op. 9/IV and Op. 10/IV, both of which are wholly
accountable to c.c. 6:7. The second is with Op. 9/VI from 1913, which
has a complex derivation from (or perhaps relationship with) c.c. 6:7,
again with foreshadowings of later techniques.
As a prequel I begin with Webern’s posthumously published String
Quartet of 1905. Here c.c. 1:3 is found in a tonal context. At its simplest,
Webern’s hexatonic technique barely extends Brahms’ own tertiary
harmony as found in the Double Concerto: indeed, one passage in the
Quartet is a thinly disguised rewrite of some of Brahms’ music. On
the other hand, there are developmental passages in the Quartet that
suggest that Webern was quite aware that his contrapuntal handling
of the opening motif could give rise to hexatonic collections, and that
these collections could be further utilised in more or less conventional
ways (e.g. to generate sequential Fortspinnung, or to vary harmonic
rhythm). Or, conversely, one might speculate that it was Webern’s ap-
prehension of the symmetrical properties of the hexatonic collection
that suggested the work’s opening motif in the first place. Regardless
of how these passages were in fact conceived, a significant amount
of the Quartet is amenable to being presented as if accountable to
c.c. 1:3. At the very least, one can say that c.c. 1:3 is/was available for
contemplation, for the analyst as well as for Webern. Hexatonic collec-
tions are also found here interacting with the octatonic (c.c. 1:2) and
whole-tone collections in a rudimentary way, and one might reason-
ably surmise that Webern was actively exploring these interactions.
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C.c. 6:7 also appears in the 1905 Quartet in a tonal context. It is
more difficult than with c.c. 1:3 to argue that c.c. 6:7 ‘operates’ in
the Quartet: it is more efficient to view its presence as a by-product
of yet more sequential Fortspinnung. That said, there are passages
in the Quartet that are more than amenable to being displayed as if
accountable to c.c. 6:7. Again, at the very least one can say that the
presence of c.c. 6:7 is/was available for contemplation, given its more
radical appearance in another, atonal string quartet just a few years
later (Op. 5).
C.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7 were revisited a number of times in the years
between 1905 String Quartet and the 1914 cello pieces. These works
cluster around the years 1909, 1911 and 1913. Table 1 details the works
that I examine in this dissertation. I have also included an analysis of
an undated sketch for string quartet (M208) held at the Paul Sacher
Foundation in Basel which contains passages derived from c.c. 1:3,
c.c. 6:7 and c.c. 1:4 (see Appendix A). Moldenhauer dates this sketch
to 1914 for stylistic reasons, but acknowledges that it might also be
contemporary with a larger collection of sketches that are dated 1917.
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Work Composition c.c. 1:3 c.c. 6:7 c.c. 1:4 aggregate
array
disposition
Op. 5/I Spring 1909
Preglhof
Y Triadic
Op. 5/III Spring 1909
Preglhof
Y ? Triadic/linear
Op. 5/IV Spring 1909
Preglhof
Y Y Triadic/linear
Op. 5/V Spring 1909
Preglhof
Y Triadic
Op. 6/V Summer 1909
Preglhof
Y Triadic
Op. 9/II Summer 1911
Preglhof
Y Linear
Op. 9/IV Summer 1911
Preglhof
Y Linear
Op. 10/IV Summer 1911
Preglhof
Y Linear
Op. 9/I Summer 1913
Mürzzuschlag
Y Linear
Op. 9/VI Summer 1913
Mürzzuschlag
Y complex
Op. 11/II Summer 1914
Vienna
Y complex
Op. 11/III Summer 1914
Vienna
Y Linear
Satz, M208 1914/1917? Y Y Y Triadic/Linear
Table 1: Works Addressed.
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1.3 literature review
The works that I consider in this dissertation are mostly drawn from
Webern’s Opp. 5 through 11. Much interesting commentary on this
repertoire is found in ‘one-off’ papers. These will be addressed in-
situ. More broadly though, this dissertation engages with three inter-
related branches of the literature, whose authors might be character-
ised as:
• pitch-class set theorists
• chromatic aggregators
• chromatic wedge advocates.
1.3.1 Contra Forte (I) — Linear Arrays, not Sets
Many of the analysts that have concerned themselves with early Webern
over recent decades have relied on Allen Forte’s framework of pitch-
class-set analysis.10 For many analysts it remains the de facto method
of parsing atonal, non-serial music, and it is still encountered in
this guise in any number of undergraduate harmony/theory primers.
Forte’s fundamental assertion that the unordered set is an appropri-
ate representation of more-or-less contiguous pitch-classes has be-
come pervasive in commentary on this repertoire, even for those who
do not advance from a set-theoretic standpoint.
10 Forte’s system is imprecisely but colloquially referred to as ’set theory’.
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1.3.1.1 Pitch-Class-Set Analysis and its Problem with ‘Patterned Data’
I do not intend here to survey the extensive, and often vitriolic, com-
mentary pro and contra Fortean pitch-class-set analysis but some brief
comments are obviously necessary in a dissertation which claims
to explain more efficiently and in resolutely non-Fortean terms the
data found in a number of these set-theoretic analyses. Detractors of
Forte’s method (and I am one) feel that it is pseudo-scientific, scient-
istic and hermetic. Perle [1990] would add illogical, unmusical and
arbitrary. Adherents such as Dunsby [2002] admire its rigour, regard
‘set’ as a legitimate evolution from ‘scale’ and are unconcerned by its
detachment from composer, listener and performer.
I have never been convinced by the conclusions (expressed in purely
set-theoretic terms) of any one set-theoretic analysis of Webern’s mu-
sic, but I do, of course, acknowledge that Forte’s techniques some-
times reveal a patterning of ‘data’ which invites further exploration.
However, pitch-class-set analysis has a deeply problematic relation-
ship with such ‘data’: the more easily it finds it, the more it invalid-
ates itself as a method for explaining it. Set theory’s exegetical raison
d’être is posited on its application to a very narrow repertoire which
elicits the minimal amount of set-theoretic data beyond that which
could be attributed to chance. Consider: set-theory is inappropriate
for tonal music because it too easily generates a superabundance of
patterned data which is more efficiently explained by other means.
Pitch-class set analysis of such a repertoire would be unenlightening
and Forteans would not disagree. The same is also true of, say, late
Debussy and Scriabin: nexus-sets, K- and Kh-relationships will be
found with minimal effort, supported by empirically ‘true’ data, but
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this again would not be an enlightening undertaking.11 Similarly, it
would be of limited value to parse serial music by set-type: once again
there will be a surplus of ‘true’ but trivial, inconsequential and tau-
tologous patterned data. For equally obvious reasons, nobody would
take seriously the prospect of a set-theoretic explication of Cage’s Mu-
sic of Changes, composed as it was by tossing coins, consulting the I
Ching and matching the randomly generated result to randomly gen-
erated lists of pitches and durations. It is known in advance that no
meaningful data will be found; by definition any set-type-relations
will be there by chance.
Set-theory’s sweet-spot remains the ‘free atonal’ music of the Second
Viennese School, yet it is precisely this repertoire which, apart from
aleatoric music, yields the most meagre data. This retreat from the
very data which it deigns to elucidate marks out Fortean practice as
a thoroughly hermetic practice; the ‘secrets’ of this music (the cor-
rect identification of its sets and their inter-relatedness) are held to be
valuable precisely because they are so elusive. Too much patterned
data too easily found holds no secrets, needs no exegesis. But secrets
which can (with some effort) be revealed by the ‘method’ can now be
offered up as portals to even deeper secrets; the secrets of the rela-
tionships between secrets which only true initiates can divine.
Counterpunches against such claims of hermeticism tend to invoke
the intentional fallacy — one can never truly know what the com-
poser intended and even if this were documented it should be irrel-
evant to the theory of an art-form [Dunsby, 2002, p.920]. However,
given that Forte-style analyses of Webern’s atonal music do some-
times reveal interestingly patterned data, one cannot feign complete
un-interest in a naïve yet uncomfortable dualism: either Webern did
11 This has not stopped analysts from trying: e.g. Baker [1986] on Scriabin.
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know what he was doing and some of this patterning is ‘willed’, or
he did not and it is ‘incidental’.
Conventional wisdom dictates that the prudent analyst is at liberty
to be interested in such matters, but should take great care to avoid
suggesting composerly intent in the absence of verifiable external cor-
roborative evidence. The prudent analyst must be even more cau-
tious about suggesting composerly intent on the basis of ‘internal’
evidence — evidence derived by analysis of the music. For example,
one cannot know for sure the extent to which J.C. Bach was aware
of ‘Sonata Form’, a concept that was codified after Bach’s death but
whose essential features derive extensively from his practice. Further-
more, the status of the work of sonata-form theorists such as Caplin,
Darcy or Hepokowski will not rise or fall on future proof one way
or the other concerning Bach’s self-awareness. Forte himself has been
quick to take to task any critic who might question his method on
the basis that it is inconceivable that Schoenberg, Webern and oth-
ers ever conceived of, intuited or even approached such a sophistic-
ated and abstract framework fifty years before it was codified (see,
for instance, the culmination of a highly barbed spat with Richard
Taruskin in Forte [1986]). Ethan Haimo [1996] later energised the in-
tentional fallacy debate by pointing out that Forte was as guilty as
anyone when it came to ascribing authorial awareness of anachron-
istic theory. Haimo argued that a good deal of the ire directed against
Forte stemmed from his making statements concerning Schoenberg
(and Webern) such as the following (italics are mine):
Schoenberg uses an even smaller collection of harmonies
(sets): three hexachords and their complements account
for all the pitch configurations in that work [. . . ] Given
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Schoenberg’s numerological bent, the selection of exactly
six hexachords for Op. 11/1 is more than fortuitous. (Forte,
1981, p. 133n quoted in Haimo, 1996, p. 181)
or
[. . . these occurrences of Schoenberg’s musical cipher
EsCHBEG] demonstrate that Schoenberg was thinking in
terms of unordered pitch-class sets, that is, musical units
which can arise independent of the syntax of traditional
tonality and which ultimately would do so over the span
of a complete work. Second, the mode of occurrence of
the signature demonstrates a growing awareness of the op-
erations by which pc sets could be related. In particu-
lar, the operation of complementation is clearly evident
here, since the signature occurs either as some form of
EsCHBEG (6-Z44) or its complement (6-Z19). Moreover,
the signature as 6-Z44 rarely is the literal EsCHBEG, but
is almost always a transposition or an inversion. (Forte,
1978, p. 137-138 quoted in Haimo, 1996, p. 181)
or
At the time he incorporated the “Am Wegrand” material
into Erwartung, there is no doubt whatsoever that Schoen-
berg was completely conscious of pitch-class sets and opera-
tions upon them, as can be demonstrated in other works
of the same period, for example, Opus 11 (completed Au-
gust 7, 1909). (Forte, 1978, P. 141 quoted in Haimo, 1996,
p. 181)
Haimo correctly points out that there is ‘no evidence of any sort in
Schoenberg’s manuscripts or writings, or in those of his students, that
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would support the contention that composition with pitch-class-sets
was a conscious, intentional act by Schoenberg’ (p. 176). Nor does he
give credence to the idea that such ‘evidence’ was not needed:
Is it reasonable to claim, for example, that in 1908 Schoen-
berg could have figured out that hexachord 6-Z19 has the
same intervallic content as 6-Z44, then transposed and in-
verted the hexachord, and then placed the elements into a
composition, all without the aid of a single written calcula-
tion? Or can we assume that he could keep all of the sets
he is said to have used in a composition in his memory,
without ever having to write down which ones he had
used? It defies credulity. [Haimo, 1996, p. 175]
Schoenberg of course could have thrown his written calculations away,
but given that the extant written calculations for his much later
method of generating the hexachords is not only awk-
ward, it is also inefficient and naïve (as we would expect
for someone who has just thought of the idea) [. . . ], it
seems obvious that Schoenberg would not have needed to
engage in the chore of writing out all the possible hexa-
chords in 1926 if he already had a sophisticated know-
ledge of and understanding of pitch-class sets in 1908.
(idem.)
Echoes of this debate will resonate through this dissertation because
I intend to convince the reader that my own analyses of Webern’s
early atonal music would be more than plausible to a resurrected or
time-traveling Webern. Such an analytically convenient spirit, I think
it is fair to say, would not recognise himself in Forte’s analyses in
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the same way that a similarly spectral Schubert would recognise his
music through the prism of Tymoczko [2011] or Damschroder [2010].
Note that I do not consider it a fault ipso facto that Webern would not
understand Forte: to that extent I concur with Dunsby about theories
of art-forms. But it does so happen that my own analytic conclusions
are historically plausible, and this will be of interest to people who,
like me, are still interested in composerly behaviour.
When applied to any kind of tonal music, all that set-theoretic ‘data’
really tells us is that ‘something is going on’ and that it might be inter-
esting to know what. The superabundance of data that a set-theoretic
analysis of a piece of Mozart would generate would not in itself be ter-
ribly interesting, but it would clearly suggest that ‘something is going
on’; namely the presence of the tonal system in Western Europe in the
eighteenth century. The (super)abundance of data that a set-theoretic
analysis of a piece of late Debussy would generate would also suggest
that ‘something is going on’ and there is; parallelism, octatonicism,
church modes, whole-tone-writing, extended tonal harmony. Every
now and then, pitch-class-set analysis of Austro-German atonal mu-
sic suggests that ‘something is going on’ and it is not unreasonable
to seek an efficient, historically plausible explanation rather than a
hermetic, abstracted one. Sometimes there really is something going
on, and this dissertation addresses that fact.
The research imperatives have come to include, then, a demonstra-
tion that certain patterns of data seen in pitch-class-set analyses of
a number of Webern’s atonal works are in fact symptomatic of (by-
products of) other, simpler, more efficient structures. These structures
typically involve very simple repeating patterns of intervals arranged
as an aggregate array, or to use more loaded terminology, as an ordered
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linear series. Although I demonstrate that Webern composed with un-
ordered subsets of these arrays, the arrays themselves are not to be
regarded as supersets or nexus-sets in Forte’s sense; the arrays remain
linear, ordered constructs.
1.3.1.2 Other Pitch-Class-Set Theorists
Given that I aim to present my findings in resolutely non-Fortean
terms, this dissertation does not so much situate itself in the context
of the classic set-theoretical literature, but rather opposes that literat-
ure: my tasks here do not include finessing or correcting it. Where
such analysis shows data that agrees with my own I will attempt to
explain the former in terms of the latter. Where a set-theoretic ana-
lysis is only concerned with its meta-set-theoretic environment I will
have little to add, confirm or dissuade.
I suggested earlier that set-theoretical analysis of Webern’s early
atonal music is today more often encountered in American under-
graduate theory primers. I am thinking specifically of books like
Miguel Roig-Francoli’s Understanding Post-Tonal Music [2008], Joseph
Straus’ Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory [2005] and Joel Lester’s Ana-
lytic Approaches to Twentieth-Century Music [1989].
They are all rather superficial in their coverage of Webern. Lester,
discussing Op. 5/IV, hardly goes beyond labelling the opening two
tremolando chords as 4-8 and 4-9 and showing that a number of
transpositions of these sets are buried in the subsequent music. We
are told that these sets are symmetrical and are informed of their in-
terval vectors. Lester argues that ‘study of subsets and closely related
sets helps us to get a grasp on the aural relationships between the in-
tervals and pitch-class sets’. I have to counter that this is not a terribly
useful thing to say. Lester has simply catalogued and re-described in
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scientistic terms what has always been obvious — there are a lot of
tritones, fifths and semitones here; so many in fact that the music
sounds unified. Cataloguing the occurrences of set types (015), (016),
(0156) and (0167) in this way does not help anyone to aurally ‘get a
grasp’ on things. Straus, also on Op. 5/IV, covers the same ground but
adds that ‘it is interesting to note that the last eight pitch-classes of
the piece (the pizzicato chord in measure 12 plus the final seven-note
figure) form set-class 8-9 (01236789), the complementary set-class [of
4-9]’ (p. 104). This last point is perhaps interesting, but not in set-
theoretic terms. The data on Op. 5/IV presented by Straus and Lester
is much more efficiently explained by reference to a naïvely patterned,
ordered aggregate array (see Chapter 3).
Roig-Francoli on Op. 5/3 is a little more comprehensive. He tabu-
lates the frequent recurrence of (013), (014), (015), (026) and various
supersets that contain them. His suggestion though that all of these
are ultimately subsets of 7-3 (0123458), whilst true, is hardly inform-
ative, as 22 of the 29 available tetrachord-types are subsets of 7-3.
Roig-Francoli’s segmentation, to his credit, is never forced and his
commentary on the data is indeed interesting and suggestive of pat-
terning and composerly behaviour. What I cannot endorse is his con-
clusion that ‘there is thus little doubt about the coherence provided by
[. . . ] pc collections in this movement, and our analysis demonstrates
the value of pitch-class-set theory in illuminating pitch coherence in
[such a piece]’ (p. 119). As with Lester and Straus, Roig-Francoli’s
data is much better explained in the context of a naive, patterned,
ordered array; in this case a hexatonic aggregate array formed by
pairing two instances c.c. 1:3 at T2 (see Section 7.2).
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This type of pedagogical analysis focuses again and again on the
same few works: Op. 5/III, Op. 5/IV, Op. 10/IV, Op. 7/III. All of
these movements exhibit patterned data in a way which, for example,
Op. 10/II does not. The mistake is to assume that these analyses
demonstrate the value of set-theory in revealing and explaining the
data. Very often the same data is presented just as comprehensively
in analyses unconcerned with Forte’s method. I argue that in all of
these movements, such data is unavoidably generated in the process
of deploying contiguous segments from patterned, ordered arrays.
There is, of course, a lot of pitch-class set analysis of early atonal
Webern that is not pedagogical. Tellingly, much of it focuses on that
same set of works where we can all agree that ‘something is going
on’. Because much of this literature is exclusively concerned with
the relation of sets to abstracted super- and nexus-sets it does not
typically have a bearing on this dissertation, save to say that the
set-theoretic data can often be explained more efficiently. This liter-
ature does though include important and insightful articles by Baker
[1982], Russ [1988] and a substantial dissertation by Mullin [2005], all
of which will be addressed in situ.
1.3.2 Chromatic Aggregates and Chromatic Wedges
The presence of chromatic aggregates and chromatic wedges in cer-
tain atonal works of Webern is an analytic commonplace: the music
is self-evidently fully chromatic and the rate of aggregate turnover is
self-evidently rapid. There are, self-evidently, ‘a lot of semitones’ in
close proximity. Moving beyond the commonplace, there is a body of
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work from analysts who more subtly investigate the nature of these
phenomena.
1.3.2.1 Chromatic Aggregators
I refer to as ‘chromatic aggregators’ those analysts who take as their
starting point a by-now infamous ex post facto quotation found in
Webern’s 1932 lecture series ‘The Path to Twelve-Tone Composition’.
Writing about his Op. 9 Bagatelles Webern says:
Here I had the feeling, “When all twelve notes have gone
by, the piece is over.” Much later I discovered that all this
was a part of the necessary development. In my sketch-
book I wrote out the chromatic scale and crossed off the
individual notes. Why? Because I had convinced myself,
“This note has been there already”. . . In short, a rule of
law emerged; until all twelve notes have occurred, none of
them may occur again. The most important thing is that
each “run” of twelve notes marked a division within the
piece, idea, or theme. [Webern, 1963, 51]
This suggestion of an aggregating ‘rule of law’ operating as early as
the Bagatelles needs to be taken with a pinch of salt. Webern is simply
remembering that whilst composing the Bagatelles he had a partic-
ular ‘feeling’ that would, at some ‘much later’ point, lead him to
cross off individual notes from a chromatic scale written in a sketch-
book. He does not state that any such rule was operating at that
time. This would seem to be borne out by the facts of the matter. As
chromatic aggregators and their detractors alike are quick to point
out, actual instances of a run of twelve pitch-classes (without at least
one non-trivial pitch-repetition) in the Bagatelles (or indeed in any of
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Webern’s pre-serial atonal works) are extremely rare. Robert Hallis,
for example, notes that ‘a run usually contains pitch repetition’ (2004,
ix) despite Webern’s clear prescription that the defining feature of
such a ‘run’ was that ‘until all twelve notes have occurred, none of
them may occur again’.
Actually, non-trivial pitch-repetition before chromatic aggregate com-
pletion is so prevalent in Webern’s pre-serial works that almost all in-
ferences of ‘runs’ by aggregating analysts contain a certain degree
of contrivance. Hallis confronts this issue head-on by analogising
these repeated pitch-classes to tonal prolongation: ‘Webern’s runs can
prolong the presentation of the twelve-tone aggregate through using
pitch-class repetition’ (p. 346). I would have to counter that in the
spirit of the 1932 lectures there either is a ‘run’ or there isn’t.
Nonetheless, some analysts have taken Webern at his word that
‘runs’ (even though we may struggle to find any) mark ‘a division
within the piece, idea, or theme’ and have framed their research into
the pitch-world of Webern’s atonal miniatuary accordingly. For ex-
ample, Paul Kabbash’s line of enquiry was motivated by his assertion
(n.b. not Webern’s) that ‘Webern discovered that he could shape a
composition not by reaching a keynote at the formal articulations
but by completing the aggregate’ [Kabbash, 1984, 226]. Robert Hallis,
who draws on Kabbash’s paper, similarly insists that ‘the presence
of all twelve pitch-classes defines structural divisions within the com-
position. These boundaries are articulated by the appearance of the
final missing pitch-class, and [are] generally supported by additional
elements of timbre, tempo, and dynamics’ (Hallis, 2004, ix).
Accordingly, for chromatic aggregators, particular importance is at-
tached to what Kabbash calls the ‘iac-point’ (iac standing for initial
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aggregate completion — the place at which the twelfth pitch-class
is sounded for the first time) and the ‘iac-pitch’ (the pitch-class that
confers the iac-point). There is an a priori problem with the concept
of iac-point, which is that in any chromatically maximalized reper-
toire chromatic aggregates are inevitable and the first one will appear
sooner rather than later. In this kind of repertoire there will always
be an iac-point and an iac-pitch; neither the one nor the other is ne-
cessarily of any moment. Admittedly, Webern’s iac-points tend to ar-
rive sooner than those in Bartók, Ives or Scriabin, and if (given the
drastically reduced time scale that he was working with) Webern’s
iac-points genuinely did delineate, supported by ‘additional elements
of timbre, tempo, and dynamics’, then this might well be of analytical
significance. Unfortunately Webern’s iac-pitches occur without fail at
analytically inconvenient places for chromatic aggregators. Kabbash,
for example, finds himself in all kinds of contortions trying to explain
how ‘aggregates’ that do not delineate meaningfully manage to sup-
port his assertion that Webern’s ‘runs’ delineate structural divisions.
No less of a problem is that in Webern’s post-Bagatelles/pre-serial
works there are many occasions where uncontroversial structural de-
lineation occurs before all twelve pitch-classes have sounded. Hallis ac-
knowledges this problem directly when he states that although ‘these
aggregates often contain all twelve pitch-classes, there are instances
in which an aggregate may contain as few as eight or nine unique
pitch-classes’ (Hallis, 2004, 3). To which I can only repeat that in the
spirit of Webern’s lecture either there is an aggregate or there isn’t.
Also analytically inconvenient is Webern’s occasional holding back of
the the twelfth pitch-class until very late in a passage, or even move-
ment — sometimes long after a clear formal delineation has occurred.
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For example, In Webern’s Op. 11/III the pitch a\ is only sounded
once, three notes from the end, after two clear and uncontroversial
structural junctures. The a\ (the iac-pitch and the iac-point which it
inhabits) plays no structural role at all in this movement.
The briefest of looks at Kabbash and Hallis’ respective parsing into
‘runs’ of Webern’s Op. 9/IV neatly illustrates the issues. Kabbash (Fig-
ure 6) suggests that three aggregates are operating here. In each case
Kabbash’s aggregate is completed by a g]. The central aggregate is in-
deed of that rare type where there is no pitch-duplication. Kabbash’s
opening aggregate, though, has thirteen notes and in his commentary
he sheds no light on the far-from-trivial issue of the repeated b\. Kab-
bash’s third aggregate has no e[. I have no particular problem with
an extra note here and a missing note there; it is the kind of thing
that composers do. What I can not understand is how Kabbash ex-
pects us to agree with his assertion that these ‘runs’ define structural
divisions: they manifestly do not.
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Figure 6: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Kabbash’s Parsing into Chromatic Aggregates.
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Figure 7: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Hallis’ Parsing into Chromatic Aggregates.
Hallis (Figure 7) takes the opposite approach. He identifies the
main structural division as the downbeat of bar 5 (which has never
been controversial) and posits a ‘run’ for each half of the piece. Here
it is the ‘runs’ which are unbelievable. The first has no less than six
non-trivial pitch-class repetitions. Hallis’ second ‘run’ has two pitch-
class repetitions and is missing the same e[. Neither are ‘runs’ in any
meaningful sense.
Kabbash then is asking us to accept implausible structural delin-
eation on the basis of his (mostly uncontroversial) ‘runs’. Hallis on
the other hand is asking us to accept implausible ‘runs’ on the basis
of his (uncontroversial) structural delineation.
I am certainly not denying the presence of chromatic aggregates,
but I do not confer on them any particular significance. Rather, chro-
matic (semi-)aggregates will inevitably appear when Webern uses
simple maximalizing techniques such as those discussed in this dis-
sertation. It is unfortunate in this respect that Kabbash’s most ex-
tended analysis is of Op. 9/IV, given that that particular movement’s
‘minimally-overlapping’ traversal through c.c. 6:7 necessarily exhausts
the chromatic whole rather quickly (see Chapter 5).
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Figure 8: Webern, Op.10/IV, Bars 1–5: Raw pitches and Hanson’s Parsing.
1.3.2.2 ‘Chromatic Wedges’
Robert Hanson’s 1983 article, ‘Webern’s Chromatic Organisation’, re-
cognises the presence of more or less complete aggregates but further
notes that these aggregates sometimes coalesce from smaller clusters
of semitones in what looks like an ordered manner. Hanson focuses
on a formation that he terms a ‘chromatic wedge’. The wedging mech-
anism at its simplest is the ‘filling’ of a whole tone by a semitone (e.g.
a\–b\–b[) or, conversely, the expansion of a semitone by whole tone
movement in the opposite direction (e.g. b[–b\–a\). Hanson suggests
that these wedges then grow by ‘reaching out’ to adjacent semitones.
Hanson’s parsing of Webern’s Op. 10/IV is his most extended demon-
stration of these tendencies. Figure 8 shows a pitch reduction of the
movement alongside Hanson’s diagram of the first five bars.
As an example, in level ‘a’, the mandolin’s opening c\–d\ is ‘filled’
by the d[ from the middle of the harp chord (Hanson permits octave
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displacement). This ‘closing wedge’ then grows by reaching out to
the mandolin’s e[–e\. Level ‘b’ shows the harp/mandolin simultan-
eity g[/a[ being ‘filled’ by the mandolin’s g\ and this wedge reaching
out to the harp’s low f\. Level ‘c’ gathers the viola’s b[, the clarinet’s
a[ and the trumpet’s f\ together as an ‘opening wedge’ which com-
pletes the first chromatic aggregate. In Section 4.6 I demonstrate that
Hanson’s observations result from Webern’s recourse to c.c. 6:7 as a
background to the whole movement: the wedges and extensions are
a by-product of the composer’s particular span-deployment choices.
Seeing the whole movement as accountable to c.c. 6:7 will also de-
problematise certain corners of Hanson’s analysis.
Slightly earlier than Hanson’s article is a much cited paper by
Richard Chrisman, ‘Anton Webern’s “Six Bagatelles for String Quar-
tet,” Op. 9: The Unfolding of Intervallic Successions’ [1979]. Chris-
man, like Hanson, sees clusters and wedges of semitones coalescing.
Whereas Hanson framed his discussion in terms of voice leading,
Chrisman discussed his findings with reference to Forte’s method
of pitch-class set analysis. Essentially, though, they are talking about
the same phenomenon; the tendency for semitone pairs to ‘attract’ or
‘reach out to’ adjacent semitones, forming localised clusters. Chris-
man’s conclusions are underpinned by a consideration of the type of
sets that tend to get filled in. Specifically he argues that certain sym-
metrical sets (displaying certain patterns of intervals) behave struc-
turally and are subject to semitonal filling. These symmetrical set-
types all exhibit the same patterned interval content. Chrisman char-
acterises this pattern as semitone/interval/semitone (p. 84). The four-
member sets of this type are (0134), (0145), (0156) and (0167) — 4-3,
4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 — whose prime-forms display what Chrisman calls
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Figure 9: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Chrisman’s Parsing of the Opening Bar.
‘interval arrays’ of 1-2-1, 1-3-1, 1-4-1 and 1-5-1 respectively (intervals
expressed as pitch-classes).
As a simple introductory example, Chrisman notes (p. 89) that the
four opening pitches of the fourth Bagatelle (a\–b[–e[–e\) are of set-
type (0167), interval array 1-5-1-5. Chrisman suggests that Webern is
using a technique or method which sees this 1-5-1-5 interval array
gradually filled in. In other words, if Webern is following the ‘rules’
properly here, the next pitch should be semitone adjacent to either
the a\–b[ pair or the e[–e\ pair. And so it is: the viola plays b\, giving
rise to a new set (a\–b[–b\–e[–e\), set-type 5-7 (01267), interval array
1-5-1-1-4. The process continues: the next pitch is the viola’s c\, which
is semitone-adjacent to the b\ and now there is a six-note set of type
6-5 (012367), interval array 3-1-5-1-1-1 Figure 9).
Chrisman notes the recurrence of set-type 6-5 throughout the Baga-
telles. He characterises it as one of ‘only a relatively small number of
“intermediate” and “final” sonorities’. The process or technique that
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Figure 10: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Chrisman’s Parsing of Bars 7–8.
Chrisman suggests consists of progressing from smaller symmetrical
sets towards larger ‘final sonorities’. He is not simply talking about
subset relationships, but about directed motion. These ‘final sonorit-
ies’ can be arrived at from various directions. For example, 6-5 does
not only result from filling in set-type 4-9 (0167) but also from filling
in 4-8 (0156). As an example, Chrisman suggests (p. 90) bars 7–8 from
the sixth Bagatelle (Figure 10).
Note that in this last example, Chrisman could have added that the
intermediate set 5-6 also has as a subset 4-7 (0145) — here e[–e\–g\–
a[. Chrisman goes on to detail occasions when 4-7 itself operates as
the structural set-to-be-filled, resulting in the same 6-5 final sonority
(see Figure 11, from Chrisman, p. 95)
Figure 11: Webern, Op. 9/I: Chrisman’s Parsing of Bar 9.
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Figure 12: Webern, Op. 9/I: Chrisman’s Parsing of Bars 9–10.
Chrisman is not merely pointing out the obvious fact that in any
given hexachord you will find certain types of pentachords and tetra-
chords as subsets. Chrisman is more interested in the fact that certain
patterns of set-types appear as the pitches unfold. For example the ex-
act same pattern 6-5 ⊃ 5-7 ⊃ 4-9 that was seen in Figure 9 is seen
in reverse in the first Bagatelle, bars 9–10 (Figure 12).12
Chrisman’s data is ‘true’ and mostly uncontroversial, but I do not
accept that it is a manifestation of ‘technique’ in the way that he sug-
gests: it is simply not plausible that Webern was thinking in terms of
ordered progressions of set-types. My reading is that most of Chris-
man’s examples are manifestations of side-effects which will always
occur as a result of deploying contiguous spans from patterned, ordered
aggregate arrays. These side-effects will be especially pronounced
with arrays that are themselves derived from compound interval cycles
such as c.c. 1:3 or c.c. 6:7.
Chrisman’s data can be recontextualised by considering the nature
of tetrachordal spans of c.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7. Tetrachordal spans of
c.c. 1:3 are either 4-7 (e.g. c\–d[–e\–f\) or 4-17 (e.g. c]–e\–f\–a[). Tetra-
12 Chrisman could have added that this passage also unfolds forwards
4-9 ⊂ 5-6 ⊂ 6-5 (f\–b[–e\–b\ is 4-9, add f] for 5-6 and g\ for 6-5).
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chordal spans of c.c. 6:7 are either 4-8 (e.g. c\–d[–f\–g[) or 4-9 (e.g. c\–
d[–f]–g\). As noted above, Chrisman’s focus is on tetrachords display-
ing a semitone/interval/semitone pattern, especially 4-7, 4-8 and
4-9. What Chrisman is actually demonstrating is that adding an ad-
jacent semitone to any of these three sets produces one of only three
pentachords (5-3, 5-6 or 5-7), and that adding an adjacent semitone
to any of these pentachords produces one of only seven hexachords
(6-1, 6-z3, 6-z4, 6-5, 6-z6, 6-7 and 6-z38). Adding an adjacent
semitone to one of these hexachords produces one of only five hepta-
chords (7-1, 7-4, 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7). Looking at this nexus of sets
in Figure 13 (Chrisman’s frequently cited sets in green), we can see
why Chrisman’s ‘rule’ of adding an adjacent semitone gives rise to
the same unfolding of set-types again and again in different contexts:
if you posit the ‘rule’ you cannot but get the unfolding. Almost all
of Chrisman’s plausible examples come from those Bagatelles which
have background aggregate arrays derived from c.c. 1:3 (movements
I and II) or c.c. 6:7 (movements IV and VI).
It is worth mentioning at this stage that 4-8, 4-9, 5-7, 6-5, 6-z6
and 7-7 are all contiguous spans on a c.c. 6:7 array. In this regard,
Chrisman’s data-entanglement is not unlike Lewin’s on Op. 10/IV
(see Subsection 4.5.1 on page 134). Chrisman’s observations about
adjacent semitones are correct, but there are simpler, and more ac-
cessible ways of accounting for them. Chrisman’s observations are
also limited to particular corners of the works in question: he does
not argue that such unfoldings account for entire movements. I do ar-
gue that in a few cases aggregate-array backgrounds account for the
pitch-successions of entire movements, only some of which of which
display ‘unfolding’.
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Figure 13: Chrisman’s Unfolding Sets
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A number of other authors, most notably Benjamin Davies [2007],
Brian Hanson [2010] and Jeffrey Perry [1990] have pursued the lines
of enquiry opened up by Robert Hanson and Richard Chrisman. Typ-
ically they explain this data in rather more abstract (and less efficient)
ways than these earlier writers. Their particular contributions will be
addressed in situ.
1.3.3 Contra Forte (II) — The Octatonic Premise
Allen Forte’s exhaustive study [1998] of the atonal, pre-serial music
of Webern remains its most visible exegesis. It is to date the only
analytically-inclined book-length study of this repertoire. It is scarcely
mentioned in this dissertation and this point needs addressing. Essen-
tially, Forte argues that octatonic interactions underpin the entirety of
Webern’s pre-serial music. I do not (as does for instance Cain [2003])
find Forte’s octatonic readings convincing.
If one starts from the premise that some music has an octatonic
basis then any surface feature which contains more than one adjacent
semitone is necessarily viewed as the congruence of two or more oc-
tatonic collections. Forte says this explicitly: ‘Here as elsewhere in
Webern’s octatonic atonal music, chromaticism results from the interac-
tion of octatonic threads’ [Forte, 1998, p. 193 - Forte’s italics]. Aside from
the question-begging, Forte’s statement is highly problematic. For a
start, as every analysis of every flavour confirms, Webern’s music has
an awful lot of adjacent semitones which means that there must be an
awful lot of interactions between octatonic threads. The real problem
is that any fully chromatic music can be parsed into disjunct octatonic
threads in the way that Forte describes. Any one octatonic collection
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Figure 14: Pierre Boulez, Le Marteau Sans Maître: Opening Bars Parsed into
Octatonic Strands.
accounts for eight of the twelve pitch-classes, half of its pitches are
shared by one of only two available transpositions of that collections
and the ‘missing’ diminished triad is found in both of those transpos-
itions: octatonic joins are trivial to fabricate.
For example, the opening of Boulez’s Le Marteau Sans Maître can be
parsed octatonically (Figure 14). Nobody would think to suggest that
the chromaticism of Le Marteau derives from the interaction of dis-
junct octatonic threads13 but, visually at least, this tiny example from
Boulez is substantially more convincing than any of the examples
given by Forte in his parsing of early Webern (e.g. see Figure 15 from
Forte, 1994, p. 187). Using Forte’s criteria, the opening of Le Marteau
is unequivocally octatonic yet I can think of nothing useful to do with
(or interesting to say about) this ‘fact’.
13 See Koblyakov [1989] for a partial tabulation of Boulez’s serial workings.
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Figure 15: Webern, Op. 9/I: Parsing into Octatonic Strands by Forte [1994].
The Boulez example is not a paradox. Rather, it is merely not helpful
in any way to say that the opening of Le Marteau can be parsed oc-
tatonically. Such a statement neither solves any problems nor raises
any issues. Forte, to my mind, does not make a convincing case of
why this does not also apply to his Webern analyses.
Forte’s decision to parse the atonal work of Webern octatonically
also leads him to dissuade his readers from considering any local
chromatic groupings as groupings (sets), because to do so will (by
definition) weaken his hypothesis. This would be bad practice under
any circumstances, but it is particularly unfortunate given the nature
of the octatonic collection. Let me give an example to clarify this last
point.
There are 792 possible 5-note sets which do not have any pitch
doublings — e.g. [1, 2, 3, 6, 7], or [2, 3, 7,8, 10] but not [1, 2, 2, 5, 6].
By adopting the octatonic a priori Forte reflexively and necessarily
discounts as ‘interactive’ the following Forte-set-types because they
contain three or more adjacent semitones: 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5,
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5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 5-11, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 5-Z18 and 5-Z38.
This already excludes from consideration 324 of the 792 5-note sets.
But Forte will also instinctively recoil from major-scale fragments
such as 5-z12, 5-z36, 5-20, 5-23, 5-24, 5-27, 5-30, 5-34 and
5-35. These account for a further 180 5-note sets. The 5-note whole-
tone collection takes care of another 12. So far 516 5-note sets have
been discounted from being functional, and in the context of Forte’s
octatonic framework, none of these exclusions is controversial. Also
excluded would be 5-26 — a too-recognisable fragment of the melodic
minor scale; it has 12 transpositions and 12 inversions. 540 exclusions
then in total. This means that there are just 252 eligible 5-note sets
remaining for consideration. Of that remainder, 5-10, 5-16, 5-19,
5-20, 5-25, 5-28, 5-31 and 5-32 are indeed subsets of the octatonic
collection, accounting for no less than 168 of that 252 remainder — ex-
actly a 2 to 3 ratio.
What this means in practice is that if you are looking for pentads
in a purported octatonic context, there is a 66.6% probability that
any pentad examined, subsequent to the reflexive exclusion of self-
evidently non-octatonic sets, will be octatonic. This is far too high a
probability for anyone to attach any significance to the ‘presence’ of
an octatonic pentad without further and explicit contextual support.
Unfortunately, the ‘presence’ of further octatonic pentads, because
of their similarly high probability of occurrence under these condi-
tions, does not ipso facto support the ‘presence’ of any previous occur-
rences. It should also be noted that the chances of a randomly gener-
ated pentad (without pitch doublings) being octatonic is 21%. Even
without exclusions, a 21% probability by chance alone casts some
doubt on the very utility of the endeavour itself. Note that I have
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been only talking about contiguous sets: even allowing for octatonic
interactions, Forte has to skip over ‘difficult’ notes with alarming fre-
quency and leaves out completely almost as many. Pace Forte’s volu-
minous charts and tables, I find no evidence at all that the octatonic
has any meaningful presence in this repertoire.
1.4 the research questions
• Can the presence of simple (naïve), patterned arrays be demon-
strated as constituting a background in certain atonal works of
Webern?
• If so
– are there patterns of deployment suggestive of composerly
behaviour?
– are these deployments articulated in ways suggestive of
composerly behaviour?
– if so
* do these behavioural patterns change or develop from
piece to piece in interesting ways?
* do these patterns vary within the individual move-
ment — do we see behaviour resembling a more tra-
ditional ‘development’?
– does a background array of this type more efficiently ex-
plain the data found in pitch-class set analyses of these
works?
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– does a background array of this type more efficiently ex-
plain the distribution of chromatic aggregates noted by cer-
tain analysts?
– does a background array of this type more efficiently ex-
plain the presence of chromatic wedges noted by certain
analysts?
– can verifiable and uncontroversial patterns in this music
found by analysts using other methodologies be more effi-
ciently explained?
– are there interesting critical stances that follow from any of
the above?

2
S U F F I C I E N T A N C E S T RY — W E B E R N ’ S S T R I N G
Q U A RT E T ( 1 9 0 5 )
2.1 compound interval cycles in the 1905 quartet
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Figure 16: The Hexatonic Cycle (After Cohn [2012]).
Webern was certainly aware of the so-called ‘hexatonic cycle’ prior to
1905. Cohn’s illustration of the pattern of voice-leading involved in
this stock late-Romantic trope is shown in Figure 16.
Cohn also cites the cycle’s locus classicus, bars 270-277 of the first
movement of Brahms’ Double Concerto, a reduction of which is given
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Brahms, Double Concerto, 1st Movement, Bars 270--277.
Whether consciously or not, Webern has recomposed Brahms’ mu-
sic in bars 76–80 of the 1905 String Quartet (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 76–81.
To transform Brahms into Webern you need to retrograde Brahms’
chord progression, then transpose it up a tone. Then, add a chain of
9-8 suspensions in the bass, and a chain of 6-5 suspensions in the
soprano. Finally, stretch out the harmonic rhythm as the cycle pro-
gresses, filling the temporal gaps with additional passing notes in the
bass (Figure 19). Looking ahead, one can see that the chain of 9-8
suspensions is also a chain of (016) trichords and a chain of (0156) tet-
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Figure 19: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 76–80: Transformation from
Brahms.
rachords. A repeat of the first of these tetrachords is completed when
the bass resolves to the d] in bar 81 (not shown).
Although the harmonic progression and the suspensions in the
bass line are more efficiently thought of in traditional tonal terms,
they are also accountable to c.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7 respectively. Or, rather,
both features are amenable to being displayed as if accountable to
compound interval cycles. On the basis if this extract alone, I would
be hesitant in claiming that these interval cycles are somehow ‘op-
erating’ here. In particular, it seems unnecessary to make the bass
movement accountable to c.c. 6:7 when simple transposition is more
than adequate. The three (0156) tetrachords do indeed sit on a c.c. 6:7
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Figure 20: Webern, String Quartet (1905), bars 76–80: Bass Line on C.C. 6:7
Array.
array, but there is nothing in their disposition to suggest that this is
anything more than happenstance (Figure 20).
C.c. 1:3 and c.c. 6:7 are, then, both ‘there’ and ‘not really there’;
visible, but not fully salient. However, if we return to the beginning of
the Quartet and follow the development of the work’s opening motto,
the case for c.c. 1:3 being operational over and above the traditional
Brahms-ian tertiary progressions becomes stronger.
2.2 c .c . 1 :3 in the 1905 string quartet
For the listener, the opening of Webern’s 1905 String Quartet encapsu-
lates the either/or, neither/nor harmonic nature of much of the work
(Figure 21). It is either tonal or atonal, just as much as it is neither
tonal nor atonal. As for compound interval cycles, c.c. 1:3 is ‘there’ as
a collection, but the extent to which this is a meaningful observation
is not yet decidable.
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Figure 21: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 1–7.
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The opening motif, c]–c\–e\ is tonally ambiguous. It can, for ex-
ample, be heard as if the c\ was b] , suggesting a key of c]-minor.1 The
aural presence of a c]-major-sounding chord on the last beat of bar 2
can be marshalled to lend weight to this hearing. And yet this chord
has its e] enharmonically spelt as f\. If a sense of C]-major/minor
were a priority in these opening three bars, Webern could, and prob-
ably would, have made different enharmonic choices. Or perhaps the
accidentals as given suggest that A-major/minor is intended. Also,
because of its metric and dynamic placement, this c]-major-sounding
chord feels more like a passing chord to the augmented triad on the
downbeat of bar 3. The repeat of the opening motif a fifth higher in
bars 4–5 certainly looks like a tonal gesture, but its doubling in ma-
jor thirds in bar 6 pulls the ear back towards the augmented triad
e[–g\–b\.
The pattern of chords heard in bar 7 (here harmonising the ‘dom-
inant’ motif) returns many times throughout the Quartet — Augmen-
ted triad, half-diminished seventh, French sixth. The half-diminished
seventh here is incomplete (it is missing the c\ that sounds in the
previous chord), as it frequently is in similar passages. This incom-
pleteness allows us to hear the entire passage in terms of whole-tone
sonority: apart from the c]-major-sounding chord, all simultaneities
belong to one of the two whole-tone collections.
There is also an overtly organic, contrapuntal element to this open-
ing music. The cello’s initial g\–g]–e\ is a transposed inversion of the
opening motif. The f\–a\–g] shared between the viola and the second
violin in bar 2 can be thought of as a transposed retrograde, and the
a\–g]–c\ that is passed from second violin to first in bars 2–3 is a
1 In this regard, the similarity between this motif and the subject of Bach’s c]-minor
fugue BWV 849 is intriguing, given the ’real answer’ in bar 4.
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Figure 22: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 9–13.
simple transposition, as is the e\–e[–g\ in the second violin in bar 6.
This is all very Brahms-like. The listener, then, is likely to apprehend
the opening in terms of its contrapuntal working, the tonal reson-
ances of its antecedent and consequent, and its whole-tone harmony.
If the reduction is played allegro and forte at the piano it could easily
be Liszt.
Alongside all of the above, note that there are two hexatonic col-
lections visible here, Hex-4 and Hex-3. Hex-4 and Hex-3 share the
augmented triad e\–g]–c\, the sonority in bar 4. The music before
and including this augmented triad is accountable to Hex-4 (c\–c]–
e\–f\–g]–a\); the cello’s g\ is, in this context, an appoggiatura. From
the augmented triad through the pizzicati, the music is accountable to
Hex-3 (b\–c\–e[–e\–g\–g]), as is the first chord in bar 7.
The immediate development in bars 9–13 keeps all of the opening
elements in play (Figure 22).
Contrapuntally, this passage is far denser (Figure 23), with all four
instruments playing transformations of the opening motif. The chord
repertoire remains as in bar 7 (I read the first violin’s e\ in bar 13
as an elided d]–e\ passing movement between two different spacings
of the same French sixth a\–b\–d]–f\). The vertical sonority remains
overwhelmingly whole-tone. At the beginning of this passage note
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also the first appearance of the (016) trichords that will increasingly
hold our attention: c]–d\–g] in violin 1 and f\–e\–b[ in the cello.
Hex-2 and Hex-3 are found, with their shared augmented triad
sounding throughout bar 11. Invoking Hex-3 in this passage, though,
is a little forced. The soprano and bass from the first two chords do
not confirm; and whilst the upper voices in chords 3–5 are available
in Hex-3, the fourth and fifth were already available in Hex-2, whose
presence is not in doubt in bars 11-12. As to whether the hexatonic is
‘operating’, it is difficult to discount that its presence might simply be
a by-product of quite conventional chromatic contrapuntal Fortspin-
nung. Similarly, the second violin’s first nine pitches form an octatonic
hexachord, but I would not claim that the octatonic is present here in
any meaningful way.
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Figure 23: Webern, String Quartet (1905), bars 9–13: Harmony, Counter-
point, and Hexatonic Grouping.
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Figure 24: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 14–24.
In bars 14–24 we see further sequential Fortspinnung and the emer-
gence of more conventionally melodic material (Figure 24).
The Fortspinnung is a three-times outing of the chord sequence
from bar 7, each repeat a tone higher (Figure 25). Because each half-
diminished seventh is incomplete, the harmony is still resolutely whole-
tone. All four hexatonic collections can be found with minimal ‘noise’,
but in this context I am even less inclined to describe them as ‘oper-
ating’: this feels genuinely like by-product.
The emergent melodic writing in bars 20–24 is a further example of
the potential for a hexatonic collection to be treated as a stable conson-
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Figure 25: Webern, String Quartet (1905), bars 14-18: Counterpoint and
Hexatonic Regions.
ance — that is, amenable to being decorated with dissonances (Fig-
ure 26). In this sense, the roulades and triplets are turns and passing-
notes respectively.
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Figure 26: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 20-24: Hexatonic as Conson-
ance (with Dissonances).
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Figure 27: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 39–42.
There are a number of passages that display features suggesting
that the hexatonic, as an idea, might be genuinely operational.2 Such a
passage is found in bars 39–42 (Figure 27)
Bar 39 is a conventional stretto which rapidly takes in all four
hexatonic collections (Figure 28). Bars 41–43 are essentially a rhythmic
augmentation of the motif from bar 39, combined with the theme
from bar 23 which itself undergoes fragmentation. More interesting,
though, is bar 40. The rapid hexatonic rotation continues, but the mu-
sic is palpably changed. The melodic profile of each voice is different:
the (014) groups are still there (for example, the second violin’s d[–
c\–e\), but they do not saturate the texture as before. Instead, angular
lines that aggregate to chromatic clusters are projected.3 The fleet-
2 I also concur with Wedler’s demonstration [2015]that hexatonic thinking operates
structurally, across the whole work, in a late-Romantic, macro/tonal sense akin to
that described in Bribitzer-Stull [2006] and Cohn [1996].
3 These angular lines are, I suggest, the origin of the thematic extension which was
first heard in bar 24 and then extensively developed in bars 30–37. (see Figure 24).
This is an example of what I call opportunist, or in-situ derivation. Each of these
angular lines (for example the g[–f\–g\–e\ in the first violin at the beginning of
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ing major-seventh chords in second inversion (on the third of each
sixteenth-note group) are also new. I would argue that even such a
subtle variegation suggests that the hexatonic has been examined, re-
considered and re-constituted aside from its Fortspinnung duties.
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Figure 28: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 39–40: Harmony and
Hexatonic Regions.
bar 40) is not by itself accountable to a single hexatonic collection, but it has been
observed, selected, and re-composed with.
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2.3 c .c . 6 :7 in the 1905 string quartet
The chain of 9–8 suspensions in bars 76–80, although demonstrable
on a c.c. 6:7 array, could not be argued as accountable to it. The stretto
passage that immediately follows (Figure 29) is similarly more effi-
ciently explained as chromatic Fortspinnung, but it exhibits additional
and important features when considered as part of c.c. 6:7.
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Figure 29: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 81–85.
Notable here is the fact that although the passage displays a chain
of (016) trichords in the same way as the 9-8 suspension, it here parses
into chains of (0167) rather than (0156) tetrachords (Figure 30). One
of the distinguishing features of c.c. 6:7 is that conjunct tetrachords
alternate (0156) and (0167) depending on whether the first interval is
ic5 or ic6. There is a sole (0156) visible: a resultant, shared between
the two parts of the canon between bars 82–83 (labelled tetrachord
2). The cello’s c\–b\–f\ in bar 83 cannot be incorporated into a local
c.c. 6:7 tetrachord as it is missing a proximate e\ or f].
Of interest in respect of Webern’s later interval cycle technique is
the nature of the traversal through the c.c. 6:7 array. On the array,
tetrachord 2 is one space to the right of tetrachord 1. Tetrachord 3 is
the same as tetrachord 1. The movement is therefore ‘one to the right,
then back again’. Similarly, movement from tetrachord 4 to tetrachord
5 is describable as ‘two to the left’. Verbal descriptions such as these
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Figure 30: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 81-85: C.C. 6:7 array.
are superfluous here, but will prove crucial to a proper understanding
of the nature of c.c. 6:7 as it operates in Webern’s Opp. 5/IV, 9/IV and
10/IV (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5). One should bear in mind, though,
that despite their amenability to being presented on a c.c. 6:7 array,
the tetrachords visible in bars 81–85 are not a function of it. C.c. 6:7 is
not yet operating in any meaningful sense.
This sense that c.c. 6:7 might be both ‘there’ and ‘not really there’
is especially keenly felt during bars 106–112 (Figure 31).
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Figure 31: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 106–112.
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Figure 32: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 109–112: Tonal Analysis.
Bars 109–112 are an extended perfect cadence in C-major in the
manner of Strauss or Mahler. Elaboration is twofold. Firstly, chord V
supports a meandering canon of 6-5-4-3 movement. At the same time
there is another meandering canon of 8-]7-\7 movement. Everything
is resolved with chord I in bar 112 (Figure 32).
Not immediately audible is the chain of (0156) and (0167) tetra-
chords that threads through this cadence (Figure 33). Again, despite
their amenability to being presented on a c.c. 6:7 array, the tetrachords
visible in bars 109–112 are still not a product of it.
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Figure 33: Webern, String Quartet (1905), Bars 108–111: C.C. 6:7 array.
Part II
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The cadence through bars 108–111 of Webern’s 1905 String Quartet
displays chains of (0156) and (0167) tetrachords which derive from
the congruence of simple transposition and chromatic voice-leading.
I noted that these chains of tetrachords could be displayed on a c.c. 6:7
array, but drew short of claiming that the music is derived from a
c.c. 6:7 array (See Figure 33 on page 60). There are, though, a small
number of individual movements of Webern’s composed between
1909 and 1914 for which a case can be compellingly made for their
partial or complete derivation from c.c. 6:7 treated as an aggregate
array. The movements in question are:
op. 5/iv (1909) This is the only published movement that I have
identified other than the 1905 String Quartet which is account-
able to both c.c. 6:7 and c.c. 1:3.4 C.c. 6:7 is the origin of the
opening and closing sections. Left/right tetrachordal traversal
of the array is maximally overlapping, which accounts for the
slow rate of arrival of ‘new’ pitches. The central ‘ostinato’ pas-
sage is accountable to (and I suggest derived from) an aggregate
array which is itself derived from c.c. 1:3. The three ascending
figures which mark the end of the three audible structural divi-
sions (colloquially known as FLYAWAY after Lewin) are an ex-
ample of what I call in-situ derivation; a form of ‘jumping out
of the system’.5 The three transposition levels of FLYAWAY cor-
respond to the ‘roots’ of three key articulations of (0167) spans
of c.c. 6:7. Despite being the earliest of the c.c. 6:7 movements, it
is in many ways one of the most complex: its canonic accretions
and Beethovenian unfolding obscuring what transpires to be a
4 The undated string quartet fragment M208 (1914 or 1917) uses both cycles, as well
as c.c. 1:4. I examine this fragment in Appendix A.
5 I borrow the phrase from Van Den Toorn [1983].
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very simple tetrachordal deployment. Op. 5/IV is doubtless the
most familiar of these movements to non-specialists and stu-
dents: there is a considerable amount of contrasting and contra-
dictory literature available, and I devote some time and space
to demonstrating that much of the extant analysis proves to be
observation of the inevitable side-effects of having a compound
interval cycle as a pre-compositional background. The opening
two violin tremolando chords in Op. 5/IV are used here as
the zero-indexes for what I refer to as α- and β- spans. All α-
spans are (0156) sets (Forte’s 4-8), and all β-spans are (0167)
sets (Forte’s 4-9).
op. 9/iv (1911) I suggest that this movement is wholly derived from
c.c. 6:7. Just two musically trivial timing/direction adjustments
are all that obscure an otherwise simple demonstration of left
or rightwards tetrachordal movement through c.c. 6:7 treated as
an aggregate array.
op. 10/iv (1911) I suggest that this movement is also wholly de-
rived from c.c. 6:7 with a particular emphasis on (0156) spans.
In contrast to Op. 5/IV, the progression of tetrachordal spans
across c.c. 6:7 is here minimally overlapping. There is also a
short passage of trichordal traversal. I demonstrate that Webern’s
deployment of (0156) spans is likely to have originated in a
simple transposition scheme. Sketches from the Paul Sacher
Foundation (Basle) confirm that the final violin solo is in fact
derived from the same array/transposition-scheme as the rest
of the movement.
op. 9/vi (1913) This movement is complex and hints at a radical
re-appraisal of the utility of c.c. 6:7 as a background composi-
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tional resource. Development of the material has a dual-aspect.
Firstly, the movement can be viewed as a series of kaleidoscopic
reconstitutions of bars 2–3, which themselves are a transparent
presentation and articulation of c.c. 6:7. In parallel, the latter
part of this movement is also accountable to an aggregate array
which itself is derived from bars 2–3’s hexachordal partitioning
of c.c. 6:7. I am minded that when talking about Webern’s later
works, an aggregate array is, of course, a ‘series’. A discarded
ending of the movement held at the Paul Sacher Foundation
(first fully deciphered in Davies [2002]) is also derived from the
aggregate array, despite its substantial musical differences to the
published coda.
I address Opp. 5/IV and 10/IV first, as they account for much of the
extant analytical commentary.
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Figure 34: Webern, Op. 5/IV, full score.
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Much of the extant analytic commentary on Webern’s Op. 5/IV is
rooted in Forte’s system of pitch-class-set analysis. Such commentary,
whether found in basic undergraduate primers such as Straus [2005]
or Lester [1989], or in more exhaustive explorations by writers such
as Beach [1979], Kaplan [1990] and Forte himself [1964, 1973], offers
up a good deal of apparently coherent data expressed in terms of
pitch-class-set relationships.
Although I do not subscribe to Forte’s system, my reading of this
movement does explain why set-theorists continue to find the data
that they do. Viewing the outer sections of the movement as deriv-
ing from c.c. 6:7 accounts for all of the attendant set-theoretical data,
and this reorientation will be useful for set-theoretically inclined ana-
lysts in judging the salience of future segmentation choices. The cent-
ral section of the movement (bars 7–9) does not derive from c.c. 6:7,
but from a different patterned array which is itself derived from a
pair of patterned hexatonic scales (the technique of deriving arrays
from hexatonic scales is the subject of Part iii). The fact that the cent-
ral section is derived from a different background to the outer sec-
tions (not an unreasonable stance for a movement palpably in tern-
ary form) is reflected in the manifest difficulty that set-theoretical
analysts have had in proposing a unified pitch structure that spans
the entire movement. Such links as there are between c.c. 6:7 and the
central hexatonic music are better demonstrated without recourse to
Forte’s system.1
More closely anticipating my own reading of Webern’s Op. 5/IV
are two early studies which do not draw on Forte — Boretz [1969] and
Perle, (1962/1991). I concur with observations made by both of these
writers which suggest that a chain of events is at work here. Later
1 See e.g. Brown [2013].
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expansions on these observations by, in particular, Burkhart [1980]
and Clampitt [1999], hint that these progressions might be ordered.
At its simplest, my reading of this movement reconciles Boretz with
Perle and confirms that the patterns that they see are two aspects of
one phenomenon. Additionally, I confirm Burkhart and Clampitt’s
intuitions that the patterns are indeed ordered.
3.1 labels
In the outer sections of the movement, Webern is deploying pairs
of contiguous four-note spans of c.c. 6:7. A label (a shorthand) is
needed for each of these four-note spans. In set-theoretical terms, the
two type of contiguous four-note span are of either set-type (0156)
or (0167) — Forte’s 4-8 and 4-9. Other commentators have used dif-
ferent labels for this same pair of structures: Perle has ‘x-cell’ and
‘y-cell’; Burkhart has ‘w-cell’ and ‘x-cell’. Bartók specialists, after Treit-
ler [1959], are inclined to refer to (0167) sets as ‘Z-tetrachords’. For
my own reading, I am disinclined to use any of the existing labels for
these four-note cells/sets. For obvious reasons, any more permuta-
tion of w, x, y, or z would sow further confusion — already, Perle’s
‘y’, is Burkhart’s ‘w’, is Treitler’s ‘Z’: and, for what I hope will become
equally obvious reasons, I will mostly refrain from referring to them
by their set-types or their Forte-numbers other than to reference other
analyses which themselves use such terminology.2
In this dissertation I refer to the two types of contiguous four-note
subgroups available in/on c.c. 6:7 as α and β (see Figure 35). I must
2 Essentially, I argue that set-types are overly-neutral descriptors to be musically use-
ful, whereas the mere invocation of set-types (and a fortiori, Forte-numbers) cannot
but raise the spectre of pitch-class-set theory, whose premises and methods are very
far from neutral.
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Figure 35: Nomenclature for the Two Types of Contiguous Four-note Spans
of C.C. 6:7.
stress straight away that I do not wish to characterise α and β as
‘chords’ or (especially) ‘sets’, although I do not object to ‘cells’. Rather,
α and β should be thought of spatially, as the two possible four-pitch
spans within c.c. 6:7. α is a four-pitch span beginning with ic5 (in
either direction) and β is a four-pitch span beginning with ic6 (again,
in either direction).
In Op. 5/IV, Webern is concerned with maximal overlap of adjacent
α:β, α:α and β:β pairs.3 Examples of such overlapping pairs are shown
in Figure 36.
α:β α:α β:β
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Figure 36: Examples of Maximally Overlapping α:β, α:α and β:β Pairs in
C.C. 6:7.
3 By contrast, Op. 10/IV is concerned with minimal overlap of the same pairs of four-
note subsections of c.c. 6:7.
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3.2 the opening chords
3.2.1 More Labelling
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Figure 37: Webern, Op. 5/IV, Bars 1–3: Oscillating α0 and β0.
The opening two tremolando violin-chords are a maximally overlap-
ping α : β pair. My analysis here is concerned with linear movement,
left and right, through c.c. 6:7 so an index is needed to locate the
various α and β spans on the array. For no other reason than the fact
that they are the first to appear in Op. 5/4, I refer to these particular
versions of α and β as α0 and β0 (Figure 37). The superscripts are not
transposition levels.4
4 To be clear, it does so happen that the next rightwards α from α0 (i.e α1) equates
to a T1 operation on α0 — i.e. [11, 0 4, 5] is followed by [0, 1, 5, 6] — but this
is a feature of c.c. 6:7 that only holds true for spans of an even number of notes.
The transposition/index equivalence does not hold for odd-numbered spans, which
proceed left- or rightwards through the array by alternating operations of I5and I6
(e.g. as sets, the normal-order [10, 11, 4] is followed, one position to the right, by the
normal-order [4, 5, 11], an I6 relationship). The zero indexes for α and β are arbitrary
in so far as they simply refer to the first occurrences of α and β in Op. 5/IV, but this
arbitrariness does at least mean that my indexes tally with the transposition level
schemes for αas found in Burkhart [1980] and Perle [1991].
An objection could be made that a labelling of α11 and β11 would be more logical,
equally convenient, and no less arbitrary. More logical because it would be consistent
with the convention of labelling transpositions of sets in line with their normal-order
(For example, the first chord, in normal-order is [11, 0, 4, 5], which is the prime-form
(0156) at T11. See Forte 1973, p. 3); equally convenient because it would, consequently,
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3.2.2 From Deployment to Articulation: α0 ↔ β0 Oscillation, Bars 1–3
Figure 37 shows how the first and second violins during bars 1–3
α0 and β0 oscillate, back and forth: α0 ↔ β0. 5 Pace Perle (see Sub-
section 3.4.2) I do not see the need here to treat each α as a bridge
between two β. Similarly, I do not share Boretz’ opposite need to
treat each β as a bridge between two α (see Subsection 3.4.1). Such
bridges do occur in this movement, but not here. In the opening bars
neither span is a bridge to the other.
3.2.2.1 Dyad Parsing
Note that the opening α and β tremolandi are articulated as pairs of
dyads in such a way as to de-emphasise the interval-class similarity
of their pitch-class sets (and, of course, α0 and β0 also share three
pitch-classes, courtesy of their adjacency in c.c. 6:7). Primers such as
Lester [1989] and Straus [2005] make great play of the similarity of
these spans in terms of interval-class content: set-types (0156) and
(0167) are both capable of being parsed into either a pair of ic5 dyads
or a pair of ic1 dyads. In these terms, the only difference between
them is revealed by the final parsing options: (0156) can be presented
as an ic6/ic4 pair, and (0167) as a pair of tritones (Figure 38). Webern,
at the opening of the movement, chooses to parse α0 into its asym-
metric dyad-pair, the major third and tritone (ic4/ic6). β0, which in
interval-class terms does not have an asymmetric dyad-pair parsing,
facilitate comparison between my reading and set-theoretic readings. I have sym-
pathy with this view but on balance I favour the compatibility with Burkhart and
Perle, and, in any case, as already noted, the compatibility aspect of the ‘more lo-
gical’ labelling disappears with the odd-numbered spans (index values of α4 and β11
— using the first pitch-class of each span as an index — whilst also logical, would be
too easily misinterpreted as incorrect transposition levels.
5 The viola’s e[ is dealt with in Section 3.7.
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Figure 38: Webern, Op. 5/4, Bars 1–2: interval-class Content of Opening Vi-
olin Chords.
is presented as an asymmetric interval-pair, perfect fourth and perfect
fifth (i.e. the four tremolandi between them articulate dyads of four,
five, six and seven semitones).
Webern’s dyad-parsing of tetrachordal spans can usefully be con-
sidered visually, in-situ, within c.c. 6:7. Within any ordered array,
for any four-note span there are only three formulae for articulating
dyad-pairs; ‘adjacent’, ‘interleaved’ and ‘wrapped’. For both α and β,
adjacency produces dyad-pairs of identical intervals (perfect fourth
and tritone respectively). Interleaving produces pairs of semitones
for both α and β. Wrapped dyad-pairs produce the four different in-
tervals articulated in the violins’ opening tremolando (Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Dyad-Pair Options for Parsing α0 and β0.
3.2.2.2 Semitones or Otherwise
In bars 1–3 these ‘wrapped’ dyad pairs are spaced so that each unar-
ticulated (hidden) ic1 pair is expressed as a minor seventh or a minor
ninth, not as a minor second. With regards to their dyad partition-
ing and their ic1 disposition, the chords derived from α0 and β0 are
identically constructed (Figure 40).
3.2.3 Maintaining α and β Equilibrium in Bars 3–4 (α0 → β1)
In bar 3, the ear is drawn to the first melodic component of the move-
ment, the downward arpeggiation of β0 played by the first violin. We
register it in conjunction with its re-statement in bar four, transposed
down a perfect fifth, followed by a third hearing, three octaves down
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Figure 40: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Opening Chord Construction and Spacing.
from its original register. This melodic music is typically described
as a canon and will be discussed as such in Subsection 3.3.2. The
music has not yet, though, decisively moved away from α and β oscil-
lation/equilibrium. Beginning with the second note of this arpeggio
(b\), Webern subtly references α0 and β0 for a third time, as part of
the rightwards deployment α0 → β1 (Figure 41). The ic1 components
of this third α0 and the new β1 continue to be spaced as 11 and 13
semitones.
Note that in order to move from α0 to β1 you cannot but pass
through β0 and α1, which is why they remain on the page, even
though not fully articulated. To be fully expansive, this passage might
be said to express α0 → (β0 → α1)→ β1 . Several commentators have
been attracted to the ‘hidden’ transpositions of (0156) and (0167) in
bars 3–4. Obviously, whether or not a span is deemed hidden or not
depends on the point that you are trying to make. Lester, for example,
regards both α0 and β1 in bar 3 as hidden, whereas I read them as de-
ployed, part of a rightwards transformation from α0 ↔ β0 oscillation
to α0 : β1 equilibrium. I therefore consider β0 and α1 as the ‘hidden’
spans here.
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Figure 41: Webern, Op. 5/IV, Bars 3–4: α0 : β1 Equilibrium.
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Figure 42: Webern, Op. 5/IV: e–f] in Different Expressions of α0 : β0.
Webern makes a subtle acknowledgement of the fact that the α0 →
β1 movement in bars 3–4 necessarily contains within it a prolongation
of the opening α0 ↔ β0 oscillation, courtesy of the viola’s e–f], which
previously had functioned as an echo, or imitation, of the highest
notes in the opening tremolando chords (Figure 42). In bars 1–2 e–f]
(which are the notes not common to α0 and β0) are at the top of the
texture: in bar 3 they are at the bottom.
3.2.4 Bars 1–4 as a Rightwards Traversal through C.C. 6:7
The opening four bars can be summarised as a two-stage rightwards
progression through a portion of c.c. 6:7. The first stage is α0 ↔ β0
oscillation, the second stage is an α0 → β1 traversal which maintains
α: β equilibrium (Figure 43).
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Figure 43: Webern, Op. 5/IV, bars 1–4 as a Progression through C.C. 6:7.
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Figure 44: Webern, Op. 5/IV: e–f] ‘Canon’ (Canon for α : β Equilibrium).
3.3 three canons
3.3.1 E–F] Canon (Bars 1-3)
Almost all of the literature on this movement identifies two passages
of canonic/imitative writing in the first five bars of the movement.
I would like to increase this number to three by treating the e–f]
figure as a similar canon/echo/imitation. This will be the canon for
α : β equilibrium, at the double octave, between first violin and viola
(Figure 44). The other two canons will be β-canon and α-canon.
3.3.2 β-Canon (Bars 4-5)
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Figure 45: Webern, Op. 5/IV: β-Canon (Bars 4–5) in C.C. 6:7.
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The β-canon is shown with its origin in c.c. 6:7 in Figure 45. Bar 4 is
where Webern departs from deploying α and β in oscillation/equilib-
rium. The canon in bars 4-5 is a deployment of a pair of overlapping
β-spans, β−1 → β0, just as the canon in bars 5–6 will prove to be a
deployment of a pair of overlapping α-spans. It can now be seen that
the descending arpeggio in bar 3 was not strictly part of this canon,
except as a back-formation, and not simply because there is no actual
overlap between points of imitation.
Webern’s performance indications partly support this view: in bar
3 the first violin arpeggio is only phrased across the first three notes;
the fourth (c\) is articulated as part of the β1 chord which is com-
pleted on the downbeat of bar 4. Webern also marks the beginning
of the canon-proper äuserßt zart (second violin), and slurs all four
notes, in order to differentiate it. Arguably conflicting with this is
the im tempo marking which coincides with the first appearance of
the arpeggio-figure in bar 3 (after a quaver G.P.). Reflexively this
strongly suggests to the performer that the beginning of bar 3 marks
the start of a subsection, and indeed it is quite difficult not to hear it
as such. That said, an appreciation that bar 3 in one sense concludes
the first subsection might lead to different, and audibly meaningful,
performance decisions. For a quartet to decisively present bar 4 as
the commencement of a new section may be asking too much, given
the nature of bar 3, but this need not be a taxing issue in terms of
theory. Pace Forte I see very little evidence that obvious surface delin-
eators — phrasing, tempo changes, pauses etc — habitually coincide
with background/structural moments of moment, much less decis-
ively so (see Nattiez, 2003). Rather, there is considerable dovetailing
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and cross-cutting between ‘background’ and ‘foreground’ — or, as I
prefer, ‘background’, ‘deployment’ and ‘articulation’.
Bar 3’s arpeggiation of β0 certainly gives rise to the canon, and at
the very least it should be treated (and heard) as a bridge between
the opening α : β equilibrium and the β-canon-proper. In terms of
Webern’s deployment from c.c. 6:7, though, the downbeat of bar 4
should be considered as marking the beginning of a new subsection
of the opening music.
There are a couple of further points to make as regards the de-
rivation of the β-canon from c.c. 6:7. The first concerns movement
between two adjacent β-spans which necessarily involves passing
through a bridging α. Here, as Perle shows (see Figure 3.4.2), we
appear to have the ‘wrong’ bridging α (α6, where α0 was expected
again). It is as if, for some reason, Webern has jumped to the place in
the c.c. 6:7 array where the pitch-classes of β−1 and β0 appear again
as β5 and β6 (Figure 46).
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Figure 46: Webern, Op. 5/IV, bars 4–5: β−1 and β0, ‘Bridged by α6’.
Suggestions of a move to the ‘other half’ of the array are merely a
distraction. It is ‘true’ — but is simply happenstance, a by-product.
The important thing about this moment, in this context, is that it
involves movement from β−1 to β0 with maximal overlap. With any
canon derived from adjacent β-spans, comes can only follow dux at
T5or T1, and it was Webern’s choice to present this particular comes at
T5 that gave rise to the hidden, unarticulated α6 rather than a fourth
α0.
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Figure 47: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Second Canon (after Lester).
3.3.3 The α-Canon (Bars 4-6)
A more conventionally canonic canon at the double octave between
first violin and cello begins on the last eighth-note of bar 4 and fin-
ishes with the cello’s c], second beat of bar 6 (Figure 47). The first
three notes of the canon are c\, f\ and d[. Lester and others rightly
point out that the head of each voice belongs to set-type (015), Forte’s
3-4, a subset of α (0156).
The reason that an (015) cell has come to prominence is because the
passage is derived from the superset (0156). The canon shadows the
rightwards movement α1 → α2; matching the rightwards β−1 → β0
movement seen in the β-canon. The movement α1 → α2 is somewhat
buried in the texture, masked by the accretions that eventually result
in the canon as heard. The core of the α1 → α2 progression is itself a
canon at the inversion. (Figure 48).
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Figure 48: Webern, Op. 5/IV: α-Canon Core, Bars 4-5.
Articulation of these new α-spans continues to display wrapped
dyad partitioning (Figure 49). What has changed, though, is the ic1
disposition. One of each ic1-pair is now expressed as a semitone. The
other ic1 component of each span remains expressed as an augmen-
ted octave (13 semitones). Figure 49 also shows that the articulation
of the core α1 and α2 as found in the score can be arrived at visually
by reading down and then up the dyads.
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Figure 49: Webern, Op. 5/IV: α-Canon in Dyads and Semitones.
Transformation of this α-canon core into the audible canon at the
double octave requires two further steps. Firstly each α is extended
to articulate a further descending semitone, to match the descending
semitone g–f] in the viola. Finally the canon is completed by adding
a dux to α1 and a comes to α2, both at the double octave (Figure 50).
The traversal from α1 to α2 also explains the ‘hidden’ β1 in the texture.
Also note that β0 is again used as a link between sections.
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Figure 50: Webern, Op. 5/IV: α-Canon Accretion.
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3.3.4 α and β Canons as a Rightwards Progression through C.C. 6:7
The α and β canons, like the opening four bars, outline a rightwards
traversal through c.c. 6:7 with maximal overlap. The total span is
wider than that found in bars 1–4 (cf. Figure 43), encompassing the
b[ on the left edge of the array, and d\ on the right (Figure 51).
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Figure 51: Webern, Op. 5/IV: α and β Canons as Traversal through C.C. 6:7.
3.4 interlude — reconciling perle and boretz
Between them, the studies by Boretz [1969] and, especially, Perle,
(1977, 1991) identify all of the occurrences of α and β found in the
first six bars. They also approach the twin ideas that an ordered back-
ground might account for Webern’s choice of notes and that there
might be some kind of progression. Both writers treat α and β as
sets rather than linear spans drawn from an array. Boretz and Perle
each describe just one half of a picture. Boretz parses the opening
as a pattern of ‘fifth-dyads’ ascending by semitone where Perle sees
a pattern of tritones ascending by semitone. Both writers note that
their schemas can be thought of as two parallel series of ascending
semitones.
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3.4.1 Boretz
Boretz rather opaquely describes his model as:
[. . . ] based on a partitioning of the pitch domain by
interlocking sets of equivalent dyads (of interval 7) that
identify a twofold “exhaustion” of the “total chromatic”.
This 12×2 “norm” is possible since the identifying ele-
ments are members of “ordered couples”, so that each
pitch-class element is represented just twice, once in each
“position” of the ordered couple (for (x,y), each pitch-class
represents just one value of x and one of y). The “parti-
tioning cycle” may be represented as the following series
of twelve 7-dyads in 1-transposition sequence (a “circle of
1-related fifths”).
(C=0)
{(0 7) (1 8) (2 9) (3 10) (4 11) (5 0) (6 1) (7 2) (8 3) (9 4) (10
5) (11 6)}
Boretz’ partitioning cycle can be represented rather more transpar-
ently in staff notation as in Figure 52. Figure 52 also clarifies what
Boretz means when, talking about the two opening chords, he says:
The contents of the first of these ((4, 11, 5, 0)) uniquely
asserts a single two-dyad adjacency span in the given order-
circle, while the content of the second ((11, 5, 0, 6)) occurs
twice in the order-circle, so that this second chord tends
to associate the dyad area uniquely fixed by the first chord
with the dyad area halfway across the circle.
In other words, you can find the pitch content of the second chord
in two places in the cycle, but those two occurrences will overlap in
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the beamed notes are the chord from bar 2, set-
type [0,1,6,7], which can be found twice in the cycle
the chord from bar 1, set type 
[0,1,5,6], can only be found 
once in the cycle
Figure 52: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Boretz’ ‘Partitioning Cycle’.
pitch content with different transpositions of the first chord. This is
the phenomenon behind the ‘wrong’ bridging α6 that appears in bar
4 (see Subsection 3.3.2).
Boretz goes on to chart the progression of these “fifth-dyads” through
the piece. I have annotated Boretz’ map of the first five bars so as to
more clearly identify the various articulated α and β-spans already
identified (Figure 53).6 In Boretz’ hearing it is the α-span, conceived
of as two adjacent fifths-dyads, which is considered the stable or
structural unit. He considers the α-span to be the “background ref-
erential set” and his map is intended to present “an ordered series
of transformations” of it [1969, p. 218]. These spans/referential-sets
straddle two staves on Boretz’ map. All β-spans are considered trans-
itional, accountable to three fifths-dyads, and is shown as straddling
three staves on Boretz’ map. Boretz also notes in smaller note heads
the appearance of β0 in the ‘other half’ of the map. Boretz’ insist-
ence on parsing the music as dyads has led him to notate as sim-
ultaneous notes which are not, and this disguises the rightwards
α0 → (β0 → α1) → β1 equilibrium that was observed in Subsec-
6 Boretz’ application of this schema beyond bar 5 is not successful, requiring structures
that span five staves and the invocation of incomplete dyads (i.e. jumping over notes
that do not fit). See Boretz [1969, p. 222].
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Figure 53: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Boretz’ Map of Bars 1–5 [Boretz, 1969, p. 221].
tion 3.2.3. I have added the ‘wrong’ bridging α6 in the β-canon to
show where it would have appeared in Boretz’ schema.
3.4.2 Perle
Perle’s framework is based on a background of tritones in what Bor-
etz would have called a “1-transposition sequence”. Perle’s own dia-
gram of this background is reproduced in Figure 54. In contrast to
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Figure 54: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Background, after Perle [1991].
Boretz, Perle analyses the piece primarily in terms of the β-span’s
(0167) set-type, which he calls ‘cell y’. Where Boretz had a back-
ground of semitone-adjacent fifth-dyads, Perle’s y-cells are parsed as
pairs of semitone-adjacent tritones and he proposes a number of struc-
tural occurrences of these y-cells, which are the three β-spans already
noted in bars 2–5, plus a fourth, found at the end of the movement,
in bar 12. Perle’s schema captures the fact that bars 4–5 traverse a
wider span of c.c. 6:7 than bars 1–4. The schema in Figure 54 implies
that a β-span is structural in bar 5, but I have already disagreed with
this. I have argued that the passage that spans the last quaver of bar 4
through to the second beat of bar 6 derives from an α-canon and that
the β1 heard between viola and cello in bar 5 is here a bridge.
In hindsight it was unfortunate, given the completeness of his read-
ing, that Perle insisted on demoting all of the α-spans (which he calls
‘x-cells’) to the rank of bridges between structural β-spans (‘y-cells’).
Far more important than the minor adjustment needed to Figure 54 is
that fact that we are deprived of hearing the opening chord as struc-
tural, and also of appreciating the α-canon as a counterpart to the
preceding β-canon. Perle’s own description of his reading (admitting
terminological appropriations from Schenker) speaks of β/y-cells op-
erating strongly in the background while α/x-cells (being bridges)
play a lesser role in a kind of middleground. Perle’s account of the
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mechanism of this bridging paraphrases what we know about the
nature of c.c. 6:7. He notes that for each progression from a y-cell
to an x-cell (and vice versa) one pair of semitones is retained whilst
the other is transposed by a semitone. This is in agreement with the
twin observations that, within any ordered array, any movement left
or right of a four-note span will retain three shared pitches, and that
transposition of a semitone by a semitone leaves one pitch remain-
ing. Perle agrees with Boretz that this progression can be character-
ised as “moving through two segments of the cycle of semitones” but
notes that the exact same progression can equally well be described as
“moving through two segments of the cycle of fifths” Perle [1991, viii].
Both incarnations of Perle’s middleground for bars 1–5 are shown in
Figure 55. The additional staves that appear in bars 3–4 indicate par-
allel progressions from the y0/6-cell. Perle’s ‘middleground’ tallies all
of the various α and β-spans found in these bars, ‘hidden’ or other-
wise.
One of the features of Perle’s diagram that needs commentary is
the notion of a parallel progression which requires the temporary ad-
dition of a second staff for bars 3–4 (the passage that I characterise
as α0 → β1 equilibrium). The motivation for this is to keep all three
downward arpeggios within the same subsection of the opening mu-
sic and in the same ‘analytic space’ (I argue, by contrast, that a new
subsection begins on bar 4, see Subsection 3.3.2 on page 79). Perle,
because he insists on the primacy of y-cells, sees the passage as the
unfolding of two simultaneous ‘y to y’ progressions (β to adjacent
β movements) both of which have y0/6 as their starting points, each
bridged by a different x-cell. The first progression, y0/6 and y1/7 (β0
and β1), involves a bridging x1 (α1) and, at the same time, the y0/6
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Perle gives two versions of his middleground, one in which pairs of 
semitones are either retained or transposed by a semitone, the other 
where pairs of ic5 are retained or transposed by ic5.
Figure 55: Webern, Op. 5/IV.: ‘Middleground’, after Perle [1991].
and y11/5 (β0 and β−1) progression is bridged by x0 (α0). This parallel
progression can be re-described in terms of two simultaneous move-
ments along c.c. 6:7: β0 → β1 and β0←β−1. This is shown in Figure 56
(Perle’s labels are in red).
This is overly complicated (two progressions when one will do)
and the β0 → β−1 line is a little forced. I feel that the carefully placed
viola e\ cannot credibly be heard as linking to the second violin’s
b\ on the downbeat of bar 4. Not insisting on the primacy of β-cells
allows us to elevates the status of α0 from a lowly bridge to instigator
of the larger movement α0 → β1. I do not regard this α0 as ‘hidden’,
it is right there in plain view if one chooses to see it that way (cf.
Figure 41).
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Figure 56: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Perle’s Reading of Bars 3–4 Involves Parallel
Progressions.
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Boretz:
Perle:
chord 1
chord 2 chord 2
Figure 57: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Boretz’ and Perle’s Cycles Compared.
3.4.3 Boretz’ and Perle’s Cycles Redescribed as C.C 6:7
Boretz and Perle are describing the same phenomenon, which derives
from Webern’s composing out of c.c. 6:7. The typographical adjust-
ment needed to incorporate both Boretz’ and Perle’s cycles within
c.c. 6:7 is small and subtle, but not pedantic or nit-picking. To re-
cap, Boretz’ cycle articulates progressions of the first chord-type as
semitone-adjacent fifths-dyads whereas Perle’s cycle articulates pro-
gressions of the second chord-type as semitone-adjacent tritones (Fig-
ure 57).
Both Boretz’ and Perle’s cycles are typographically arranged to
lend support to their respective hearings — Boretz his semitonal
series of fifths-dyads and Perle his ‘x-cells’ as bridges between ‘y-cells’.
Boretz’ map actually makes it difficult to consider β-spans as struc-
tural, and Perle actively discourages us from thinking that α-spans
can operate structurally in the background.7 Ultimately, both Boretz’
and Perle’s cycles can be better represented by decoupling the idea
of semitone-progression from the idea of dyads. Instead of this coup-
7 I must concede of course that my own typographical re-description of both these
cycles is intended to bias the reader towards my own analytic re-description of the
movement
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Figure 58: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Boretz and Perle’s Cycles as they Appear on
C.C. 6:7.
ling I suggest that it is more efficient to think of both of these cycles
in terms of c.c. 6:7. Figure 58 shows the segment of c.c. 6:7 found
in Webern’s Op. 5/IV and the accountability that Boretz’ and Perle’s
cycles have to it.
3.5 dialectic recapitulation (bars 11–12)
It is normal, and understandable, to speak of bars 11–12 as a reprise
of the canonic music from bars 4–5, followed by a final transposition
of β, pizzicato, in the same shape as heard in the violins in bar 2. The
‘head’ of the point of imitation, c\–f\-d[, appears once more in canon,
underneath the f]–g–f] movement that was originally in the viola
(now high in the first violin part). All is not quite as it seems, though.
This time, the music does not have its roots in the α-canon of bars 4–6.
In terms of deployment from the c.c. 6:7 this is actually a transposed
reprise of the opening chords, fashioned to resemble as closely as
possible the α-canon. Where bars 1–2 had a maximally overlapping
α0 → β0, here there is a maximally overlapping α1 → β1. There is
no d\, as there was in bars 5-6: d\ has to wait for the final chord.
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Figure 59: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Dialectic Recapitulation.
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The articulation of α1 and β1 in bars 11-12 closely matches that of
the opening chords; only the non-shared notes (f\ and g\) move. The
three shared notes remain fixed and, as with the subsidiary α0 → β0
movement in bar 3, there is no voice exchange. What is different is
the ic1 disposition — β1 has both ic1-dyads arranged as semitones,
just as it did in bar 5.
The final move to β2 (the pizzicato chord) completes a transposed
reprise (in terms of deployment) of the first four bars. On the c.c. 6:7
array the music in bars 11–12 can be found two spaces to the right
of that for bars 1–4. Span-deployment once more suggests an α : β
equilibrium: there is an orderly progression of α1 → β1 → (α2) →β2
(the bridging α2 is there on the page, but can scarcely be meaningfully
heard). Figure 59 shows the details of the derivation of this reprise.
3.6 summary of deployment of c .c . 6 :7 throughout op.
5/iv
C.c. 6:7 accounts for the opening music up until the second beat of
bar 6, and the reprise in bars 11–12. There are three broad rightwards
movements. The first takes in bars 1–4 and is concerned with α : β os-
cillation/equilibrium. The second span (the widest) comprises the α
and β canons of bars 4–6. The final span is the dialectic recapitulation
of bars 11-12, which repeats the deployment strategy of bars 1–4 ‘two
spaces to the right’ (Figure 60). Note also how each of the three large
spans advances the traversal of the array by one space to the right —
g\–d\–g].
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Figure 60: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Summary of C.C. 6:7 deployment.
3.7 the e[ in the cello, bars 1–2
The cello in bars 1–2 plays two e[s at the bottom of the texture. These
may or may not be anomalous. The anomaly would be that the e[ is
not part of any span which is adjacent to the rest of the pitches in
bars 1–4: it is close, but Webern seems to have skipped a note.
I do not think that choosing e[ rather than b[ was anything to do
with pre-empting the ‘surprise’ of the new note b[ in bar 4. If the
cello’s e[ is replaced with b[ the effect is not radically altered, but
perhaps more grounded. It may be as simple as Webern preferring the
less grounded sound of the more conceptually dissonant e[. On the
other hand, e[ is special as regards this particular corner of c.c. 6:7. A
peculiarity of the array in general is that there are no fully-chromatic
spans beginning with ic5 — one pitch is always repeated before the
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twelfth is reached. Taking all of the deployed α and β spans together
they outline a span from b[ on the left to g] on the right. The next
note in either direction is e[. E[ is the boundary that you must cross in
either direction, the note that you must repeat twice, before you reach
the a\ that completes the total chromatic. In this regard it might be
germane that a\ is not present in any of the deployed spans here.
Webern may well have been aware of this, but one can only speculate
if and how this might have influenced his composing.
Mitigating perhaps against anomaly, there are other moments in
the piece where a gapped span can be seen, most noticeably the first
five notes of the seven-note rising figure in bar 6. I do, though, think it
is too much to suggest that Webern added an e[ to the opening chords
to invoke a shared ‘gappiness’ with that figure (the two gapped spans
are also in inversion). The gap in the rising figure is not functional,
but a by-product of its derivation, as explained below.
3.8 flyaway
The ascending seven-note figure that rounds off each section was
christened FLYAWAY by David Lewin [2007, p. 188] and it is fre-
quently referred to by this appropriately evocative name. There is
no disagreement amongst commentators that the notes of the first
FLYAWAY can be found, in-situ, straddling bars 3–4. This a conven-
tional secondary-derivation: a composer sees a pattern or grouping
and composes with it. It is an opportunist derivation, an objet trouvé.
In re-composing these seven notes, Webern contrives certain sonic
resonances. The first four pitches of FLYAWAY, c\–e\–f]–b\ mirror the
c\–e\ and f]–b\ dyads played by the first violin in the opening two
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Figure 61: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Origin of Ascending Seven-Note Melody, Bar
6 (“FLYAWAY”).
chords, and the e\–f] movement at the top of those chords is once
more echoed in the same octave as the viola’s reiteration of these
pitches in bar 2–3 (there are two further e\–f](g[) resonances, also
in the same octave, in bars 7–9 and bar 10). It is plausible that the
choice of c] for the fifth note of the ascending phrase was influenced
by that fact that notes 3–6, f]–b\–c]–g\ (treated as an unordered set)
are T7of the first four notes. This is observable without recourse to set-
theoretic analysis (see Lewin [1982a]). It is somewhat less plausible to
imagine that c] was chosen to complete set-type 5-6 (01256) to match
(in inversion) the set-type of the combination of the opening chord
plus the cello’s e[ (see section 3.12). I would like to propose, rather,
that it is the g\ and the b[ which have been carefully placed at the
end of the phrase as a join to the central section (see Section 3.9).
3.9 the central section — symmetrical hexatonic ar-
ray
The music in bars 7–9 is not derived from c.c. 6:7. Major and minor
thirds dominate, fifths and tritones are suppressed. There is, effect-
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ively, an ostinato that runs throughout all three bars in the lower
three strings. The first violin’s melody permutes just four pitches.
The effect is of stasis. This is music of contrast, a modified ternary
form. Appropriately, these central three bars are derived from a dif-
ferent compound interval cycle. They are derived from an array that
is itself formed from a pair of c.c. 1:3 (hexatonic) collections. Pairing
hexatonic collections at T2 will result in an aggregate array, whereas a
pair at T1 results in the nine-note collection that would later become
known as Messiaen’s ‘Mode III’ (a threefold repetition of semitone-
semitone-tone). The array in bars 7–9 is of the Mode III type.
Bars 7–9 are accountable to a symmetrical array derived from a
combination of Hex-2 and Hex-3. Enharmonic choices are governed
by keeping ic3 as a true minor third. Hex-2 is then arranged so that
it ends on b\, Hex-3 so that it starts on b\ (i.e. they share a central
b\). From this, a symmetrical interval series is fashioned so that the
hexachords’ two remaining shared notes, e[ and g\ are at the left
and right edges and can be discarded. It is then a simple matter of
reading, from left to right, the last two notes of FLYAWAY, the vi-
ola ostinato, the e\/b\ drone and the violin melody. The b\, around
which the interval series is symmetrical, is heard twice, in different
octaves (Figure 62). Each transposition of ‘Mode III’ contains within
it a whole-tone scale, and Webern highlights this feature, especially
in bar 9 where a complete whole-tone collection (c\–d\–e\–g[–g]–b[)
is found alongside the octave b\ .
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Figure 62: Webern, Op.5/IV: Derivation of Bars 7–9 from Hexatonic Sym-
metrical Array.
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3.10 transposition levels of flyaway
The FLYAWAY figure is heard three times, with head-notes of c\, f\
and g]. An inability to find a set-theoretic rationale for these trans-
position levels seems to have been particularly vexatious for Fortean
analysts. To quote David Lewin:
“It is not entirely clear why Webern chose this particu-
lar transposition,” says David Beach in his exemplary set-
theoretic analysis, echoing con sordino and senza vibrato
the despairing cries of other analysts over the years (Lewin
[1982a] quoting Beach [1979]).
I do not share the need to problematise these transposition levels. I
partly concur with Straus’ more mundane observation on the various
non-hidden appearances of the ‘second-chord’:
By combining the first and last transpositional moves, it
is possible to trace a larger path through the piece. Along
that larger path, T5and T3combine to create a larger T8.
That is precisely the same as the path traversed by the as-
cending seven-note figure. Both paths culminate and con-
clude in the final two measures. Straus [2005, p. 105]
Or, even more prosaically, the three starting notes of FLYAWAY match
the lowest notes of the three transpositions of the ‘second-chord’ (Fig-
ure 63).
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Figure 63: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Transposition Levels of FLYAWAY.
3.11 links between flyaway and the hexatonic array
The prosaic nature of the transpositions should not at all distract from
the interesting connections that appear between FLYAWAY and the
central hexatonic (‘Mode III’) array. It happens that the first four notes
of the first instance of FLYAWAY are found proximally in the array (in
fact, six out of the original seven FLYAWAY pitches are found there be-
cause the g\ and the b[ can be added). As the array is symmetrical one
must necessarily find the inversion that Charles Burkhart observes in
Burkhart [1980, p. 325]. This inversion shares three pitches with its
prime — f]/g[-b\-e\. This is easily observed by looking at the array
and I think it plausible that this motivated Webern to keep the notes
of the inversion together at the bottom of the texture (Figure 64).
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Figure 64: Webern, Op. 5/IV, Bars 6–7: Burkhart’s Inversion from the
Hexatonic (Mode III) Array.
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Figure 65: Webern, Op. 5/IV: c\-e\-f]-b\ are Shared Between T0and T5of FLY-
AWAY (after Straus [2005, p. 102]).
Straus and others note that T5of FLYAWAY also contains, in posi-
tions 3–6 a permutation of the four pitches c\-e\-f]-b\, a palpable link
to both the original FLYAWAY and the central array (T5’s e[ is also
in the array, see Figure 65). This I feel is a happy coincidence rather
than arcane pre-planning, but Webern’s decision to keep the e–f]/g[
pair in the same octave is likely to be a considered move.
As regards the final FLYAWAY at T8, note that for any Mode III T8
= T0. In other words if, as has been noted, six of the original pitch-
classes of FLYAWAY are found in in our ‘Mode III’ hexatonic array,
then so too must six notes of T8. T8 is then, in one sense, more closely
related to the original FLYAWAY than T5 by virtue of its shared rela-
tionship to the central array (Figure 66).
FLYAWAY (bar 6) - six of seven notes
FLYAWAY T8 (bars 12-13) - six of its seven notes
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Figure 66: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Relation of FLYAWAY to Central Hexatonic
Array.
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3.12 set theory and op. 5/iv
There are numerous analyses which take as their starting point early
set-theoretic parsings of this movement by (among others) Forte (1964,
1973) and Beach [1979]. Typically they form the basis for more ab-
stract reflection on the nature of relationships between set complexes.
Kaplan [1990] is a representative example. Kaplan works from Forte’s
segmentation of Webern’s Op. 5/IV to propose what he calls a Ki-
complex, as a counterpart to Forte’s own K- and Kh-.8
Kaplan concludes that a Ki/Kh subcomplex around 4-9 (β) accounts
for the pitch-content of the movement. In Kaplan’s summary diagram
(Figure 67) single lines denote inclusion relationships and double
lines denote subsets of ‘totally invariant sets’. Dashed lines are Forte’s
Kh- complex (where sets and their complements are in inclusion rela-
tionships). Kaplan’s Segmentation is shown in (Figure 68).
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Figure 67: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Kaplan’s Set-Complexes.
8 To paraphrase Kaplan: given two sets A and B, B has a Ki-relationship with A and
its complement if, and only if, B, its complement and A are members of the same
‘totally invariant set’. This is a set which maps onto itself entirely under transposition
— e.g. the whole-tone scale, the hexatonic scale, Messiaen’s mode II (the octatonic
scale), Mode III (a combination of two hexatonic scales a semitone apart) or Mode
IV (which happens to be an eight-note span of c.c. 6:7, set-type 8-9).
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The relationships between the various sets that Kaplan discusses
are more easily appreciable by viewing them on a c.c. 6:7 array. There
is actually no need to invoke any set-theory whatsoever (see Fig-
ure 69). Comparing Kaplan’s chart with the c.c. 6:7 array we find
that:
• 10-6, 9-5, 8-9, 7-7, 6-7, 6Z6, 5-7, 4-9, 3-5, 2-5 and 2-6
are all contiguous spans on c.c. 6:7. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that they exhibit a multitude of inclusion, inversion and
complementation relationships.
• 10-5, 7-19 (FLYAWAY), 6-5, 6-18 and 6-Z38 are near-contiguous
— they require one skip.
– N.B. 10-5 and 6-18 do not actually appear in the movement.
• 5-19 and 6-30 require two skips.
– 5-19 is invoked solely to account for the cello’s e[ against
the second chord.
– N.B. 6-30 does not actually appear in the movement. Kaplan
refers to this as a ‘totally invariant substring’ which bridges FLY-
AWAY and 5-19.
• 10-1 is a chromatic scale, 2-1 is a semitone: I presume that they
appear in Kaplan’s plan for teleological reasons.
• The opening chord (α, 4-8) and its various transpositions are
only accounted for as a subset of 5-7.
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Figure 69: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Kaplan’s Set types and their Appearance on
C.C. 6:7.
It may well be the case that data mined from Op.5 /IV proves use-
ful for a step by step elucidation of Kaplan’s Ki-relationships, and I
have no issue with that, but the reverse is not true: Kaplan’s charts
are wholly inefficient for demonstrating the workings of the two sym-
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metrical arrays in Op. 5/IV. I cannot today agree with conflations of
method and commentary such as
Thus, the most structurally significant sets in the piece
belong to a single [totally invariant substring] within a
Ki subcomplex. Two other important sets are members
of the same Ki subcomplex, and two subsidiary sets out-
side the Ki subcomplex are members of the Kh about the
same nexus set. Such thorough exploitation of a single sub-
complex in this brief work bespeaks a remarkable consist-
ency of harmonic vocabulary and goes a long way toward
confirming our sense of coherence in this enigmatic little
piece. (Kaplan, 1990, p. 61)
The harmonic vocabulary is indeed consistent, but not by virtue of its
K-, Kh- and Ki- relationships. Rather, these relationships cannot but
appear, given the consistency of the piece’s harmonic vocabulary. I
cannot agree either with the assertion that Kaplan’s sets are ‘the most
structurally significant’, not least because Kaplan completely ignores
the essential structural role of α (4-8).
I have similar reservations about the conclusions drawn by Clampitt
[1999], whose thesis on Q-relations amongst 5-7 sets in Op. 5/IV is
weakened by the fact that every five-note span in c.c. 6:7 is necessar-
ily of set-type 5-7.9 Any movement between any adjacent four-note
9 The Q-relation was proposed as a counterpart to Cohn’s P-relation. According to
Clampitt: ‘Two sets are P-related if there exists a transposition or inversion mapping
one set to the other that leaves all but one pitch-class of the sets invariant and moves
the remaining pitch-class by interval-class 1. . . A modified P-relation, which I will
call a Q-relation, allows the single pc to move by any interval-class, keeping the
other conditions for a P-relation: preservation of set class, and maximal retention
of common tones. Furthermore, for a proper Q- relation, I insist that the moving
pc not “jump over” any of the stationary pcs. If there is a jump, I will refer to a
Q*-relation. For example, in a set that will play a role in the Webern analysis, the 5-7
set class, {01267} and {01567} are Q-related, while {01267} and {0167e} are Q*-related’.
[Clampitt, 1999, p. 76]
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span inadvertantly or otherwise traces set 5-7. As with Kaplan, the
data mined from Op. 5/IV is invaluable for demonstrating Clampitt’s
theory, but the reverse is not true.
The same holds for Richard Parks’ commentary on Forte’s notion
of pitch-class set genera (Parks, 1998). He concludes that a complex
around 5-7, 6-5, and 7-7 best fits the set structure of the music. This
is self-evidently true for 5-7 and 7-7, which are contiguous spans
in c.c. 6:7. A complex that involves 6-5 is necessary to account for a
couple of gaps in the array, courtesy of FLYAWAY and the cello’s e[.
Again, there are simpler ways of presenting this information.
4
O P. 1 0/ I V — C . C . 6 : 7 A S B A C K G R O U N D
A G G R E G AT E A R R AY
If Webern’s deployment of tetrachordal spans in c.c. 6:7 in Op. 5/IV
could be characterised as a single left to right progression with max-
imal overlap, then the fourth of his Five Pieces for Orchestra Op. 10
works its way through the same array twice, and is concerned with
minimal overlap or adjacency (no overlap).
• Op. 10/IV is fully accountable to c.c. 6:7 whereas Op. 5/IV saw
the array appear only in the outer sections of the movement.
• A full parsing of the score shows the same mixture of α and
β-spans, but the movement has its origins in a deployment con-
sisting entirely of adjacent α-spans.
– That this original deployment has receded from view is the
result of nothing more than the added b\ in the trumpet in
bar 2.
• Op. 10/IV also features right to left traversal of the array; the
change of direction occurring approximately one third of the
way through the piece.
• Where the central hexatonic passage of Op. 5/IV only briefly
displayed a concern for a derived symmetrical interval series,
the attention to local symmetries in Op. 10/IV encompasses the
entire composition.
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Figure 70: Webern, Op. 10/IV.
A reduction of this tiny movement is given in Figure 70.
4.1 putative early deployment
The first half of the movement derives from a simple symmetrical de-
ployment of adjacent α-spans: α1→α3→α5→α3→α1. Figure 71 shows
where the music up to and including the celeste’s f\ (not the e\) is
found in c.c. 6:7. There are four things to immediately note and sub-
sequently explain:
1. The additional b\ in the trumpet melody is found immediately
to the right of α5 on the c.c. 6:7 array.
2. The remaining two pitches of the repeating ‘pedals’ heard be-
fore and during the violin coda (the celeste’s e\ and the man-
dolin’s b\) appear on c.c. 6:7 just to the left of the second α1.
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Figure 71: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Early Deployment of α-Spans from C.C. 6:7.
3. The harp chord is being read here as simultaneous with the
mandolin’s opening c\ — in the published score the chord is
struck a quarter note later, with the mandolin’s a[.
4. The final violin melody is not wholly contiguous within c.c. 6:7
(there no a\), but its location on the array, to the left of α1, has
been indicated.
4.2 transposition
This putative early deployment, although simple, would seem to have
its own origins in something far simpler: chord transposition. The
ghosts of this transposition exercise have scarcely been exorcised (see
Figure 72). Taking the vertical disposition of the pitches of α1 in bar 1
(reading upwards, f\–d[–g[–c\), it can be seen that the pitches of the
second instance of α3 (bars 2–3), although permuted, are all a single
tone higher (g\–e[–g]–d\). Conversely, despite some octave shifts, the
linear order of the first α3 from bar 1 (d\–a[–g\-e-[) is immediately re-
peated at T2 across bars 1–2 (α5 — e\–b[–a\–f\). The octave shifts in α5
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Figure 72: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Transposition Exercise.
hold a\–f\–b[ in the same vertical arrangement as the harp’s f\–d[–g[
in α1. It might even be proposed that this all started with a ‘chord and
melody’ idea which was then transposed in toto up a tone, chord and
melody trading places for the transposition. Figure 72 suggests the
minimal amount of composition needed to move from chord trans-
position through ‘chord and melody idea’ to the articulated music of
Op. 10/IV (the trumpet’s b\ is still missing).
4.2.1 Coda as Transposition
The intervallic and set-type resonances between the opening man-
dolin melody and the closing violin melody have been frequently
noted.1 The violin melody turns out to be a secondary derivation, a
permuted transposition of the mandolin melody plus the top note
of the harp chord (Figure 73). The transposition level is T−4 (or T8)
1 By, amongst others, Forte [1973], Johnson [1978], Lewin [1994b].
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Figure 73: Webern, Op 10/IV: Derivation of Coda.
which is why the pair of α-spans of c.c. 6:7 wherein the violin melody
lies is found immediately to the left of the accompanying ‘pedals’ (see
Figure 71 on page 115). As will be seen from sketches held at the Paul
Sacher Foundation (see Subsection 4.2.2), many other transposition
levels of the mandolin melody were considered for this final melody.
Not all of these transpositions result in a melody so neatly ‘to the
left of the pedals’ on c.c. 6:7 (although one sketch is actually neater in
this regard) suggesting that the idea of a motivic back-reference in the
coda was initially more important than the continued leftwards tra-
versal of the c.c. 6:7 array. Figure 73 shows the relationship between
the T8 transposition of bar 1’s α-pair, the hypothesised T8 mandolin
melody, and the subsequent permutation into the violin melody and
‘pedal’ b\. Some of the sketches held at the Paul Sacher Foundation
show melodies which contain the c\ analogous to the mandolin’s con-
cluding e\.
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4.2.2 Sketches of the Ending Held at the Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel
Folder 31 of the Webern archives at the Paul Sacher Foundation holds
a thirty-two-staff sheet of manuscript containing around twenty
sketches relating to the end of the movement. Notes that Webern has
crossed out are rendered in light blue. My editorial annotations are
in light grey. Notational inconsistencies (mainly rhythmic) have been
retained.
Most of these sketches concern what would become the final violin
solo, but staves 11–19, at the left hand side, are a sketch of four bars
of music in full score. The first two of these bars match music found
in bars 5–6 of the published score, notated in duple rather than triple
time: a reduction is given in Figure 74. In this sketch, the horn plays
the c\–d[ trill that will ultimately be assigned to the clarinet, and it
is the trumpet here that sounds a pedal b\ rather than the mandolin.
The mandolin in the sketch plays repeated sixteenth-notes rather than
the mix of eighth- and triplet-eighth-notes found in the published
score, and its pitch is a tone down to a\. The clarinet here provides
an extra pedal b[ which does not survive to the final version.
What is most interesting here is the horn part, which, after its trill,
has a version of the violin’s final gesture; the sustained note tied into
a quintuplet. It also looks as if, at this early stage, Webern planned
for a high, angular violin line to come after this horn melody: i.e.
two melodic gestures rather than one. The bulk of this violin line (a
closing chromatic wedge, perhaps felt as cadential) is crossed out and
Webern has sketched at the end of the bar a high b\–b[, perhaps as
an alternative to the b\–b[ seen in the trumpet and clarinet in the
previous bars.
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Figure 74: Webern, Op. 10/IV: PSS31, Main Score Fragment (Paul Sacher
Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
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Figure 75: Webern, Op. 10/IV: PSS 31, Harp and Clarinet as T6 Permutation
of Opening Mandolin Melody (Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel,
Anton Webern Collection).
The four-bar orchestral sketch shows essentially the same leftwards
traversal of c.c. 6:7 as found in the published score at this point. The
clarinet’s additional b[ pedal joins the celeste’s e\–f\ dyad and the
trumpet’s b\ to complete β−1. The bulk of the horn line can be visual-
ised to the left of β−1 on the c.c. 6:7 array, just as the violin line can be
in the published score. This region of c.c. 6:7 deploys the a\ ‘missing’
in the published score (see Section 4.1), and omits the e[ instead. The
horn’s f] has been retained/transferred from the harp harmonic.
The horn melody plus the clarinet’s b[ is another transposed (T6)
permutation of the opening mandolin line, and it is likely that this
was the motivation to ‘retain’ the harp’s f] as the horn’s head-note
(Figure 75).
Above and to the right of the full orchestral sketch, on staves 7–9,
is the sketch that Forte refers to in [1998, pp. 223-224]. A transcription
is shown in Figure 76. The sketch is written in pen rather than pencil.
Instruments are not specified except for the trumpet’s d\.2 Of all the
2 Forte chooses to read the marking ‘tr.’ as trill. Forte’s justification is circular with
his assumption that the d\ must be a transposed sounding-c\ to match the clarinet’s
trill in the published score. I must strongly disagree with all of this. Firstly, the trill
(which has been and gone in the previous bar) is at this stage assigned to the horn,
not the clarinet: if the note is written transposed, it is a sounding g\. Secondly, Forte’s
argument that only the d\ is transposed, whilst the other notes are at sounding
pitch, is unwarranted and contrary to Webern’s practice — it is a sleight of hand
intended to reinforce his octatonic reading of the movement, a reading that I find
most unpersuasive.
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Figure 76: Webern, Op. 10/IV: PSS 31, Lines 7–9, Derivation from C.C. 6:7
(Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
sketches of this gesture, this is the closest to the violin line in the
published score.
The melody itself differs in just two respects: the duration of the
initial note is shorter, and the violin’s penultimate d\ is here a c\ (the
d\ being, as already noted, assigned to the trumpet). Underneath this
melody are repeated sixteenth notes (very likely meant for mandolin).
Where the published score has only b\ repeated, here Webern changes
to c] for the last three notes.3 To the right of this bar are alternative
jottings of the b\–c]–d\ complex plus an erased f\ and what might
3 Forte unfortunately misreads the c] as c\. Webern’s sharps and naturals in his
sketches from this period can be frustratingly similar.
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Figure 77: Webern, Op. 10/IV: PSS 31, Lines 7–9, T8 Permutation of Opening
Mandolin Melody (Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern
Collection).
be an erased g\. On staff nine is a four note chord, presumably treble
clef: e[–a[–d\–a\, or β−3.4 It is not at all clear whether this chord was
conceived to sound against the violin/mandolin notes. True, it has a
stem and as a quarter-note it is positioned correctly half-way through
the bar, but it does not share barlines with the other staves. The lack
of a clef may also be telling. It could be that is an aide-memoire, or
a source/reference. Three of the four pitches (a[–d\–e[) are found
in the staves above: only the a\ is omitted, just as in the published
score.5
The transposition and permutation of the opening mandolin/harp
music is actually more complete in this sketch than in the published
score (Figure 77). The violin’s penultimate c\ is included to match the
sixth note of the original mandolin melody.
In lines 21–24 Webern sketched further permutations of the open-
ing mandolin line at T0, T1, T7, and T9(Figure 78 — the dotted bar-
lines are editorial and stand in for the rather large horizontal blanks
in the manuscript).
4 Forte ignores this chord in his octatonic reading.
5 Immediately below, on staff 14 (right hand side) is a related sketch: a four note
chord α−3 (from bottom to top d\–a[–e[–a\) is followed by a partial permutation of
the opening mandolin/harp line at T4 — e\ (omitted)–f]–c\/b[–b\–g\–a[ ordered
g\–c\–f]–b[–b\–(a[ is in the chord). Staff 16-rhs and staves 19–20 (crossed out) are
minor re-workings of staff 14-rhs.
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Figure 79: Webern, Op. 10/IV: PSS 31, Lines 25–26 (LHS), Transposed Per-
mutation of Opening Harp Chord and Mandolin Melody (Paul
Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
The sketch in staves 25–26 (left hand side) shows a telling variation
in approach (Figure 79). It is a transposed permutation of the move-
ment’s opening harp chord plus the three mandolin notes closest to
it (originally d\–a[–g\). Taken together with the other sketches, this
makes for compelling evidence that Webern was attempting to fash-
ion an overt back-reference to the movement’s opening mandolin/harp
music. It also adds some weight to my suggestion that the opening
chord and melody were not always synchronous.
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Figure 80: Webern, Op. 10/IV: IC Series <2 6 2 1> Used as Framing Device,
Derived from Expanded Core.
4.3 development
4.3.1 Creating Intervallic Relationships
The addition of just one note, the b\ in the trumpet in bar 2, resonates
across the rest of the movement. The fact that the added note should
be b\ rather than some other pitch is suggested by its adjacency to
β5 in c.c. 6:7. Webern’s placing of the b\ before the f\ rather than after
it, creates intervallic links to the beginning and end of the movement
(Figure 80).
Whatever might have been Webern’s purely musical (aesthetic) mo-
tivation, the delaying of the harp chord means that a <2 6 2 1> interval-
class series is manifest at the opening of the movement: c\–d\–a[–g[–
g\. When settling on the final version of the violin melody, which
originates in a transposed permutation of the opening, Webern chose
to keep this <2 6 2 1> interval-class series. The minimal change to the
trumpet melody allows this <2 6 2 1> interval-class series to be seen
twice more, symmetrically, around the trumpet’s b\–f\ pair. Note that
the set-types of these central <2 6 2 1> interval-class series are not the
same: b[–a\–b\–f\–e[ is 5-15 and a\–b\–f\–e[–d\ is 5-28. In subsec-
tion 4.4.1 I address the tendency of set-theory to miss these kinds of
patterns.
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Figure 81: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Re-Parsing to Suggest Emerging β-Spans.
4.3.2 Recession and Emergence
An unavoidable consequence of the ‘reversal’ of b\ and f\ is that α5
(e\–b[–a\–f\), originating in a simple transposition of the mandolin’s
d\–a[–g\–e[, no longer appears as a contiguous span of music; it re-
cedes from view (Figure 81). It has been reduced to the three-note
span e\–b[–a\ and the last two notes of the e\–b[–a\ trichord have
become ‘pedals’.
An alternative way of presenting this consequence of the b\ and f\
swap is to say that, rather than becoming a defective α5 the trichord
e\–b[–a\ has been recast, joined by the adjacent e[ to become β4 (e[–
e\–b[–a\). β4, which was always latent (it was always going to be
‘there on the page’), could be said to have emerged at the expense
of α5’s recession. The original eight-pitch adjacency α3→α5 has been
truncated to the seven-note minimally overlapping α3→β4 which now
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leads into the b\–f\ pair. This b\–f\ pair stands now alone in c.c. 6:7,
as a rightwards extension, not as part of any three- or four-note span.
In the light of this re-parsing the seven notes that follow the b\–
f\ pair can be considered as conceptually almost identical. The ad-
jacency α3 → α1 is still there on the page, but in the context of the
pedals in which it partakes, α1 recedes from view (α1’s f\ is blurred
by its simultaneous appearance with the extension e\ in the celeste).
Again, the original eight-pitch-span α3 → α1 has been truncated, to
the seven-note minimally overlapping α3 →β1 . The f\-b\-e\ that fol-
lows can now be viewed as a leftwards extension.
Both of these truncations keep α3 as a contiguous span in the ac-
tual music. Within c.c. 6:7 the traversal α3→β4→ext(b\-f\) stretches
out left to right from α3, whilst the movement α3→β1→ext(f\-b\-e\)
stretches out from α3 right to left. Considering traversal across c.c. 6:7
throughout the whole movement, one can now confidently assert that
the initial right to left traversal ends with the trumpet’s f\ and the dir-
ection then changes with the trumpet’s e[.
4.3.3 Contrast
Despite the recession/emergence/truncation that has just been noted,
the two α3-spans that remain undisguised in the final version remain
adjacent to music derived from α1. These two α1–α3 spans are contras-
ted, not just in their surface gestures, but in the way that they project
tetrachords and/or trichords. One can think of these two eight-pitch
spans as incorporating a transition from latent to overt trichordal ar-
ticulation (Figure 82).
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Figure 82: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Increasingly Trichordal Deployment.
The first α3 (d\–a[–g\–e[ from the mandolin melody) overlaps α1
articulated as the harp chord (f\–d[–g[) plus the mandolin’s initial c\.
This is the ‘chord plus melody’ proposed as an ancestral idea. In this
opening gesture the d\-a[-g\ trichord is latent. From the mandolin’s
e[ onwards the two contiguous (016) trichords are neither fully artic-
ulated nor fully latent: they are perhaps ‘emerging’. At the very least,
one could say that the trichord comprised of the mandolin’s final e\
plus the viola/clarinet a\ / b[ pedal is ‘available for contemplation’.
The second α3 (the trumpet’s e[–d\ plus the two trombone notes g]–
g\) leads into an articulation of α1 /β1 as pedals — the repeated harp
harmonic f], the clarinet trill c\–d[, the celeste dyad e\/f\ and the
insistent mandolin b\ (not to forget the three unpitched drum-stokes
in bar 4). The pedals themselves are articulated so as to suggest a de-
ployment of two three-note spans, f]-c\-d[ and e\-f\-b\. Both of these
(016) trichords have been articulated as ‘a note plus a dyad’, and (as
with the mooted emerging trichords that followed the first α3), they
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Figure 83: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Summary of Local Symmetrical Interval-
Class Series.
sound ic1 and ic6. In this context, the two interlocked trichords that
cover the last two trumpet/trombone e[-d–g]-g\ can be heard either
as emerging (because of the rests between trumpet and trombone) or
as part of a larger articulated group which stretches into the fully
articulated pedals.
4.4 pervasive local interval-class symmetries
I claimed earlier that attention to local symmetrical interval-class
series was all encompassing. This is true apart from one interval, the
ic3 that falls between the mandolin’s final b\ and the violin’s a[ (Fig-
ure 83).
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The interval-class series fall into three large strands, plus a fourth
‘joining’ series which is likely fortuitous/unavoidable.
a. A symmetrical <1 2 6 2 1> interval-class series surrounds the
trumpet’s b\-f\.
• This symmetry extends a further two notes to the left and
right and forms the extended symmetrical core of the move-
ment.
b. The second strand surrounds the first and involves interval-
class series <4 1 6> which appears four times.
• The opening bars are a symmetrically intertwined pair
<6 1 4 1 6> spanning six note-attacks from the mandolin’s
d\.
• The ‘pedal’ music of bars 5–6 takes on the guise of a sym-
metrically intertwined pair <6 1 4 1 6> courtesy of the two
dyads (clarinet trill and celeste pair) which are a major
third apart.
c. The third strand is the derived <2 6 2 1> interval-class series
which is found as a symmetrically intertwined pair <1 2 6 2 1>
at the centre of the core, to match the framing pair.
d. The fourth strand, a joining pair of <1 6 1>, is almost certainly
happenstance — a by-product of the symmetrical interval-class
series that it bridges.
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4.4.1 Why Set Theory Has a Habit of Missing These Kinds of Intervallic
Relationships.
Some of these interval-class patterns have been noted before, not
least by set-theorists. Forte, for example (1973, p.91) observes that
the interval-class series of the five notes from the viola b[ is the retro-
grade of that found in the violin melody (see Figure 80 on page 125
and Figure 83c). But he does not observe that the five notes from the
clarinet’s a\ display the exact same interval-class series as the violin,
nor, consequently, that the six notes from the viola’s b[ exhibit a sym-
metrical interval-class series. The reason for this is that Forte only
checked the interval patterns of segmentations displaying the same
set-type. Indeed, Forte only mentions the interval series (as a footnote)
in order to further convince the reader of the salience of considering
5-15 of analytical significance (as a subset of 6-z43, which he states
(incorrectly) is the only hexachord to appear in each subsection of
the piece). In other words, Webern, consciously or not, was deemed
to be ‘working with sets’ and evidence for this was to be found in
the fact that he articulated his sets with similar interval patterns. My
thesis is clearly the opposite; that working with patterned arrays ne-
cessarily generates the kind of muddied set-theoretic data that invites
consideration of abstract intra/inter/super-set relationships.
The problem at hand is that identical interval-class series can pro-
duce a variety of different set-types. It all depends on the direction
of the intervals. Forte’s observed b[-a\-b\-f\-e[ and a[-b[-e\-d\-e[,
<1 2 6 2> and <2 6 2 1>, are both set-type 5-15. But a\-b\-f\-e[-d\,
which is also <2 6 2 1>, is set-type 5-28, which, in Forte’s study, was
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Figure 84: Webern, Op. 10/IV: α and β — Same Interval-Class Series, Differ-
ent Set-Types.
not considered a salient set-type.6 Symmetries complicate the matter
further. Looking at the second line in Figure 83b, <6 1 4> d\-a[-g\-e[ is
set-type 4-8, while <4 1 6> g\-e[-e\-b[ is set-type 4-18. More pervas-
ively relevant to the current study is the phenomenon that, α and β,
despite their different set-types, (0156) and (0167), can both be presen-
ted melodically with the exact same interval-class series <1 6 1> or
<5 6 5>. Figure 84 illustrates this important point. There is an example
in the ‘join’ line of Figure 83d, where the first <1 6 1> is set-type 4-8
(e[–d\–g]–g\) and the second 4-9 (g\–f]–c\–d[).
An attendance to sets rather than arrays makes Forte say things like
‘. . . there are some apparent anomalies, such as pc set 4-12 . . . which
has no counterpart elsewhere in the music’ (1973, p.91).7 It is true that
the set 4-12 (the first four notes of the trumpet melody, b\-f\-e[-d\) is
anomalous, but the notes b\-f\-e[-d\ are not anomalous at all.
6 Forte’s 1998 study does consider 5-28 salient as part of his attempt to describe the
movement in terms of octatonic interaction, although he still does not remark on the
intervallic patterns (see 4.5.4.1 on page 152).
7 Again, the fact that 4-12 is a subset of the octatonic collection will feature in Forte’s
1998 study.
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4.5 forte , johnson, lewin, alphonce : tales told of 6-z43
The brief examination of Op. 10/IV in Forte [1973] spawned a nexus
of interrelated studies which sought to amplify Forte’s assertion that
set-type 6-z43 (012568) is the only set-type to appear in each sub-
section of the piece, and his observation that set-type 5-15 (01268) is
twice articulated as a contiguous subset of 6-z43. 8
Johnson begins by pointing out what was doubtless an oversight
by Forte, that the instance of 6-z43 occurring in his ‘section A’ (c\-d\-
a[-g[-d[-f\) does in fact contain a contiguous instance of 5-15 (c\-d\-
a[-g[-d[): i.e. there are contiguous instances of 5-15 contained within
all of Forte’s three instances of 6-z43. Lewin later identifies a fourth
contiguous instance of 5-15 flowing from the opening mandolin note
(c\-d\-a[-g[-g\), and the following e[ again completes 6-z43. Lewin
also identifies a further contiguous 6-z43 beginning with the man-
dolin’s second note (d\-a[-g\-e[-e\-b[), although this time it does not
contain an articulated 5-15.9I have to disallow Lewin’s suggestion of
yet another 6-z43 — beginning with the second trombone note (g\-
c\-d[-e\-f\-b\) — because it skips over the harp’s f].
For completeness I will myself add a final instance of 6-z43 which
begins with the trumpet’s e[ (e[-d\-g]-g\-f]-c\) and its embedded con-
tiguous 5-15 (d\-g]-g\-f]-c\). Note that this added pair of 6-z43 and
5-15 are identical in pitch content to the pair in bar one involving
8 Regarding subsections, Johnson [1978], Lewin [1994b], and Alphonce [1994] all agree
with Forte’s assertion that they are here defined by rests in all parts: subsection B
begins with the viola’s B[ and subsection C begins with the harp’s f] harmonic. I do
not fully agree that the general pauses here indicate subsections but for the purposes
of this corner of the dissertation I will use Forte’s structural divisions.
9 Forte’s failure to see this particular instance of 6-z43 is most likely due to his pe-
culiar insistence at the time that structural sets should not span structural divisions
(typically signalled by the appearance of rests in all parts). He was more relaxed
about this in later years.
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Figure 85: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Forte, Johnson and Lewin all Consider the
Role of Set-Types 6-z43 and 5-15.
the mandolin’s g\. These instances of 6-z43 and 5-15 and their ap-
pearances in Forte [1973], Johnson [1978], Lewin [1994b] plus my ad-
ditions are summarised in Figure 85.
4.5.1 Lewin
Lewin’s study is the most comprehensive in its treatment of 6-z43
and it is easier to address Johnson’s paper through the prism of Lewin
than vice versa, therefore I shall consider Lewin first. Although his
study is underpinned by Fortean set-theory, Lewin only infrequently
refers to sets by their Forte-number. He feels, and I would agree, that
his stories are better told in letters than numbers. He refers to 6-z43
as H (‘hexachord’) and 5-15 as P (‘pentachord’). The various byways
of Lewin’s meta-story involve the complement of H, 6-z17, which he
calls h. X (5-6) is a subset of H, and y (5-7) is a subset of h. Also
involved are derivation 1 (3-9), considered as a subset of P, and
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H — 6-z43 (012568)
Q — 6-7 (012678)
P — 5-15 (01268)
X — 5-6 (01256)
h — 6-z17 (0 1 2 6 7 10) — the complement of H (normal form is  (0 1 2 4 7 8))
y — 5-7 (0 1 2 6 7)
deriv. 1 — 3-9 (0 2 7)
deriv. 2 — 3-5 (0 1 6)
t — 4-5 'tetrachord' (0126)
H h
X
y
deriv. 1 deriv. 2
P
tQ
Figure 86: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Set Relationships as Considered in Lewin’s
Sets from 1994b.
derivation 2 (3-5), considered as a subset of y. Finally, there is Q
(6-7) which can be formed either from a pair of derivation 1 or a
pair of derivation 2. Lewin notes that Q also contains P and for the
sake of a symmetrical diagram I would add that it also contains y.
The final set under Lewin’s scrutiny is 4-5, which he explores exclus-
ively as a subset of P. Lewin himself did not give this tetrachord a
letter-name, but I shall here label it t. This already disconcertingly
circular web of relationships between sets is shown in Figure 86 and
instances of these sets as mapped to the music of the first two bars
(the complete rightwards traversal of c.c. 6:7 plus the first note of the
reprised α3) are shown in Figure 87.
In the context of his 1994b study Lewin’s failure to see this second
appearance of 6-z43 (IH), straddling sections B and C, was an unfortu-
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Figure 87: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Some Instances of Lewin’s Sets in the First
Two Bars.
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nate omission. Much of the complexity (and ingenuity) of his paper is
concerned with reconciling notes that did not (as he believed) account
to H with those that did. In order to do this he was forced to tell an un-
necessarily over-elaborate story of multiple transformational schemes
involving subsets, complements, subsets of complements and altern-
ative hexachords derived from combinations thereof. The least con-
vincing corners of the paper are those that attempt to deal with the
cluster g]-g\-f], at the centre of the overlooked IH. The structures and
transformations that Lewin invokes for these three notes all involve
skipping over important others. These skipped over notes are then
assigned to other structures that themselves, of necessity, skip other
important notes. A maze of skipping, hopping, tangential structures
is proposed and, to be fair, typically put aside as less than convincing
— Lewin was always commendably flexible in his argument. Lewin
himself describes some of these manoeuvres as ‘awkward’ (p.70) or
forming ‘synechdochial “deficient aggregate[s]”’ (p.75). Ultimately, h
and y were only invoked to cover these three skipped-around notes
plus the upper note of the clarinet trill and the celeste dyad. With the
reprised IH and P-SECOND in the picture, only the three ‘pedal notes’
do not fall under some form of H (they are covered by T11X although
not by Q). Nor is there is now any need to invoke complements to ac-
count for chromatic aggregates. All of the chromatic aggregates can
be taken care of without h or y.
Adding the missed reprise of IH and P-SECOND to the plan would
necessitate a moderate re-working of most of Lewin’s transforma-
tional schemes, particularly the transposition and inversion cycles.
The omission does not, though, destroy the underlying point that he
was making: that there are a number of different, related structures
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(sets) which transform in closely related, but teasingly non-identical
ways throughout the course of six short bars. Lewin’s transforma-
tional approach, which I very much endorse, is ideal for investigating
these kinds of tangential relationships. I agree with Lewin that it is
often more profitable, and more musically engaging, to tell the stories
of such structures in parallel, noting where they have points of con-
tact — ‘subplots’ as he calls them (p. 77). Thus for Op. 10/IV Lewin
tells a ‘6-z43 story’ (H) which has as subplots the episodes of its sub-
set X and its complement h. The episode of h digresses towards h’s
subset y. In parallel is a story of 5-15 (P) which collides with the stor-
ies of its superset H and its subset t. P has its own subplot involving
Q (another of P’s supersets) and Q’s two derivations.
Lewin’s project was not to drill down to, or conflate up to the Ur,
but if it had been, he would have been able to calculate a dizzying
array of inter/intra-set relationships (Figure 88). For completeness,
tetrachord t is also a subset of pentachords X and y and hence also
of hexachords H and h. Derivation 1 is also a subset of p and y (and,
by extension, h). The most telling relationship involves derivation 2,
which is a subset of t, hence also of P, hence also of H. It is also a
subset of X. Derivation 2 is actually a subset of every four-, five, and
six-member set in Lewin’s study. After all the drilling down, there is
an Ur after all. Derivation 2 is, of course, set-type (016) — the only
trichord common to α and β, the trichord which repeats ad infinitum
across c.c. 6:7.
Figure 88 also illustrates the redundancy of h, in that all of its sub-
sets under consideration (y, t, derivation1 and derivation 2) can
be found in either H or Q. Had Lewin avoided invoking h to account
for chromatic aggregates and indulged in some conflation instead,
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Figure 88: Webern, Op. 10/IV: The Full Inter-Relatedness of Lewin’s Sets.
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Figure 89: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Contiguous Spans of 7-7 Cover Most of the
Movement.
he would have found that there is a symmetrical seven-member set
which is Ur-superset to both H and Q, and, by extension, all of their in-
terlocked subsets — 7-7. Set-type 7-7, (0123678) is the set-type of any
seven-note span in c.c. 6:7 which begins with ic6 (7-5 covers spans be-
ginning with ic5). Any minimally overlapping α ↔ β movement will
result in this set. Any movement between two adjacent α-spans or two
adjacent β-spans will involve one and sometimes two instances of 7-7.
7-7 does not even have to be invoked as a nexus set in a K-complex: it
appears contiguously five times across the twenty-eight notes of mu-
sic. It would be six if Webern had chosen to add the ‘missing’ a\ at
the end (Figures 76 and 89). The incomplete final 7-7 is the inversion
of the first.
4.5.1.1 Lewin’s Sets as Part of C.C. 6:7
All of the sets that Lewin considers are a by-product of the various
ways in which adjacent or overlapping α and β-spans in c.c. 6:7 have
been articulated. α/β pairs can combine to produce contiguous spans
of 5 or more (i.e. y or Q), but it is just as likely that the permutation
of notes within an individual α or β will result in a five or six note
fragment of real music which maps to a disjunct span in the array:
in other words there might be gaps. Lewin’s sets reflect this: they are
either contiguous or gapped in c.c. 6:7. Only two of Lewin’s sets are
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mapped to a two-gap span on the array. The first is the redundant
h, the second is derivation 1. Derivation 1 was proposed on the
basis of registral separation rather than chronology, and by the fact
that the four instances combine under serial transformation to form
a twelve-note row (see Figure 87 on page 136). Lewin’s sets can be
characterised as follows with respect to c.c. 6:7:
• Contiguous
– Q — 6-7 — any six note span starting with ic6 (it is 6-z6
from any ic5)
– y — 5-7 — any five note span
– derivation 2 — 3-5 — any three note span
• One gap
– H — 6-z43
– P — 5-15
– X — 5-6
– t — 4-5
• Two gaps
– h — 6-z15
– derivation 1 — 3-9
It is far easier to visualise the inter-relatedness of these sets in-situ on
a c.c. 6:7 array.
Figure 90 shows how all of these sets can be found in the pitches
of the first seven notes of the piece (which aggregate to set-type 7-7).
On the left is the H-family (6-z43). H is a seven-note span with one
gap. All of Lewin’s subsets of H have a gap in the array. On the right
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Figure 90: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Lewin’s Sets on C.C. 6:7 Array.
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is the Q-family (6-7). Q is a six note contiguous span beginning with
ic6. Lewin’s subsets of Q are a mixture of gapped and contiguous. For
completeness, Q actually has four instances of t as subsets: the two
in the Q-column plus the two in the H-column. It was not possible to
show this on a single staff. I have also left out the redundant h.
Although the subplots in Lewin’s tale of 6-z43 are self-contained
and coherent, arriving at a rationale for the conflicting narratives
proves taxing. Lewin’s transformational story finally becomes so sprawl-
ing and contradictory that he himself wonders whether or not he has
descended into paradox and ‘intellectual chimera without musical
significance’ (p. 86). He decides not, and I agree, with reservations.
Lewin’s task was to demonstrate how his transformational method
could be superimposed on a set-theoretic parsing, and in this he suc-
ceeds. He was not explicitly searching for Ur-sets or series or inter-
val patterns, so he cannot be wholly faulted for not finding them,
however simple they turn out to be. Omissions notwithstanding, it
is hardly Lewin’s fault that set-theory did not ultimately come to his
rescue. Set theory is a terrible tool for spotting interval patterns. It is
almost as terrible at spotting patterns of sets, due to the enormous
number of calculations required to tabulate even the shortest piece.
10A chimera no, but Lewin was chasing shadows. Every step to the
left or right invokes a new transformation of one of his sets. Every
note addition, every note subtraction seems to invoke a plausible
10 The aggregated tally of set-types discussed in Forte [1973, 1978], Johnson [1978],
Lewin [1994b] and Alphonce [1994] comfortably exceeds the twenty-eight notes of
the piece, even without the addition of 7-7. Consider: for twenty-eight linear notes
there are 26 available linear trichords to evaluate, 25 tetrachords, 24 pentachords, 23
hexachords, 22 septachords. Attempts to parse simultaneities (chords) will substan-
tially add to these 120 calculations. Once the analyst has to consider skipping notes
(and there may be perfectly good musical reasons for doing this) the number of
calculations becomes essentially incalculable. Attempts to limit the parsing options,
such as Forte’s ‘imbrication’ or his insistence in not straddling rests in all parts, may
well, as in Forte [1973], result in a small, cryptic and largely irrelevant tally of sets.
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but tangential set-relationship. Given the naïve, patterned nature of
c.c. 6:7 this will always be so: it is built into the system.
4.5.2 Johnson
Peter Johnson’s 1978 paper proceeds from Forte’s observation (1973,
p. 45) that most asymmetrical sets contain at least one subset that is
symmetrical (i.e. the set can be presented as a vertically symmetrical
chord around an axis tone that may or may not be part of the set). For
example, Lewin’s H contains P: H (6-z43) is asymmetric but P (5-15),
in its prime form can be stacked vertically as [8 0 1 2 6], i.e. symmet-
rically around c]. Johnson remarks that ‘[t]he near-symmetrical prop-
erty of most sets can, as we shall see, provide the composer with an
appropriate and fruitful means of controlling atonal pitch-structures
both locally and over the scale of a complete piece’ (p.220). I have to
counter that whilst this might have been true for Carter or Babbitt
this is a wildly anachronistic premise in the case of Webern.
Johnson, like Lewin, tells a parallel story of closely related set-types.
As with Lewin, Johnson takes Forte’s primacy of 6-z43 and 5-15 in
Op. 10/IV as a given, and the most important subplots in Johnson’s
story circle around these two sets. Johnson elaborates on two schemes,
X and Y. Scheme X tells the story of the three melodies (mandolin,
violin, trumpet/trombone); specifically the ways that their respective
symmetrical set-types foreground ic2. Scheme Y is the story of those
sets that foreground ic1. Y is centred on 3-4 (015) and Y’ on 3-5 (016).
Johnson suggests that a resolution of schemes X and Y is to be found in
the internal structure of 6-z43, (012568) which contains as a subset the
whole-tone fragment 4-25, (0268), and the ic1-generating 3-4 and 3-5.
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Figure 91: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Johnson Sees Alternations of Areas of IC1
and IC2 Dominance.
Sets such as 5-15 (Lewin’s P) are rationalised as interactions between
schemes X and Y. The musical observation that underpins the two
schemes is sound: the music does indeed subdivide in to passages
with or without overt ic2. Only three pitches do not fall within this
generalisation (Figure 91).
The mechanics of Johnson’s demonstration are not as comprehens-
ive as Lewin’s. He misses a good number of instances of Lewin’s H, P
and Q (like Lewin, Johnson notes that 5-15 is a subset of both asym-
metric 6-z43 and symmetrical Q, 6-7). His scheme Y, especially the
parsing into 3-4 (015) is, as Lewin would have said, ‘awkward’; skip-
ping and projecting notes in order to accommodate the harp’s d[ and
f\. On the other hand, Johnson does observe one instance of 6-z6 (a
contiguous six-note span of c.c. 6:7 beginning with ic5 — here, the
pedal notes from the harp f] to the mandolin b\) and notes that this
can be parsed as a pair of (016) trichords.
Johnson also details one surface-instance of 4-8 (the second α3),
a set-type not discussed by Lewin. Johnson does not consider 4-8
as a subset of 6-z43, 6-7 or 6-z6. He sees the second α3 entwined
with α−2 aggregating to 6-z38 (e[-d\ in the trumpet, plus g]-g in the
trombone plus the sustained pedals b[-a\). α−2 is not adjacent to or
overlapping with α3 and I do not consider it deployed as such, but
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Figure 92: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Johnson’s ‘Clarification’ as to the Presence of
α3.
it most certainly is ‘there’. I can imagine that Webern might have
appreciated this fleeting appearance of an α which shares two notes
(e[ and d\) with the deployed α3, but I have trouble imagining that
he extended the b[ and a\ over the intervening b\ and f\ specifically
in order to
[clarify]. . . the relationships between the various subsets
of 6-z43 and 5-15. 5-15, presented at the start of Section
B, falls clearly within the ambit of Scheme X, featuring
the set 3-1 and two ic2 dyads. But it also holds two ic1
dyads, together with sets 3-4 (Scheme Y) and 3-5 (Scheme
Y’). The dyad 10,9 is first associated with pc11 (set 3-1,
Scheme X), but then interacts with pc3 (set 3-5, Scheme
Y’) to form part of the symmetrical set 6-z38. (p.226)
Johnson’s ‘clarification’ is only slightly clearer visualised than read
(Figure 92). Note that he skips over the trumpet’s f\, simply stating
that it ‘plays no part in this scheme’. I suggest that there are clearer
ways of talking about this passage of music.
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Figure 93: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Johnson’s Inter/Intra-Set Relationships.
A diagram of the inter/intra-set relationships that Johnson con-
siders is every bit as dizzying as that for Lewin’s reading (see Fig-
ure 93). I will not attempt to combine them. Johnson does, to be fair,
try to simplify things by pointing out that the various hexachords
invoked along the way (6-z6, 6-7 and 6-z38) are by-products of sub-
sets of 6-z43. In other words, he concludes that Forte was more cor-
rect than he himself knew: not only is 6-z43 the ‘only set to appear in
each subsection’, but the entire movement can be parsed with subsets
of 6-z43, making it the source set of schemes X, Y and Y’ and hence
the entire movement. I would have to make the point again that all
of these sets, including the ones not addressed by Lewin, are subsets
of 7-7 (any contiguous seven note span of c.c. 6:7 beginning with ic6).
All of the sets are by-products of a simple traversal across a simple
array.
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Figure 94: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Alphonce’s 6-16 Subplot.
4.5.3 Alphonce
Supplementing Alphonce’s review (1994) of Lewin’s study is his own
proposal for a parallel sub-plot which might sit aside Lewin’s mis-
cellany. He notes that the opening mandolin melody in its entirety is
set-type 6-16 (014568) and that this set covers the music up to and
including the harp pedal f] almost as well as, say, Lewin’s H (6-z43)
or Q (6-7). Apart from the mandolin melody though, all of the other
instances of 6-16 have greater or lesser issues. The second is invoked
as the complement of the first, thereby forming a chromatic aggreg-
ate. That a hexachordal subset of the complete chromatic is the same
set-type as its complement holds true for every non ‘z-related’ hexa-
chord. So instance 2 is there, but in a sense could not but be. One
could quibble that the third instance includes the viola’s pedal b[ but
ignores the clarinet’s equally insistent a\. The fourth instance of 6-16
skips over the mandolin’s pedal b\ and the fifth dodges the violin’s
a[. These are relatively minor, and certainly in the context of Lewin’s
reading this sub-plot does not seem unreasonable (Figure 94).
Various subsets of 6-16 are familiar from Lewin’s paper. X, t, and
both derivations are subsets of 6-16, just as they are subsets of
Lewin’s H and Q (Figure 95). 6-16 is not, though, a subset of 7-7. Nor
does 6-16 appear to be accountable to c.c. 6:7, requiring a nine note
span and gaps of one and two notes. This is not a problem in terms of
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6-16 (014568)
5-6 (01256) 'X'
6-7 (012678) 'Q'
6-z43 (012568) 'H'
4-5 (0126) 't'
3-5 (016) 'deriv 2'
3-9 (027) ‘deriv 1'
Figure 95: Webern, Op. 10/IV: 6-16 in Relation to Lewin’s Sets.
the derivation of the music from the array. It is, rather, symptomatic
in that regular patterns of intervals tend to generate loose patterns of
set data.
4.5.4 What Do All of These Stories Have in Common?
Permutation (articulation) of the four-note subsets of c.c. 6:7 dictates
that spans of actual music are loosely accountable to a range of loosely
related sets, only some of which retain contiguity in the source array.
What the larger of these various sets have in common is that they ex-
press pairs of semitone-clusters at a distance of ic5 or ic6 Figure 96).
This is to be expected, given the nature of c.c. 6:7, which itself tends
to produce clusters of semitones at a distance of either ic5 or ic6.
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Figure 96: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Larger Sets Examined by Forte, Johnson,
Lewin and Alphonce Express Pairs of Semitone Clusters.
Note that the array-contiguous 6-7 and 6-z6 each contain two three-
semitone clusters; the first at ic6, the second at ic5. 6-z43 differs only
from 6-z6 in that ‘7’ from the second cluster has been replaced with
‘8’, creating a gap. Alphonce’s proposed 6-16 mirrors 6-z43 in that
it contains one semitone dyad and one three-semitone cluster. 6-z43
and 6-16 contain α (0156) as a subset, but not β (0167), reflecting the
prevalence of transposed α over ‘revealed’ β.
Alternatively, one could say that these sets express groups of
semitone-adjacent ic5 and ic6. Again, one would expect to see this
given a source array which can be described either as a series of
semitone ascending ic5 (Boretz’ formulation) or a series of semitone
ascending tritones (Perle’s formulation). Figure 97 shows that 6-z43
(H) contains two instances of ic5 and three of ic6: one less for each than
the array-contiguous 6-7 (Q). Alphonce’s 6-16 in this regard differs
only minimally from 6-z43 in that it can express just one tritone.
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Figure 97: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Hexachords Considered by Forte, Johnson,
Lewin and Alphonce Express Patterns of IC5 and IC6.
Alphonce makes a point of stressing the provisionality of any set-
theoretic parsing, given the almost intractable problem of establishing
a rationale for segmentation. Although his proposed 6-16 does cover
most of the notes of Op. 10/IV with only minimal omission, he won-
ders ‘whether this brief analytical exercise has contributed anything
besides what Lewin has already offered . . . ’ (p.200). Alphonce is cau-
tious about making claims about relations which may turn out to be
‘properties of the system’ and thus ‘result in tautology’.
Alphonce is right to be cautious and it is fair to say that Lewin
was also cautious, making no firm assertions about the relationships
between his sets. A further caution would be this: similarly invit-
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Figure 98: Webern, Op. 10/IV: More or Less Similar Sets to 6-z43 Produce
More or Less Similar Parsing of the Music.
ing/perplexing patterns of data will be found when parsing c.c. 6:7-
derived music with almost any pentachords/hexachords which ex-
press pairs of semitone clusters more or less ic5/6 apart. 6-5 (012367)
for instance, or 6-z4 (012456) will soon be found if they are sought.
6-5 produces some contiguous spans of music; 6-z4 and its z-partner
6-z37 require rather more license with their interleaving. Both are
suggestive/seductive, but both are chasing the same protean shad-
ows (Figure 98).
4.5.4.1 Forte’s Octatonic Reading
The octatonic collection expresses (amongst many other things) pairs
of ic6 at the distance of a semitone, pairs of ic5 at the distance of a
tritone and pairs of ic1 at the distance of a tritone. It is not surpris-
ing then that shadows of the octatonic flicker on the surface of music
derived from c.c 6:7. No contiguous span of five or more in c.c. 6:7
is accountable to the octatonic, but β (0167) is found twice within
any complete octatonic collection. A simplified version of Forte’s oc-
tatonic reading of Op. 10/IV (Forte 1998, p.221) is given below (Fig-
ure 99). CI, CII and CIII are the labels for the three octatonic collec-
tions as discussed in Van Den Toorn [1983].
A fair amount of the surface of the music can be parsed into oc-
tatonic subsets, including the octatonic hexachords 6-30 (013679) and
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Figure 99: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Simplified Version of Forte’s Octatonic Pars-
ing.
6-z13 (013467), both of which express semitone pairs at the distance
of a tritone. This is unusual: contiguous octatonic pentachords or lar-
ger are infrequent in Webern’s music of all periods. Why Forte was
not content with this level of octatonic coverage I am not sure. Al-
though less bizarre than many of the analyses found in Forte [1998],
his desire to account every note to the octatonic has led him to some
questionable suggestions. I can just about admit the d[ from the
middle of the harp chord being added to CIII’s 6-z13 to make 7-31.
I do not, though, see the point of invoking 6-z13 from CI, begin-
ning with the mandolin’s e\. Aside from being redundant (these notes
are already covered by different octatonic spans), the skipping over 3
pitches is more than unfortunate. Even more forced is Forte’s invoc-
ation of a long-range CII 6-z13 beginning with the harp f] , simply
to account for the final e[. A full five pitches (out of twenty-eight)
are skipped over here: this set cannot plausibly be imagined, on or
off the page. The f\ from the opening harp chord is also ignored, or
rather qualified as ‘. . . special, because I do not understand its pres-
ence in the octatonic design’. There is no octatonic design, but there
are plenty of octatonic chimeras lurking.
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4.6 hanson’s chromatic wedges
Robert Hanson’s 1983 article, ‘Webern’s Chromatic Organisation’, is
the most frequently cited demonstration of the tendency for passages
of Webern’s music to coalesce into discrete chromatic clusters. Where
ic2 is followed by the note that completes a semitone cluster (i.e. it
fills the gap), Hanson calls it a ‘wedge’. Larger wedges fill larger in-
tervals in a similar way way. He writes, ‘[a]t its height, this chromatic
technique becomes not only a means of linking thematic and har-
monic fragments but also a prime mover in the shaping of a piece’
(p.135). Hanson’s assessment of this technique suggests four stages,
each increasing in opacity (idem):
1. Semitone movement commonly takes place within individual
parts.
2. An individual part may form a complete, registrally conjunct
cluster when its pitch content is viewed as a whole.
3. Chromatically adjacent pitch-classes may be distributed across
different registers while remaining linked by voice, timbre or
some other means and continuing to function as a pc group.
4. Chromatically adjacent pcs may be distributed not only across
different registers but also across different voices, layers and
sonorities, and may similarly continue to function as a pc group.
Hanson’s parsing of Webern’s Op. 10/IV shows all of these variations
in an uncontroversial manner. Figure 100 shows Hanson’s parsing of
the first five bars.
Hanson initially draws our attention to the presence of two over-
lapping chromatic aggregates. The first is completed by the trumpet’s
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Figure 100: Hanson’s Parsing of Bars 1-5 of Webern Op. 11/IV.
sounding b\ in bar 2. The second begins with the viola’s b[ in bar 2
and is completed by the celesta’s e\ in bar 5. Within these two aggreg-
ates, Hanson outlines a number of chromatic wedges:
• The mandolin’s opening c\–d\ is filled by the d[ at the heart of
the harp chord (level ‘a’ in Figure 100).
• The remaining two harp pitches, f\ and g[, are simultaneous
with the mandolin’s a[. The gap between the whole tone g[ and
a[ is then filled by the mandolin’s g\ (level ‘b’).
• The last two notes in the mandolin’s opening melody (e[ and
e\) ‘expand’ the opening c\–d[–d\ cluster (level ‘a’).
• Finally, an ‘opening’ wedge, b[–a\–b\ is sounded by the viola,
clarinet and trumpet in bars 1–2 (level ‘c’).
– This b[–a\–b\ cluster also begins the second aggregate, and
level ‘c’ is now expanded by the g]–g\–f] heard in trom-
bone and harp in bars 4–5 (n.b. Hanson’s registers are
wrong for the g\ and f]).
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Hanson problematises the last three trumpet notes in bar 2, f\–e[–d\
(level ‘a’), because they are missing a proximate e\ to fill the cluster.
Hanson’s first solution is partly convincing, suggesting that the f\–
e[ gap is filled as a back-formation by the e\ which completes the
opening mandolin melody. This is, though, quite a distance in context.
Less convincing is his suggestion that the same gap might be filled by
the e\ heard in the celesta dyad in bar 5 (this dyad is shown an octave
too low in Hanson’s diagram). This strikes me as far too long-range to
be viable. Hanson also sees the celesta’s e\–f\ dyad as simultaneously
extending downwards level c’s b\–f] cluster. Hanson would like the
celesta’s e\ to be dual-function, completing two chromatic wedges
simultaneously. The clarinet’s c\–d[ trill and the mandolin’s b\ (bar
5) complete the second aggregate (level ‘b’).
Hanson is visualising in non-set-theoretic terms an essential com-
mon feature of those hexachords invoked by Forte, Lewin, Johnson
and Alphonce: their tendency to express pairs of semitone clusters a
tritone apart. Hanson’s observations of ‘expansion’ and ‘opening’ are
symptomatic of traversal across c.c. 6:7: this is the rise, then fall of
those pairs of semitones as Webern moves right, then left through the
array.
In the light of our earlier parsing of the music with reference to
c.c. 6:7, Hanson’s levels ‘b’ and ‘c’ can be amalgamated, and a couple
of alterations made so as to demonstrate more clearly the evolution
of his chromatic wedges:
• Figure 101(i) is Hanson’s parsing from Figure 100, the letters a,
b and c corresponding to Hanson’s three ‘levels’.
• Figure 101(ii) ‘flattens’ Hanson’s parsing so as to better show
the long range chromatic voice-leading.
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Figure 101: Webern, Op. 10/IV: Hanson’s parsing and a Re-Segmentation
Showing Two Cluster-Strands That Ascend Then Descend.
• Figure 101(iii) shows the amalgamated levels b and c and intro-
duces some swaps in the parsing.
– The clarinet’s c\-d[ trill and the mandolin’s pedal b\ have
been moved into ‘line a’, linking forward to the mandolin’s
repeating b\ and the violin’s a[–b[.
– the celeste’s e\–f\ dyad has been moved into the amalgam-
ated b/c line, linking it back to the harp’s f] and forward
to the last three notes of the violin (e\–d\–e[).
– The discontinuity in the beaming occurs at the point of
c.c. 6:7’s ‘reversal’ (cf. Figure 81 on page 126).
My purpose here is not simply to finesse Hanson’s parsing. Rather,
I argue that these chromatic wedges/clusters are a necessary by-product
of deploying contiguous segments from c.c. 6:7; an array which, echo-
ing Perle, can be described as expressing two chromatic strands a
tritone apart. It is actually clearer to visualise the phenomenon that
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Figure 102: Webern’s Op. 10/IV Parsed Into Tritones.
Hanson is discussing with a simple change of perspective: to talk of
semitones pairs at ic6 distance is the same thing as talking about tri-
tone pairs at ic1 distance. The relationship between Hanson’s strand
a) and the amalgamated b) and c) can be equally well displayed as a
succession of tritones where a) is the upper note (Figure 102). In this
realisation there are, as in Hanson’s version, a number of notes that
are missing their partner. Here, the low f\ from the harp chord, the e\
in the celeste dyad, and the e[ from the closing violin melody. These
missing notes, though, do not in any way undermine the presentation,
just as the gaps in Hanson’s do not, so long as we remember that
both are a visualisation of an unavoidable by-product of Webern’s
movement through a symmetrical patterned array. The ‘fuzziness’,
the wandering, jittery nature of the progression, is a consequence of
the unordered articulations of the various α and β-spans.
5
O P. 9/ I V — C . C . 6 : 7 A S B A C K G R O U N D
A G G R E G AT E A R R AY
5.1 overview
Webern’s Op. 9/IV Bagatelle for string quartet was composed at the
same time as the Op. 10/IV orchestra piece — during the summer
of 1911 at Preglhof, the family estate near Bleiberg, Austria. As with
the orchestral piece, I argue that pitch deployment in the Bagatelle ori-
ginates in toto in c.c. 6:7, and that any anomalies are compositionally
trivial, however analytically inconveniencing they might be for other
methodologies (particularly Fortean pitch-class-set theory). A score
of the movement is given in Figure 103.
As with Op. 10/IV, a rightwards traversal through c.c. 6:7 is fol-
lowed by a reversal. In the fourth Bagatelle, I suggest that this reversal
occurs (or, at least, is underway) late in the movement, with the down-
beat of bar 6 (half-way through a passage of pedals).
5.2 provisional parsing by α− and β−spans .
There are plenty of uncontroversial examples of α and β−spans (4-8
and 4-9) to be found in the Bagatelle, and a number of other candid-
ates that can be tolerably suggested. The overlapping of the various α
and β−spans is, though, so extensive as to make any casual parsing
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Figure 103: Webern, Op. 9/IV, score.
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somewhat provisional. Figure 104 shows the pitch-reduction mapped
against candidate α−spans.
• α−2 (partial), α2 (twice), α4 and α6 (twice) are found as contigu-
ous groups of notes in the score.
– The second invocation of α6 in bars 6–7 relies on us treating
the lone cello f]-pedal that spans those bars as separate
from the four-pedal α2 (f]–g\–c]–d\) that runs through bars
5–6.
• α−1 in bar 1 involves skipping the high a\ although it could
tolerably be invoked through registral contingency (i.e. it is the
lowest four notes).
• α0 in bars 6–7 is contiguous in the first violin part.
• If the cello’s lone f] spanning bars 6–7 is skipped over as a con-
tinuation/outgrowing of α2, then α5 can be invoked in bars 6–7.
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Figure 104: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Candidate α−Spans.
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Figure 105: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Candidate β−Spans.
Figure 105 shows the pitch-reduction mapped against candidate β-
spans. β−spans (4-9) have identical pitch-classes at the distance of tri-
tone (hence β0 as an unordered set is the same as β6) — I have chosen
the labels which are adjacent to any proximate α−spans, where pos-
sible.
• β−2, β1, β4, β5 and β6 are found as contiguous note-groups in
the score.
• Invocation of β7 and β8 requires that they are intertwined, with
each skipping over one note.
The distribution of the candidate α− and β− spans is, then, suggest-
ive of c.c. 6:7-traversal at times (Figure 106).
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Figure 106: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Progression of Candidate α− and β−Spans.
• In the first half of the piece the most promising progression in
terms of traversal would be the α2→ α4→ α6 found in bars 2–4,
interrupted only by the f\–b\ pair which straddles the barline
between bars 2–3.
– This progression is shadowed, as might be expected, by
array-adjacent β−spans β1, β4 and β5.
• In the second half, the grouping of β7, β8 and β6 in bars 5–6
is rather more loosely suggestive of traversal, only partly shad-
owed by α6 and α5.
– Alternatively, these bars could be read as β1, β2 and β0
shadowed by α2 and α0. This reading suffers from a few
more skipped notes, but the strength of the presence of α2
in the pedals in bars 5–6 is noted.
– Either of these readings could be taken as offering evidence
of a reversal of direction of traversal through the c.c. 6:7,
somewhere around the downbeat of bar 6, with β1/7 miss-
ing or obscured between β2/8 and β0/6.
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5.3 derivation of bars 3–7 from c .c . 6 :7 .
The case of Op .10/IV demonstrated that even a minimal amount
of composerly interference — the insertion of a b\ in the trumpet
melody and a slight delaying of the initial harp chord — was enough
to thoroughly obfuscate the rather naïvely deployed sequence of
α−spans, unless one was consciously looking for it. The same is true
of Op. 9/IV, where all that is required to bring the deployment se-
quence of bars 3–8 into view is to imagine that, in an alternative ver-
sion of bar 5, violin 1’s high c\ occurs just a fraction earlier in the bar
— anywhere before violin 1’s first d\ (Figure 107).
If bar 5 were this:
the original deployment of spans from c.c. 6:7 in bars 3-7 would become obvious
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instead of this (the published score):
Figure 107: Webern, Op. 9/IV. A Small Adjustment to Bar 5 Clarifies C.C.
6:7 Parsing.
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Harmonically, this makes no difference to how the bar is read or
heard — it is still a c\ over a pedal-chord g\-c]-f]-d\. The pc-set-type
to which the bar (less the e\) accounts is the same contiguous span on
c.c. 6:7, 5-7 (01256). The difference is crucially important, though, in
terms of segmentation. In the score as written, the first four notes after
the e\ belong to α2 (g\–c]--f]--d\). With the high c\ earlier than the d\
in violin 2, the first four notes after the e\ are f]–g\–c]–c\ — i.e. β7.
It is this obfuscated β7 which renders this entire passage accountable
to a c.c. 6:7 array. This noted, we can now see (Figure 108) that my
suggested original-deployment of spans from c.c. 6:7 in bars 3–7 is
essentially symmetrical:
α4 → (β5)→ α6 → β7 → β8 → β7 → α6 → (α5)→ α4.
The reversal occurs, or is at least underway, with violin 1’s high a[ on
the downbeat of bar 6.
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Figure 108: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Proposed Original Deployment of α− and
β−Spans in Bars 3–7.
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The symmetrical deployment exhibits two tangible candidate sub-
structures (Figure 109). The first candidate is a mini-ternary involving
two span-pairs: α4/α6 and β7/β8:
• A: α4→α6 in bars 3–5 with a subtly foregrounded β5 during bar
4 (brought about by the retention of the ‘pedal’ e\).
• B: symmetrical β7 →β8 → β7 in bars 5–6 with an overtly fore-
grounded α2 pedal (f]–g\–c]–d\) underneath the symmetrical,
melodic c\–a[–c\.
• A’: α6 → α4 in bars 6–7 with overtly foregrounded α5 (through
the duplication/mirroring of the b[–a\ pair in the viola/violin
2 pizzicato). α4 here is incomplete, missing the d]/e[.
α4 (β5) α6 β7 β8 β7 α6 (α5) α4
(α2)
ternary disposition  involving span-pairs
α4 (β5) α6 β7 β8 β7 α6 (α5) α4(α2)
tripartite disposition  analogous to the opening of Op. 5/IV
α/β β/β α/α
Figure 109: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Substructures Observable in Suggested De-
ployment of α− and β−Spans in Bars 3–7.
The foregrounded α2−pedal in bars 5–6 is not actually a deployed
(conjunct) foregrounding, arrived at in the course of a traversal through
c.c. 6:7. It is from the ‘other side’ of the cycle. That is, it reflects the
fact that for any pair of adjacent β−spans there is a pitch-identical
pair of spans whose origins are a tritone up/down, whose conjunct
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Figure 110: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Position of the Pedal-α2 from Bars 5–6 Within
C.C. 6:7.
α−intersection is not pitch-identical (see Subsection 3.3.2 on page 79).
Hence, in context, this α2 is an articulated (composed) subset of the
combination of β7 and β8 rather than the conjunct intersection between
the pitch-class-equivalent β1 and β2 (see Figure 110).
At the same time, a tripartite parsing of these bars is available
which directly corresponds to the α− and β−span deployment-strategy
found in the first section of Op. 5/IV (see Figure 60 on page 99):
• 1. α : β (α4 → β5 → α6 → β7), bars 3–5.
• 2. β : β (β7→ β8 → β7), bars 5–6.
• 3. α : α (α6 → α5 → α4), bars 6–7.
– α5 also has ‘accretions’ (repetition of pitch-classes) analog-
ous to those found in the ‘α−canon’ in Op. 5/IV (see Fig-
ure 50 on page 86).
5.4 derivation of bars 1–3 from c .c . 6 :7 .
Figures 104 on page 161 and 105 on page 162 show that all of the
notes in the opening two bars are covered either by an α−candidacy
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Figure 111: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Possible (but Rejected) Maximally-
Overlapping Deployment for Bars 1–3.
or a β−candidacy, but that neither reading is sufficient. It could be,
then, that this is indicative of a minimally-overlapping deployment
of adjacent α− and/or β−spans, such as found in the opening bars
of Op. 5/IV. Figures 104 and 105 also show that there are no realistic
candidate α− or β−spans which might account for the f\ and/or b\
which straddle the the downbeat of bar 3.1
Figure 111 shows the ‘best-fit’ maximally-overlapping α/β reading.
It is tempting, at this stage, to envisage a scenario where the f\ and b\
are paired on c.c. 6:7, but for some reason they have ended up being
displaced.
There is, though, something about this reading that leads me to reject
it. Namely, the progression from β−2 to α−1 does not look or feel
1 If the b\ is to be paired with the f\ which immediately precedes it, then a proximate
c\/e\ or f]/b[ pair is needed to form an α−span, or one of c\/f] or b[/e\ to form a
β−span: none of those ic-pairs can be proposed as sufficiently proximate. If the b\ is
to be paired with the g\ that precedes it in violin 2, then an ic-pair of f]/c\ would be
needed to form α7: this pair also is insufficiently proximate, and, in any case, would
still leave the f\ unaccounted for.
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like a ‘progression’ — it does not progress, as such. The b\ simply
outgrows the putative β−1 without any particular need to invoke α−1,
and the whole of bar 1 could just as well be ascribed to an unordered,
contiguous five-note span on c.c. 6:7 (set-type 5-7). The same things
can be said about the β1/α2 pair. Furthermore, given that the two
five-note spans that contain these four four-note spans are separated
in the array by a lone f\, it could be that it is only the cello’s f\ which
has been displaced — the b\ might be part of a different story.
I suspect that a displacement has taken place and that these overlap-
pings/interleavings of α− and β−spans were not deployed as such,
but are, rather, remnants, traces of an ancestral deployment. I propose
that all that has happened is that the cello phrase in bar 2 was retro-
graded at some stage and that the b\ in bar 3 is, after all, not part of
this particular deployment strategy: it remains anomalous. As with
Op. 10/IV, (see Figure 72 on page 116) I sense that this small corner
of the movement has its origins in simple transposition and that a
musically trivial composerly interference has thrown up a cloud of
analytical dust.
My attention is drawn to the fact the the viola’s descending e\–b\–
c\ in bars 1–2 is a conventional transposed retrograde of the cello’s
answering d\–c]–f]. The two successive pitches in bar 2 are f\ and g\:
f\ can join with the viola’s e\–b\–c\ to form α0 while g\ can join with
the cello’s d\–c]–f] to form α2. Figure 112 shows how, with the cello
phrase retrograded, α2 neatly progresses from α0 and this progression
joins up with the previously noted α4 → α6 in bars 3–4. This in turn
allows us to view the two violins’ opening b[–e[–a\ ‘pedal’ as deriv-
ing from an incomplete α−2, extending the progression of α−spans
further to the left in c.c 6:7.
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Figure 112: Webern, Op. 9/IV: Proposed Ancestral Derivation (Cello Phrase
Retrograded) from C.C. 6:7 in Bars 1-5.
I have chosen to assert that my reading of a progression from α−2
through α2 in bars 1–2 is salient because it fits with my previous asser-
tion that α4 and α6 operate in bars 3–4. In other words, the story I wish
to tell is of a transposition cycle (T2), just as it was in Op. 10/IV. I am
aware, though, that reversing these four cello notes reveals a back-
ground structure for bars 1–2 where one can see far more than the
even-numbered α−spans: all of the odd-numbered spans are there,
as are all of the bridging β−spans. This background structure is the
source of the remnants, the traces seen in Figure 111. This ancestor
structure for bars 1–2 is more than just a progression of spans from
c.c. 6:7, it is c.c. 6:7, in order, barely disguised (Figure 113).
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C . C . 6 : 7
6.1 re-parsing , re-deployment, re-composition
Webern’s Op. 9/VI is not, strictly speaking, derived from c.c. 6:7, but
closely related to it. The nature of the relationship is similar to that
found between the music of Op. 11/II and c.c. 1:3. The movement is
an elaborate and arcane development of the short passage of music
that begins with bar 2 (Figure 114).
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This music can be displayed neatly on a c.c. 6:7 array when viewed
as a deployment of tritones, but Webern appears to have moved bey-
ond the naïve idea of left and right traversal through it. The pitch col-
lection of this ‘source’ passage (a chromatic aggregate) can be divided
into two halves. In Fortean terms the two halves (g\–a[–a\–c]–d\–e[
and b[–b\–c\–e\–f\–f]) are both set-type 6-7; the set-type of any six-
pitch span of c.c. 6:7 beginning with ic6. Both of these hexachords as
music display a similar tritonal disposition: two linear (high and low)
plus a third simultaneous (vertically, between the two linear tritones).
I am also struck by the family resemblance between the articulation
of the second hexachord and the opening tremolandi of Op. 5/IV.
The bars that follow are a series of kaleidoscopic permutations of
this source music. The first permutation is, unfortunately, the most
opaque (Figure 115).
The source music has been reparsed into four contiguous groups.
The first two show parsing by proximate semitone clusters — a[–g\–
a\ and e[–d\–c]–e\ — labelled ‘a’ and ‘b’. Group ‘c’ retains the e\
from group ‘b’ and adds b[–b\–f\, resulting in an (0167) tetrachord
(β−1). Group ‘d’ is an (016) trichord formed by retaining the f\ from
group ‘c’ and adding c\–f].
These four groupings are found, in order, in the passage of music
immediately following the source music. Chromatic groups ‘a’ and
‘b’ remain contiguous across bars 3–4. An unusual feature here is that
trichord ‘a’ (g\–a[/g]–a\) has been doubled, ghosted, pre-echoed in
the middle of bar 3. It is very fleeting, but the two soundings of each
of the three pitches are quite perceptible. Group ‘c’ is the first three
notes of the legato viola line, plus the second violin’s f\ harmonic.
Trichord ‘d’ (f\–f]–c\) slightly overlap’s the viola’s legato line. There
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Figure 115: Webern, Op. 9/VI, bars 3–4: First Re-Parsing of ‘source’.
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Figure 116: Webern, Op. 9/VI, bar 5: Second Re-Parsing of ‘source’.
are three further pitches in bar 4: the violins’ proximate a\–g] and the
viola’s final g\. These are the pitch-classes of group ‘a’ yet again, but
grouping the g\ with the a\/g] pair looks and feels forced.
The second re-parsing of the source music is more transparent.
Here the music of the first hexachord has been re-parsed as a pair
of proximate (015) trichords — a[-g\-e[ and d\–c]–a\. This (015) pair
appears in reverse order at the beginning of bar 5. The music from the
second hexachord also appears to have been re-parsed into (015) tri-
chords, but in the subsequent re-deployment, each trichord is missing
one member — (f\)–e\–c\ and b\–(b[)–f] are the pitches that round
out bar 5 (Figure 116).
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Figure 117: Webern, Op. 9/VI, Bars 6–7: Third Re-Parsing of ‘Source’
The third re-parsing of the source music in bars 6–7 does not ap-
pear to be patterned (Figure 117). Three contingent note-groups from
the source music are re-deployed — a[–g\–e[, a\–d\–c]–e\–b[ and
c\–f\–b\–f]. It could be that this second grouping is actually a pair
(by analogy with the two previous re-parsings) and I have labelled it
‘b/c’.
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Figure 118: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Aggregate Array from Two Hexatonic Ar-
rays.
6.2 derived aggregate array?
There is another way of deriving the pitches of bars 5–7. The two
hexachords from the source music can be arranged as an aggregate
array (Figure 118). The first hexachord needs to be parsed into (015)
pairs. This parsing produces a nested-tritone structure. The second
hexachord needs to be parsed into (016) pairs.
When the music of bars 5–7 is matched to this aggregate array, a
rightwards traversal is revealed (from a\ to e\) followed by a leftwards
traversal from d\ to d\ (Figure 119).
There is an analytical circle here that requires some speculation to
square. It is unlikely that a process of re-parsing the material from
bars 2–3 would inadvertently give rise to such an analytically con-
venient aggregate array. It is more likely that the array was conceived
first and that the pitch world of bars 5–7 reflects the traversal through
it. On the other hand, bars 2–4 cannot be directly derived from the
array. The only way that I can propose for the music in bars 2–7 to be
accountable to both the array and the re-parsing technique is to ima-
gine that the ‘source’ in bars 2–3 is itself a re-parsing/permutation,
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Figure 119: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Derivation of Bars 5–7 from Aggregate Array.
perhaps of an early version of bar 5 that included the ‘missing’ array-
adjacent b[ and f\.
6.3 introduction
The derivation of the opening bar is opaque. It appears that it might
originate in a re-parsing of bars 6–7, but a rationale for the placement
of the c] and the omission of the d\ is not forthcoming (Figure 120).
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Figure 120: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Link Between Bar 1 and Bar 6.
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Figure 121: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Derivation of Bars 8–9 from Bars 2–3.
6.3.1 Coda
The coda appears to be a final, slightly loose re-parsing/re-composing
of bars 2–3, omitting only f\. It does not account to the aggregate ar-
ray (Figure 121). The three proximate groups borrowed from bars 2–3
are all semitone clusters — c]–d\–(e[)–e\, a]–b\–c\ and g\–g]–(a\).
The pitches in brackets are the upper notes of the trills. 1
6.3.2 An Early Version of the Coda
The Paul Sacher Foundation holds a manuscript copy of Op. 9/VI
containing a heavily erased version of the coda (see Figure 122). Ben-
jamin K. Davies successfully deciphered this erasure and presented
it in Davies [2002]. I have examined this manuscript and have no
disagreements with Davies’ transcription. I agree that the second vi-
olin’s first note in bar 8A is too indistinct to verify with a conventional
magnifying glass and strong light. Although there are a number of
pitches whose derivations remain unclear, much of this early coda
1 I am aware of an inconsistency in that I did not include the upper notes of trills
earlier in the movement.
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Figure 122: Webern, Op. 9/VI: Early Version of Ending and its Relation
to the Aggregate Array (Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton
Webern Collection).
is accountable to the same aggregate array. 6Y is followed by array-
adjacent 7A/8A. This may in fact be accidental, as the manuscript
shows signs of scratching out in the upper strings at this point out
(prior to the heavy pencil erasure). Apart from a missing e[, spans
8A-X, 8A-Y and 9A-X are contiguous on the array. The span labelled
9A-X is a permutation of 6-Y.
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True hexatonic passages occur only sporadically in Webern’s mu-
sic between the 1905 Quartet and the Bagatellen, Op. 9 (1911–1913).
Alongside these can be found many examples of individual chord-
s/sonorities that belong to a single hexatonic collection, but whose
context prevents us from analysing them as such. For example, the
opening piano sonority in Eingang, the first song in Op. 4, reads (from
bottom to top) e\– g]–c]–f\: an (0347) set, or 4-17 (a contiguous four-
note span on c.c. 1:3). In context, though, the rest of the passage (and
indeed the rest of the song) is wholly resistant to a hexatonic reading.
It will prove more profitable to consider this sonority as a C]/D[ ma-
jor/minor triad. Likewise, in the first song from Op. 3, the opening
piano chord reads b\–e[–b[–d\: an (0145) set, or 4-7 (the other con-
tiguous four-note span on c.c. 1:3). As with Eingang, no amount of
coercion can place this hexatonic chord in a hexatonic environment:
it will be heard as a mixed-mode B4 chord, or a mixed-mode ‘minor
triad plus major seventh’ chord. A non-mixed-mode version of the
latter chord is the opening piano sonority of Op. 4/V: f\–d\–a\–c], or
4-19 (0148). Isolated examples of major-seventh chords — the fourth
of the four tetrachordal subsets of c.c. 1:3, 4-20 (0158) — are numer-
ous in Opp. 1–4.
By contrast, the Fünf Sätze for string quartet, Op. 5, show that by
1909, Webern was actively exploring the potential of c.c. 1:3 as both
sonority and generative device — in an atonal context. From certain
angles, Op. 5 looks like the 1905 Quartet’s ‘atonal cousin’ — espe-
cially in those passages of rudimentary hexatonic Fortspinnung. For
example, bar 47 of Op. 5/I, with its rapid turnover of major-seventh
chords, would not be especially incongruous alongside bar 40 from
the 1905 Quartet. More radical are those passages where different
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hexatonic collections are separated by register and/or counterpoint
(movements I, III and V).
The most radical moments in Op. 5 are where Webern takes a pair
of hexatonic collections at T2 and treats them as an aggregate array.
An array is an ordered, linear structure. An aggregate pitch-array dif-
fers from a twelve-note row only in intent. We do not find here, or
in any of the examples in this dissertation, the array being subject
to any of the classic dodecaphonic techniques of transposition, ret-
rograde and inversion. Instead, as with Webern’s c.c. 6:7 modus, con-
tiguous subsets of an array (typically tetrachords) are deployed and
then articulated as unordered groups. In Op. 5 there is only limited
‘right and left’ movement within the array. Importantly though, this
left-right movement crosses the ‘hexatonic-divide’, giving rise to son-
orities that are not themselves hexatonic, but which are, nonetheless,
derived from a hexatonic background. A number of the most distinct-
ive passages in the first, third, and fifth movements of Op. 5 can be
read straight off bi-hexatonic arrays. I have already argued that the
central section in Op. 5/IV is hexatonic in origin (see Section 3.9).
In between Opp. 5 and 9, the presence of c.c. 1:3 is very shad-
owy. Most tangible, and most striking perhaps, is the final sonority
of Op. 6/V; an aggregate chord comprised of a pair of registrally
separated hexatonic collections. Examples of contiguous tetrachordal
subsets of c.c. 1:3 are ubiquitous in Opp. 6–8, but these works strike
me as particularly resistant to any kind of invocation of a hexatonic
background (or, indeed, a c.c. 6:7 background).
It is not until Op. 9 that expansive, directed traversal across bi-
hexatonic arrays is found (analogous to the types of traversal seen
with c.c. 6:7). The first and second movements of Op. 9 are a meth-
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odological pair, despite their having been composed nearly two years
apart. Both movements begin with music derived from a Hex-2/Hex-4
aggregate array. The central section of both movements is accountable
to a Hex-1/Hex-3 aggregate array. Both movements conclude with a
return to the Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array. In both movements, the
hexatonic halves of the aggregate arrays retain their c.c. 1:3 disposi-
tion. In Op. 9/I each aggregate array sees one c.c. 1:3 ascending and
one descending. In Op. 9/II each aggregate array comprises a pair of
descending c.c. 1:3. In both of these movements there are a number of
pitches that can be categorised as ‘not yet accounted for’, rather than
as undermining the analysis.
There are two movements from 1914 that can be convincingly de-
rived in-toto from bi-hexatonic aggregate arrays: Op. 11/II and
Op. 11/III. The hexatonic derivation of Op. 11/III turns out to be start-
lingly simple: a double traversal of a simply patterned Hex-3/Hex-1
aggregate array. Viewing the movement hexatonically allows us to
see the care with which Webern has assigned the pitches to the dif-
ferent instruments, and the way in which pitch-classes swap between
chord and melody. There is a substantial body of extant literature on
Op. 11/III, and I address this in situ.
Op. 11/II is far more complex in its derivation. There is a complete,
undisguised Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate very early on in the music, but
much of the rest of the movement accounts to an aggregate array
which is derived from this ‘undisguised’ music but which has lost
much of its hexatonic flavour.
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Bars 45–50 (Figure 123) can be described completely in terms of
hexatonic working.
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Figure 123: Webern, Op. 5/I, Bars 45–50.
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Figure 124: Webern, Op. 5/I, bars 48–49, hexatonic segmentation.
7.1.1 Bars 47–48
Bar 47 is the simplest hexatonic writing here: simple pattern mak-
ing with Hex-1 (see Figure 124). The four voices sound rising major
seventh pairs which are repeated a number of times at T4 and T8.
These voices combine to create a rapid succession a major-seventh
chords (D4, F]4, B[4). At the end of the bar, the cello moves to Hex-3
and bar 48 is an imitative cascade of (014) fragments drawn from the
Hex-1/Hex-3 pair.
7.1.2 Bars 49–50
The eight-note chords in bar 49–50 and their resolution in the second
half of bar 50 are altogether more interesting from a hexatonic point
of view (Figure 125). They are a re-voicing of the chords first heard in
bar 5. These chords (in fact, the entire opening section) are the earliest
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Figure 125: Webern, Op. 5/I, bars 49-50: Derivation from Hexatonic Aggreg-
ate Array (cf. Bar 5).
music that I have identified where Webern treats an ordered pair of
hexatonic scales as an aggregate array. The hexachords remain Hex-1
and Hex-3: they are patterned as a tritone-related pair of minor triads
(B[ and E) plus a tritone-related pair of major triads (A[ and D).
The two violins combine to play four-pitch-spans W and X. W and
X overlap on the aggregate array, sharing f\. The spans have been ar-
ticulated so as to provide the smoothest voice leading between them:
all voices move by semitone step (three up, one down). Viola and
cello play spans Y and Z. Y and Z are adjacent on the aggregate ar-
ray, sharing no pitches (Y shares f] and a\ with X). Y and Z are also
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Figure 126: Webern, Op. 5/I, Bars 45–46: Hexatonic Segmentation.
articulated so as to allow for smooth voice leading: all voices again
move by semitone step; two up and two down. I have labelled the
resolution in bar 50 Y/Z as it fully incorporates all the pitches from
Y and the g\ and g] from Z. The f\ in the violins’ resolution-melody
falls outside of this pattern. It could be that ‘reaching back’ into span
X was part of an earlier idea.
When these chords first appear in bar 5 the spans are more closely
spaced. Because, in pitch-class terms, these two sets of chords are
at T4, their respective aggregate arrays are both derived by pairing
Hex-1 with Hex-3.
7.1.3 Bars 45–46
The hexatonic music proper starts with the second violin’s e[ (see
Figure 126). The end of the previous passage sounds the W-span from
bar 5 and the remnants of some whole-tone Fortspinnung. This type of
hexatonic writing is similar to that found in the 1905 Quartet: a simple
progression of music derived from different hexatonic collections.
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Figure 127: Webern, Op. 5/I, bars 1–4.
7.1.4 Bars 1–4
The opening four bars (figure 127) are accountable to an aggregate
array arrived at by pairing Hex-2 and Hex-4.
The hexatonic deployment is fragmentary and rather opaque to
begin with. Hexatonic trichords and tetrachords are not, ipso facto,
indicative of a hexatonic framework, and we have to look as far as
bar 4 to satisfy ourselves that an intertwining of Hex-2 and Hex-4 has
been playing out. For example, the first bar’s c\–c]–e\–f\ is overtly
‘hexatonic’, but the g] and a\ needed to complete the collection are
only vaguely proximate in the midst of the first violin’s ostinato-like
line from bar 2.
The opening bar and the music in bar 4 (before the pizzicato chord)
are transparently accountable to either Hex-2 or Hex-4 (Figure 128).
The first violin’s ostinato figure and the four-note chord that sounds
with it derive from a Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array. Hex-2 here retains
its c.c. 1:3 disposition, Hex-4 is symmetrical ic-pattern <4 1 5 1 4>.
The accompanying chord is not in-itself hexatonic, but straddles the
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Figure 128: Webern, Op. 5/I, Opening Bars: Hexatonic Derivation.
Hex-pair. The second violin’s answer is transposed T−2: this means
that those spans in the first violin ostinato accountable to Hex-2 are
found in Hex-4 in the second violin version, and vice versa. The sub-
sequent pizzicato chords are derived by simple transposition of the
first, seemingly without reference to any hexatonic working.
7.2 op. 5/iii
7.2.1 Bars 1–3
The first seven bars of this movement (plus a few derived moments)
would appear to have their origins in hexatonic thinking. The first
three bars can be mapped on an aggregate array formed by pairing
Hex-4 and Hex-2 (Figure 129). The deployment of trichords suggests
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Figure 129: Webern, Op. 5/III, Bars 1–3: Hexatonic Aggregate Array.
that Hex-4 should be parsed into augmented triads, and that Hex-2
is a descending c.c. 1:3 beginning with e[. Four (014) trichords are
heard. Trichords 1 and 2 are contiguous on the aggregate array: both
lie completely within Hex-2 and share b\. Trichords 3 and 4 are also
contiguous on the aggregate array, and mostly within Hex-4, but tri-
chord 4 reaches over the hexatonic-divide to Hex-2’s e[. Trichords
3 and 4 share c\. Webern has voiced the trichord-pairs so that the
shared pitches are registrally fixed. The c] pedal that sounds through-
out is found ‘to the left’ of the four trichords on the array. Bar 4 is a
secondary derivation and this is addressed below.
7.2.2 Bars 5–6
Bars 5–6 can be parsed into hexatonic layers by register (Figure 130).
The first violin (g\–f]–e[–d\) accounts to Hex-2. The second violin
and viola shadow the first violin in Hex-3. The passage is essentially
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Figure 130: Webern, Op. 5/III, Bars 5–6: Hexatonic Layers.
parallelism/planing, the presence of Hex-3 (as opposed to Hex-1 or
Hex-4 ) a by-product of the spacing of the (014) trichord which is be-
ing ‘planed’. The viola jumps out of this arrangement across the bar-
line during the three-note descending canon. This canon pre-echoes
the chains of (015) that erupt in bar 7. The viola here (d\–b[–a\) picks
up the chain of (015) where the first violin leaves off (g\–e[–d\). The
viola and the cello here account to Hex-1, but this may well be hap-
penstance.
7.2.3 Bars 7 and 12–13
These bars are analytically enigmatic. At face value, one might be
tempted to describe the contrary-motion lines in bar 7 as an example
of c.c. 1:4 (Figure 131). The first violin’s series of major thirds outlines
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Figure 131: Webern, Op. 5/III, Bars 7 and 12–13: Possible Hexatonic Seg-
mentation and Grouping into Major-Seventh Chords.
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two nested major seventh chords — A4 and E4 — then an incom-
plete B4 (d]–b\–b[/a]). The cello outlines two different nested major
seventh chords — F4 and B[4 — plus a partial E[4 (b[–d\). On the
other hand, the choice of these particular c.c. 1:4 fragments might lead
us to consider that they are of hexatonic origin, or at least showing
hexatonic influence. Consider: an aggregate array comprised of adja-
cent Hex-4 and Hex-2 can be constructed so as to enable deployment
of contiguous spans of A4, B4, F4 and E[4. It would now be possible
to characterise the violin line as an incomplete deployment of A4and
B4, articulated so as to express (fabricate) a bridging E4. Similarly
the cello could now be characterised line as an incomplete deploy-
ment of F4 and E[4, articulated so as to express a bridging B[4.
In bars 12–13 the music of bar 7 is re-cast as accompaniment figur-
ation. Here, referencing the violin’s unfolding in bar 7, an incomplete
A4 passes through E4 to a complete B4. Immediately afterwards (now
referencing the cello’s line in bar 7) F4 is found, followed this time not
by E[4 (T4) , but by C4 (T−4). A hexatonic rationale for C4 instead of
E[4 would require a different aggregate array, but it seems unlikely
that Webern would go to the trouble of constructing two similar, but
different arrays to generate almost the same pitch-class unfolding.
Whether originating in c.c. 1:4 or c.c. 1:3, the manifest whole-tone as-
pect of the individual ‘accompaniment lines’ in bars 12–13 (e.g. the
cello’s b[–f]–c\–e\) is most likely a by-product or machination of ar-
ticulation. The first violin’s melody in bars 12–14 cannot credibly be
parsed into hexatonic fragments — at least, not into hexatonic frag-
ments that can credibly be related to the accompaniment.1
1 Various different, artificially constructed aggregate arrays can be posited which con-
tain contiguous spans that correspond to fragments of the violin melody (which
contains eleven of the twelve pitch-classes), but these arrays do not demonstrate
interval-class patterning, and the fragments do not suggest patterned deployment
or ‘traversal’. The same is true for the melodies in bars 9–10 and 18–23.
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Figure 132: Webern, Op. 5/III, Bar 4: Embedded Major-Seventh Chords
Characteristic of Hexatonic Working.
7.2.4 Bar 4
A lack of further internal or external evidence means that a definitive
decision as to whether the accompaniment figures in bars 12–13 are
derived from c.c. 1:3 or c.c. 1:4 will not be forthcoming as yet. How-
ever this might resolve, bar 4 has always been the same music at T1,
and I suggest that the correct way to view these bars is as another
quick progression of major-seventh chords (essentially by ascending
fifths), disguised by Webern’s canonic instrumental parsing of them
(Figure 132).
7.3 op. 5/v
A case for a hexatonic presence in this movement can only be made
for two musical ideas. Firstly (and tentatively), for the five part chords
in the upper strings throughout bars 3–9: secondly (and more confid-
ently) for the filigree writing in bars 20–22.
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7.3.1 Bars 3–9
Figure 133 shows that the upper four notes in each of the five-note
chords show hexatonic affiliation. The first two chords suggest Hex-2
arranged as a pair interleaved major-seventh chords (E[4and B4).
The remaining chords would seem to be partly derived from a Hex-1/Hex-3
aggregate with each hexatonic half arranged as a pair of augmented
triads (bars 6–9 repeat material found in bars 3–5). The first five of
these spans have an tritone added below them; the sixth chord has ic5
added below it. These added notes are anomalous with this hexatonic
reading. The cello’s permuted c\–c]–e\ can be shown contiguously on
the same array, but this is very likely not germane.
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Figure 133: Webern, Op. 5/V, Bars 3–4: Hexatonic Aggregate Array.
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7.3.2 Bars 20-22
This brief filigree passage is an unsophisticated hexatonic deploy-
ment: the arpeggios outline a mixture of major-seventh and major/minor
chords (Figure 134).
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Figure 134: Webern, Op. 5/V, Bars 20-22: Hexatonic Segmentation.
7.4 op. 6/v (ending)
It has been suggested by Segall [2018] that the ending of this move-
ment might be the earliest extant twelve-note chord (Figure 135).
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Figure 135: Webern, Op. 6/V, Bars 21–End: Reduction.
This passage is bi-hexatonic by register (Figure 136). The lowest
six pitches (trombones, harp, horn, contrabass, contrabassoon) belong
to Hex-2 articulated as a B-major triad over a G-minor triad. The
upper six pitches (strings plus trumpet from bar 24) belong to Hex-4
articulated as a pair of augmented triads. The solo violin and celeste
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Figure 136: Webern, Op. 6/V, Bars 21–End: Hexatonic Segmentation.
play g]–a\–c\–c] from Hex-4. The trombones’ ‘neighbour chord’ (c\–
f\–c]–f]) spans the Hex-2/Hex-4 divide, sharing g[/f].
8
B I - H E X AT O N I C A G G R E G AT E B A C K G R O U N D S —
1 9 1 1 – 1 9 1 4
8.1 op. 9/ii
Webern’s Op. 9/II Bagatelle for string quartet was composed at Pregl-
hof during the summer of 1911 (along with Op. 9/IV and Op. 10/IV).
It is the earliest movement that I am aware of that derives (almost)
completely from bi-hexatonic aggregate arrays (the coda is resistant
to hexatonic coercion and I am unable, as yet, to offer a secondary
derivation for it). This movement, along with Op. 9/I (written in
the summer of 1913), is unusual with respect to its accountability
to hexatonic aggregate arrays: the outer passages are derived from a
Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate whilst the central section is derived from a
Hex-1/Hex-3 aggregate.
Of the four movements discussed in this chapter, Op. 9/II is the
most troublesome analytically. It is not wholly neat in its accountabil-
ity to aggregate arrays. As noted earlier with respect to Op. 9/IV and
Op. 10/IV, the minimum of elision/erasure/permutation can render
an entire passage opaque. My feeling here is that there has been some
similar ‘tinkering’ in note-order — or it might be that my internal or-
dering of the c.c. 1:3 ‘halves’ of the array is incorrect. Nonetheless, I
am sufficiently satisfied with the bulk of the derivation to leave some
corners as ‘undecided’.
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Figure 137: Webern, Op. 9/II, bars 1–2: Score.
8.1.1 Bars 1–2
Figures 137 and 138 show my parsing of the opening two bars into
four contiguous tetrachords, along with their position on a Hex-2/Hex-4
aggregate array. Each half of the array can be displayed as a descend-
ing c.c. 1:3. The halves are at T2.
Bar 1 contains a pair of (0145) groups at T2 (e\–a\–g]–f\ then b\–
f]–g\–a]). Apart from the octave displacement of the a], the second
tetrachord is articulated as an interval-class inversion of the first (i.e.
both tetrachords display an interval-class pattern of <5 1 3> but the in-
terval directions are reversed). This interval-class patterning extends
into the second bar. From the viola’s spiccato b\ through the first
quarter-note of bar 2 (reading bottom to top c\–f\–c]–a\–d\) to the
first violin’s e[ there is the symmetrical interval-class pattern
<1 5 4 4 5 1>. This kind of concern with interval-class patterning has
already been noted in the exactly contemporaneous Op. 10/IV. It is
possible that an attendance to interval-class patterning is the reason
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Figure 138: Webern, Op. 9/II, Bars 1–2: Derivation from Bi-Hexatonic Ag-
gregate Array.
why tetrachord 3 is not wholly conjunct on the aggregate array (al-
though still fully within Hex-4).1
I am struck by the fact that tetrachords 1–3 are both discrete surface-
musical entities2 (see Figure 137), and familiar hexatonic sonorities
from Op. 5. Similarly, tetrachord 4 is a discrete surface-musical entity
which articulates the tetrachordal overlap between hexatonic ‘halves’
of this particular version of a Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array. The trans-
ition from Hex-4 ‘forward’ into to Hex-2 here is a chromatic wedge,
d\–e[–e\–f\, articulated as an ostinato-like texture.3
1 It is possible to contrive a Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array which allows for fully con-
junct deployment of groups up to and including bar 2’s e[. The problems are that
the Hex 4 component would need to be haphazardly re-arranged, and that this new
array would be similarly deficient for the rest of the movement. In addition, I argue
that the hexatonic ‘halves’ of the four aggregate arrays displayed in Op .9 nrs. I and
II are all patterned as c.c. 1:3. I feel that there is no need to posit a different array
simply to account for this small anomaly.
2 In other words, I can imagine a performance of this music informed by this parsing.
3 The analogous transition g\–f]–c]–c\ from the end of Hex-2 ‘wrapping back around’
to Hex-4 is β (0167).
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Figure 139: Webern, Op. 9/II, bars 3–4: Score.
8.1.2 Bars 3–4
Figures 139 and 140 show my parsing of bars 3–4 and the position
of these groupings on a Hex-1/Hex-3 aggregate array. This array, like
the first, can be displayed as a pair of descending c.c 1:3. Here the
halves are at T6. This transposition level between halves means that
tetrachordal overlaps between hexatonic halves are both chromatic
wedges. The first of these wedges (f\–f]–g\–g]/a[) is articulated twice
(groupings 2 and 5) and the other (b\–c\–c]–d\) once (grouping 4).
Grouping 3 is a complete deployment of Hex-3. As above, the de-
ployed groupings are reasonably discrete surface-musical entities. An-
omalous is a ‘missing’ a\–b[ which ‘should’ come between groupings
4 and 5.
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8.1.3 Bars 5–8
Figures 141 and 142 show my parsing of bars 5–8 and the position of
these groupings on the Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array from bars 1–2.
There are two traversals across the array, with no reversal.
My suspicion here is that grouping 3 is an insertion (an overlap),
and that is ‘really’ part of group 5: i.e. the original deployment was
groupings 1–2–4–5. Groupings 5–6–7 are a barely disguised rework-
ing of groups 1–2–4.
The music from the accelerando to the end (bars 7–8) remains opaque,
as do so many of Webern’s codas. Chrisman (1979, pp. 92-93) and
Mullin (2005, P. 155) both observe that the ‘unfolding’ set-types,4
reading backwards from the end, are 4-9 (c]–d\–g\–a[, the pizzicato
chord), 5-7 (add the c\) and 6-5 (add the b\). This same pattern of
4 The term comes from Chrisman [1979] and Mullin’s developments of Chrisman’s
ideas are discussed more fully in subsection 8.3.3.
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Figure 141: Webern, Op. 9/II, Bars 5–8: Score
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Figure 142: Webern, Op. 9/II, Bars 5–8: Derivation from Hexatonic Aggreg-
ate Array
‘unfolding’ sets can be found in reverse order at the end of bar 4 —
from the second violin’s high b\ add f]–c\–f\ to make 4-9, then add
the g\ to make 5-7 and finally the g] to make 6-5. The sets in bar 8
are at T2 to those in bar 4 (see annotations on Figures 139 and 141).
I am open to the idea that Webern took the end of bar 4, transposed
it, permuted some pitches and reversed others: it is, after all, what
I suggested he did re FLYAWAY in Op. 5/IV. But I am also struck
by the similarity of the coda to that in Op. 9/I (see Subsection8.2.3),
and wonder whether or not they share a common derivation, or at
least a common derivational methodology. I also note that the ‘new’
pitches in bar 7 are another chromatic wedge b\–c\–c]–d\, extending
the sustained b[, and wonder whether this might be germane.
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8.2 op. 9/i
This movement, along with Op. 9/VI was completed in the sum-
mer of 1913 in the Styrian resort town of Mürzzuschlag. These two
movements, along with Schmerz, immer blick nach oben (for string quar-
tet and voice) were Webern’s first completed compositions since the
cluster of movements completed at Preglhof in the summer of 1911.
In the interim, Webern worked entirely on arrangements of Schoen-
berg’s music: Verklärte Nacht, Pelleas and Melisande, and the orchestral
pieces, Op. 16.
As far as its pitch-world is concerned, Op. 9/I is a more elaborate
version of Op. 9/II. Both begin and end with music accountable to a
Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array and both have a central section account-
able to a Hex-1/Hex-3 array. Both movements begin with patterns of
interval-classes. In Op. 9/II, though, the outer Hex-2/Hex-4 arrays
differ in their internal disposition: effectively there are three differ-
ent, but related aggregate arrays; one for each third of the movement
(Figure 143). The first two arrays are internal arranged so that the tet-
rachordal overlaps between hexatonic halves are chromatic wedges.
The final array is internally arranged so that the tetrachordal overlaps
are (0167) groups. These different internal arrangements are reflected
in the surface of the music: the first two thirds are tangibly cluster-
like, whilst the final bars, with their prominent (0167) grouping, could
easily be misinterpreted as deriving from c.c. 6:7.
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Figure 143: Webern, Op. 9/I: Three Hexatonic Aggregate Arrays Showing
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Figure 144: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 1–2: Score.
8.2.1 Bars 1–4
Figures 144 and 145 show my parsing of bars 1–4 and the position
of the groupings on a Hex-2/Hex-4 aggregate array. The second vi-
olin’s g[ aside, the opening two bars can be read straight off of the
aggregate array.
Careful internal ordering of the deployed spans gives rise to the
three contiguous semitone-clusters in bars 1–2 (d\–e[–c]–c\, a[–a\–
b\–b[, e\–f]–f\–g\). Skipping over the e[–e\–c\ in bar 3 for a moment,
the music returns to the aggregate array from the cello’s b\ onwards.
Bar 4 is a condensed re-thinking of bars 1–2: groupings 5 and 6 are
identical with groupings 1 and 3 and grouping 7 contains grouping 2
and half of grouping 4. Note that, in contrast to Op. 9/II, only group
7 (the first hexatonic subset) aligns with the articulated surface music.
In other words, it would not be possible for these groupings to inform
a performance.
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Figure 145: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 1–4: Derivation from Bi-Hexatonic Ag-
gregate Array.
The skipped-over notes in bars 2 and 3 are not plausibly assigned
a position on the array. The g[ from bar 2, though, appears to have
been inserted in order to complete a substantial interval-class pattern:
an overlapping pair of ic <1 2 1 6 2 1 2> (Figure 146).5
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Figure 146: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 1–3: Symmetrical Interval-Class Patterns.
Bar 3 is more opaque. On the one hand, it is completely accountable
to Hex-3 (only g]/a[ is missing). On the other, the augmented triad
b\–g\–e[ is already accounted for by Hex-2: one might be accused
5 Compare these patterns with those in Op. 10/IV (see Section on page 129).
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of unnecessarily invoking a new hexatonic set purely to account for
c\ and e\. It is likely that bar 3’s symmetrical interval-class pattern
<4 1 4 1> is more germane here.
8.2.2 Bars 5–7
Pitch derivation now shifts to the Hex-1/Hex-3 aggregate array (Fig-
ures 147 and 148). Were it not for the tetrachordal-overlap grouping
4, it would not be necessary to invoke an aggregate array at all: one
could simply say that the music moves from Hex-1 (groupings 1 and
2) to Hex 3 (grouping 3). The g\ and b\ that surround the barline
of bar 6 are enigmatic. On the one hand they are anomalous with
respect to the aggregate array, on the other they re-appear just two
beats later in conventional voice-exchange.
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Figure 147: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 5–7: Score.
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Figure 148: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 5–7: Derivation from Bi-Hexatonic Ag-
gregate Array.
8.2.3 Bars 8-10
The score for bars 7–10 is given in Figure 149. The end of bar 7 and
the bulk of bar 8 remain completely opaque to me at this time. The
end of bar 7’s f\–b[–a\ could be assigned to an extension of grouping
4 from Figure 148, but this is as likely as not happenstance.
The very end of the movement is clearer (Figure 150). The Hex-2/Hex-4
pair returns as an aggregate array, but this time with Hex-4 as an as-
cending c.c. 1:3 and Hex-2 descending. Groupings 1 and 2 fall com-
pletely within hexatonic halves of the array. The direction of traversal
through the array then reverses for groupings 3 and 4. Grouping 4
is an (0167) tetrachordal hexatonic overlap (e\–f\–b[–b\). Grouping 5
is out of sequence, but has been deployed as the other overlapping
(0167) tetrachord (f]–g\–c\–c]).
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Figure 149: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 8–10: Score.
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Figure 150: Webern, Op. 9/I, Bars 8–10: Derivation from Bi-Hexatonic Ag-
gregate Array.
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8.2.4 Two Plans
There is not enough evidence to persuade one way or the other whether
the Hex-1 and Hex-3 music in bars 4–7 should be attributed to an ag-
gregate array or discrete hexatonic collections. The former takes care
of the chromatic wedge overlap in bar 7, the latter accounts for the
presence of Hex-3 in bar 3. I present both plans in Figure 151.
Hex-2/Hex-4
array
Hex-1/Hex-3
array? ?
Hex-2/Hex-4
array
Hex-2/Hex-4
array
Hex-3
discrete?
Hex-2/
Hex-4
Hex-1
discrete?
Hex-3
discrete? ?
Hex-2/Hex-4
array
1 3 4 5 7 8 9bar:
Figure 151: Webern, Op. 9/I: Two Plans.
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The score and a pitch-reduction are given in Figure 152.
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Figure 152: Webern, Op.11/III: Full Score Plus Abstracted Pitches.
8.3.1 Derivation from a Bi-Hexatonic Array
This tiny movement may well turn out to be the simplest example
of Webern’s treating a hexatonic pair as an aggregate array. Hex-3
retains its c.c. 1:3 patterning, whilst Hex-1 is symmetrically patterned
as <4 1 3 1 4> (Figure 153).
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Symmetrical interval classes per hexatonic array
Figure 153: Webern, Op.11/III: Hexatonic Aggregate aArray.
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Figure 154: Webern, Op.11/III: Derivation of Complete Piece from
Hexatonic Aggregate Array.
The entire movement sits comfortably on the aggregate array (Fig-
ure 154). There are two traversals; the first incomplete (bars 1–3), the
second complete (bars 4–10). Groups B (the piano chord in bar 2) and
C (the cello’s b\–b[ and the piano’s f] from bars 2–3) seem to have
been deployed in reverse order, if thinking strictly chronologically.
This anomaly disappears once parsing the music by instrument or by
chord/melody is considered (see below).
When articulation by instrument is considered, it can be seen that
the pitches assigned to each instrument are, broadly speaking, re-
versed for each traversal through the array. In the second (complete)
traversal the piano gains g\ and g]: the cello gains a\ and loses f] to
the piano (Figure 155). It can also be seen that for seven conjunct pitch-
classes in the array, articulation as ‘chord’ or ‘melody’ is swapped
from bar 6 onwards. Bars 7–10 are, then, a kind of ‘dialectic recapitu-
lation’.
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Figure 155: Webern, Op.11/III: Instrumentation, ‘Melody’ and ‘Chord’ on
Aggregate Array.
8.3.2 Structural Considerations
I do not disagree with previous commentators that silences in both
instruments delineate three sections. I would characterise them as the
first and second ‘musical spans’ plus the dialectic recapitulation.
The two ‘musical spans’ (bars 1–3 and 3–6) are complementary in
their foregrounding and dissipation of (014)/(015) trichords and chro-
matic wedges (Figure 156).
• The first span foregrounds a pair of (014) trichords — the cello
e[–f[ trill plus the c\ harmonic followed by the c]–d\–f\ piano
chord.
– The first span dissipates with a resultant chromatic wedge
— the sustained cello c\ plus the following melodic b\–b[.
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Figure 156: Webern, Op.11/III: Structural Considerations.
• The second span foregrounds a pair of chromatic wedges: firstly
the linear f]–g]–g\ in the piano (bars 3–4), and secondly the
piano dyad e\–e[ against the near-simultaneous cello f\.
– The resultant (014) sustained in the piano (g\–e[–e\) is here
part of the dissipation.
Also visible in Figure 156 are a trio of tangible/audible (015) tri-
chords. The first comprises the cello’s b\ and b[ from bar three plus
the piano’s following f]. The second is less audible, but comprises the
piano’s successive g]–g\–e[ in bars 4–5. The cello’s final three notes
(a\–d\–c]) accounts for the final tangible (015).
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Figure 157: Webern, Op.11/III: Observed and Articulated Semitone Clusters
and (01x) Sets.
The dialectic recapitulation is not derived in toto from the first mu-
sical span: its model includes the f] in bar 3. Note that the two tra-
versals across the aggregate array do not coincide with any surface-
level structural markers.
Aside from those note-groups that I have marked out as germane,
there are a large number of observable but more or less tangible
(014)/(015)/(016) trichords and chromatic wedges. I detail these in
Figure 157 as they are germane to a body of extant commentary that
I will address below.
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8.3.3 Set Theory (Again) — Mullin
Chrisman’s influential paper [1979] examined Webern’s Op. 9 Baga-
telles in terms of what he called ‘interval arrays’ of ‘a half-step plus
some other interval’. He initially focused on trichords, notably set
types (014) and (015). More interesting to Chrisman was the relat-
ively frequent occurrence of symmetrical four-note sets of the type
‘semitone—interval—semitone’ such as (0145), (0156) and (0167) (the
first set is hexatonic, the other two are the α and β spans from c.c. 6:7).
Chrisman noted that these sets tended to ‘collect’ adjacent semitones,
gradually filling in the non-semitone ‘gaps’. More recently Carolyn
Mullin [2005] has looked at Webern’s Op. 11, focusing on the same
symmetrical sets as Chrisman, but with greater emphasis on the nature
of those larger sets that the adjacent semitones give rise to.
Mullin’s dissertation takes a conventional set-theoretic approach.
Small sets are subsumed to nexus-sets and interesting relationships
between (or properties of) these nexus-sets are sought. Mullin states
of Op. 11 that the ‘primary harmonic materials of the work, 3-3 (014)
and 3-4 (015), are involved in a variety of processes and relationships
involving subsets and supersets of the Kh subcomplex 6-Z19/6-Z44
that unify each movement’ (p. 5). Mullin’s conclusions concerning
various Kh subcomplexes are of course ‘true’ (like all such conclu-
sions) and it is undeniable that the third movement of Op. 11 is full
not only of examples of (014) and (015) sets but also their shared
superset 4-7 (0145).6 I would also agree with Mullin that these sets
appear to unfold ‘in an interesting way across this piece’.
6 Perle [1991, p. 23] had already commented that the ‘initial four notes of the cello
(e[–f[–c\–b\) are employed in the piano part as a kind of set (bars 2–4: d\–c]–f\–f];
bars 4–6: g]–g\–e[–e[)’. Perle did not, though, make the connection between these
sets and c.c. 1:3.
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Figure 158: Webern, Op. 11/III: Instances of (014), (015) and (0145) Sets.
Mullin’s ‘Interesting Unfolding’ of Contiguous (014) to (015) to
Mostly-Contiguous (0145) Sets is Highlighted.
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Figure 158 shows the instances of sets-types (014), (015) and (0145)
that Mullin considers. The beamed sets with white note-heads I feel
are uncontroversial for this type of analysis (although Mullin herself,
for some reason, is not fully comfortable with the final T9 appearance
of (0145)). The dotted-ringed examples in small black note-heads are
simply happenstance if one accepts the salience of the T3 (0145) with
which they are coincident — any occurrence of (0145) can be parsed
into two (014) subsets and two (015) subsets.
I consider two of Mullin’s (0145) sets as problematic and have put
them on their own staff for clarity. Both of these problematic sets are
germane to Mullin’s analytical conclusions and are justified by her on
the basis of register and instrumentation. Given that all of the notes
in T2 and T6 are already accounted for in clearly uncontroversial (015)
collections, I do not share Mullin’s need to skip over the g] in order
to invoke a pair of discontinuous supersets. Mullin’s parsing of these
bars stems from a need later on to account for the presence of 4-9
(f\–b\–f]–c\) in bars 5–7. It is true that the b\ and f] can be accoun-
ted to a second appearance of I11 (015) in the piano’s last chord (by
adding the b[), but the f\ and the c\ resist coercing into any of the
set-types under consideration here — hence the need to search for
nexus-sets which not only account for the wayward f\ and c\ but
also de-problematise by re-contextualisation any previously discon-
tinuous sets. By associating bar 4’s g] with these two discontinuous
(0145) sets Mullin is able to invoke a number of nexus-sets which can
explain the chord in bar 7.
Although I can not agree with Mullin about the salience of a Kh
subcomplex around 6-Z19/6-Z44, her lower-level set-theoretic pars-
ing clearly does show movement from an uncontroversial (014) com-
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plex (three instances) to an uncontroversial (015) pair with some (0145)
sets of varying contiguity weaved amongst them.7 It does seem fair
to say that Mullin’s data suggests that ‘something is going on’.
8.3.4 ‘Runs’
Robert Hallis Jr.’s 2004 doctoral dissertation Reevaluating the composi-
tional process of Anton Webern: 1910–1925 is very much concerned with
those ‘runs’ so teasingly suggested by Webern in 1932. This is what
Hallis says about Op. 11/III:
The third movement, containing a single run, exhibits
an extreme example of this technique. The final UPC [unique
pitch-class] of the run appears with the F in the cello in
measure five, and the C# and D that first appeared in the
opening chord return in the final melodic gesture in the
cello to close the piece. Webern once said he did not know
what to do after he used the last pitch-class, and this move-
ment illustrates the extreme brevity and texture that resul-
ted from such an approach.
Hallis’ explanatory diagram (p. 367) is given below (Figure 159).
I do not agree with Hallis’ assessment here. I have already com-
mented on the fact that Hallis allows that ‘runs’ may have repeated
pitches or may be incomplete; making them demonstrably not ‘runs’
(see Subsection 1.3.2.1). Hence the single ‘run’ that he proposes has
two e[s in it, and bars 7–10 appear as something of an afterthought.
His observation about the c] and d\ being repeated is correct but he
7 Mullin chooses not to acknowledge the I11 instance of (015) even though it lies bare
on the surface. Mullin has pre-sectioned the piece, in the manner of Forte, according
to rests or fermatas and she does not allow that a salient set can straddle two sections.
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Figure 159: Webern, Op. 11/III: Robert Hallis’ Parsing into ‘Twelve-Note
Runs’.
skips over the matter of the piano’s final chord (which is in fact also
a repetition of earlier material — cello in bar 2 and both instruments
bar 3). I think that it is a bit of a stretch for Hallis to say that his
parsing ‘illustrates the extreme brevity and texture’ that result from
the ‘run’ technique. It does not help that Hallis’ parsing is deficient.
There is in fact a twelve-note run that does not have any pitch-class
repetition; the last twelve pitches of the piece. You could even argue
(as does Wintle [1975]) for a second non-repeating run if you only
look at melodic material and ignore the simultaneities (Figure 160).
I suggest that the reason that Hallis misses (or perhaps chooses not
to comment on) these and several other ‘runs’ in Op. 11 is his insist-
ence on note-counting from the beginning of each piece, which cannot
be recommended as an analytic gambit — Webern’s beginnings and
ends are all too often blurred, disguised even.
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this is a complete twelve-note 
'run' without pitch repetition
the 'melodic material' is also a twelve-note 'run'
this is an eleven-note 'run'
Figure 160: Webern, Op. 11/III.:An Uninterrupted Twelve-Note ‘Run’ and a
Twelve-Note Melody.
8.3.5 Chromatic Wedges and Clusters
In their published articles focusing on chromatic wedging (or chro-
matic ‘filling-in’) in atonal Webern neither Robert Hanson [1983] nor
Paul Kabbash [1984] refer to Op. 11/III. However in his master’s
thesis [2010] Brian Hanson, following on from those two earlier writers,
does. Figure 161 paraphrases Robert Hanson’s description (p. 26–29)
of pitch-clusters at work in this movement.
according to Hanson the a-
natural falls outside the 
cluster, as does the f-sharp
Figure 161: Webern, Op. 11/III: Brian Hanson’s Parsing into Chromatic
Clusters.
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Hanson characterises the work as a progression of clusters of de-
creasing size; the first spanning a ‘perfect fifth’ from b[ to f\, the
second a ‘perfect fourth’ from e[ to a[ and the third a ‘major third’
from b[ to d\. Hanson states that only the cello’s a\ and the f] in the
piano chord that precedes it fall outside the clusters. I agree about the
f] but surely the a\ could have been included in the final cluster. This
movement can also profitably be parsed into smaller, local clusters, as
in Figure 157 on page 224.
8.3.6 Wintle’s ‘Derivation’
In his 1975 article ‘An Early Version of Derivation’ Christopher Wintle
argued that Webern, in Op. 11/III was likely to have been thinking
more in terms of rows than sets. Wintle went further and sugges-
ted that Webern might have been experimenting with what would
later be known as ‘derived rows’; twelve-note rows which parse in
to four presentations of a trichord in prime, retrograde, inverse, and
retrograde-inverse forms. The locus classicus for this type of row is
the bi-hexatonic one found in Webern’s Concerto for Nine Instruments,
Op. 24 (Figure 162).
P R IRI
Hex-2 Hex-4
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Figure 162: Webern, Op. 24: ‘Derived Row’.
Wintle takes as his basic row the twelve notes of the ‘melodic ma-
terial’ (i.e. skipping over the piano chords). He then points out that
certain three-note groups appear later in ‘derived’ forms (RI and R).
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A B
C
Figure 163: Webern, Op. 11/III: Wintle’s Row (the ‘Melodic Material’, Ignor-
ing the Chords) and Selections for Extension by Derivation.
Figure 163 shows Wintle’s row and the three three-note groupings
(labelled A, B and C) that he has ‘selected [. . . ] for extension by de-
rivation’ (p. 176)
For each of these groups A, B and C, Wintle constructs a derived
row (he does not venture so far as to suggest that such a series ac-
tually operates in this movement, let alone three distinct series) and
shows that certain segments of these rows can be found elsewhere in
the movement. Wintle’s table of derived rows is given in Figure 164.
Figure 164: Webern, Op. 11/III: Wintle’s Derived Rows.
Wintle shows that A:P A:RI, B:P, B:RI, C:P and C:R can be found
(B:RI and C:P are found twice). The c\ in the piano’s last chord is not
accountable to any of Wintle’s extensions by derivation. Figure 165
paraphrases Wintle’s commentary concerning all this.
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A:P
B:RI
A:RI
C:P
B:P
B:RI
C:P
C:R
N.B. no c-natural
Figure 165: Webern, Op. 11/III: Wintle’s Extensions by Derivation.
In summary, Wintle says of Figure 164:
Of the three trichords selected here for extension by de-
rivation, none is elaborated into a fully derived set. In-
stead of four versions of each trichord, only two in each
case are represented.
As shown in 157 on page 224 one can find the other two derivations
of B (012) and C (015). Furthermore, A:I is found almost complete
and A:R is no less plausible than B:I. Only the final piano chord’s c\
remains unaccounted for in Wintle’s scheme. (Figure 166)
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Figure 166: Webern, Op. 11/III: Further Wintle Derivations.
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What I have not done here is somehow prove that Webern was, after
all, composing with three separate derived twelve-tone rows which
interact in fascinating ways in a piece that contains only twenty-one
notes. That would be absurd. But Wintle’s data is certainly compel-
ling. Consideration of Wintle’s A, B and C groups as sets shows that
he is actually describing the same phenomena as Mullin and Hallis.
Wintle’s Group A is an (014) derived-series and his Group C is an
(015) derived-series, which reflects Mullin’s set-type focus. Wintle’s B
Group consists of four chromatic wedges, reminiscent of Brian Han-
son’s parsing and (by extension) Hallis’ ‘runs’.
8.4 op. 11/ii
The second movement of Op. 11 is similar to Op. 9/VI in that there is
an undisguised reference to a compound interval cycle (here c.c. 1:3)
very near to the opening. As with Op. 9/VI, the majority of the sub-
sequent material is derived from an aggregate array which is itself de-
rived from that same compound interval cycle. As with Op. 9/VI, the
‘undisguised’ music does not easily derive from the aggregate array,
despite their common ancestry, leaving us to again wonder whether
the ‘undisguised’ music is not in fact a subsequent derivation.
8.4.1 Bars 1–3 — Undisguised Hexatonic Collections
Very early on the movement (from the cello’s e[ in bar 1 until the
end of bar 3) two hexatonic collections are found side by side with
no interference or disguise (Figure 167). The cello’s linear e[–g\–f]
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Figure 167: Webern, Op.11/II: Bars 1–3.
plus the second piano chord (b\–d\–b[) are a complete Hex-2. In the
gesture that follows, the piano sounds a complete Hex-4.
8.4.2 Bars 3–11: Derived Aggregate Array
The music from bars 3 (beginning with the piano’s g]) through 11
(ending with the cello’s a[) accounts to an aggregate array that does
not divide into hexatonic pairs. In this respect the array looks more
like a dodecaphonic ‘row’ or ‘series’. This array is, though, a derived
aggregate array. A number of straightforward, but cumulatively ob-
fuscating steps are needed to move from the ‘undisguised’ hexatonic
music in bars 1–3 to the ‘operating derived aggregate array’ in bars
3–11 (Figure 168)
1. The Hex-2 half of the ‘undisguised’ music is displayed as an
array which parses into a pair of (014) trichords (b\–b[–d\ and
g\–e[–f]).
2. The Hex-4 half of the ‘undisguised’ music is displayed an array
which parses into a pair of (015) trichords (f\–c\–e\ and c]–g]–
a\).
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a) The (014)/(015) parsing of this ‘intermediate array’ matches
a gestural segmentation of the music as written: piano chord,
cello, piano left hand, piano right hand.
3. Spans from this ‘intermediate array’ become spans on the ‘oper-
ating aggregate array’ as follows:
a) positions 2–5 are deployed intact
b) positions 6–10 are deployed retrograded
c) positions 11–1 (wrapping around from the end of the array
to the beginning) are deployed permuted.
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Figure 168: Webern, Op.11/II: Connections Between Hexatonic Collections
and Derived Aggregate Array.
Moving from the derived aggregate array to the actual music is
then straightforward. Bars 3–11 parse as nine conjunct spans on the
array. These spans are shown on the score in Figure 169.
The spans are easier to visualise when the pitches are viewed without
any attendant rhythms or articulations. The pitch reduction below re-
mains strictly chronological. When mapped to the aggregate array
spans 1–6 outline a rightwards traversal and spans 7–9 a reversal.
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Figure 169: Webern, Op. 10/II: Score and Segmentation of Bars 3-11.
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Figure 170: Webern, Op.11/II: Traversal Through Array with Reversal.
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8.4.3 Grouplets
Op. 11/II also resembles Op. 9/VI in that the surface of the music
presents a kaleidoscopic series of re-assemblages of small grouplets.
That these grouplets appear at all is of course a by-product of tra-
versing an array. I would like to consider, though, the possibility that
Webern was conscious of these grouplets and sensitive to the poten-
tial for reinforcement through articulation.
I propose six grouplets that rotate and collide (Figure 171). The
case for the presence of the grouplets diminishes sharply after bar
11 (i.e. with the end of the aggregate array derived material) and the
unshaded segments in Figure 171 reflect this.
• a — the dyad a\–b[
• b — the dyad g\–d\
• c — the dyad c]–e[
• d — the trichord f]/g[–f\–c\
• e — the dyad g]/a[–b\
• f — the trichord c\–c]–e\
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Figure 171: Webern, Op.11/II: Parsing Bars 4–13 into Related Grouplets.
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Grouplet A (b[–a\)
Grouplets a1-a3 are plausible. Grouplets a4-a5 either suggest liquid-
ation or are not salient.
• a1 — descending compound minor second, marcato, forte, cres-
cendo, cello
• a2 — descending compound minor second, marcato, forte, cres-
cendo, piano
• a3 — simultaneous major seventh, piano
• (a4) — single cello b[
• (a5) — single piano a\
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Figure 172: Webern, Op.11/II: A-Grouplets.
Grouplet B (g\–d\)
Grouplets b1-b4 are plausible. Grouplet b5 either suggests liquida-
tion or is not salient.
• b1 — g\–d\ struck together as perfect fifth. Diminuendo. Piano.
• b2 — g\–d\ struck together as perfect fifth. Diminuendo. Piano
and cello.
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• b3 — pair of d\, the first slurred into the second (staccato). Cello.
• b4 — pair of g\, the first slurred into the second (staccato). Piano.
• (b5) — a single d\. Piano.
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Figure 173: Webern, Op.11/II: B-Grouplets.
Grouplet C (c]–e[)
Grouplets c1-c3 are reasonably plausible. Grouplet c4 either suggests
liquidation or is not salient.
• c1 — non-simultaneous but overlapping compound minor sev-
enth. Piano.
• c2 — non-simultaneous but overlapping compound major second.
Piano.
• c3 — non-simultaneous but overlapping compound major second.
Piano.
• (c4) — single c]. Piano.
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Figure 174: Webern, Op.11/II: C-Grouplets.
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Grouplet D (f]/g[–f\–c\)
Grouplets d1-d4 are plausible.
• d1 — piano’s compound major seventh wraps single cello c\
• d2 — cello and piano overlap (compound minor second)
• d3 — piano’s major seventh wraps single cello c\
• d4 — piano’s compound minor second wraps c\
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Figure 175: Webern, Op.11/II: D-Grouplets.
Grouplet E (g]/a[–b\)
Grouplets e1-e3 are reasonably plausible. Grouplets e3-e5 either sug-
gest liquidation or are not salient.
• e1 — piano lower g] to higher cello b\
• e2 — piano lower b\ to higher cello g]
• (e3) — piano b\
• (e4) — cello a[
• (e5) — piano left hand low g] to higher b\
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Figure 176: Webern, Op.11/II: E-Grouplets.
Grouplet F (c\–c]–e\)
Grouplets f1-f2 are reasonably plausible. Grouplet f3-f4 either sug-
gest liquidation or are not salient.
• f1 — all three notes overlap, cello sustains under piano dyad
• f2 — all three notes overlap, piano sustains under piano dyad
• (f3) — c\ and d[ in trichord
• (f4) — single piano c]
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Figure 177: Webern, Op.11/II: F-Grouplets.
8.4.4 Beginning and End
Once again, a derivation of the opening and closing of a movement
is not easily found in the context of the unfolding of the bulk of the
music. Considering bars 11–13 visually on the score (see Figure 169)
a case for a segmentation can be made like so: piano RH g\–d\–c];
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piano LH arpeggio f\–c\–f]; piano LH g]–a\–b\. Figure 178 shows
that if the cello’s b[ in bar 12 is added to this third segment we have
(almost) contiguous spans on the derived aggregate array (the piano
RH does not have a proximate e[ to make the span complete). This
would indicate that a second reversal begins after ‘spans 8 and 9’. I
am, though, bothered by the aural separation of the piano’s g\ and
d\ — there are four pitches sounded in between them, both above
and below in register. It strikes me as more likely be that this coda
has its origins in a reassembly/recomposition procedure similar to
that found in Op. 9 /VI. For example, the piano’s arpeggio f\–c\–f]
in bar 12 plus the g] in the following bar might be a reworking of the
piano’s f]–f] dyad in bar 10 plus the cello’s following c\. The cello’s
d[ in bar 11 is still anomalous in context.
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Figure 178: Webern, Op.11/II: Ending From Aggregate Array.
Connections between the final bars and the first bar would appear
to be partially driven by a concern for symmetrical interval-class pat-
terning, analogous to that found in Op. 10/IV (see Figure 179 and
Chapter 4). The symmetries are not perfect (they involve treating
<5 6> as a self-contained unit) but suggestive of composerly beha-
viour.
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Figure 179: Webern, Op.11/II, Ending and Bar 1: Symmetries in Interval-
Class Patterns and Set-Types.
The patterns of deployed and articulated trichord-types at the be-
ginning and end of the movement strengthen the suggestion that
‘something is going on’ (Figure 180). In this regard, bar 1 is an ana-
logue of the very end of the piece: conjunct (046) and (024) bridged
by (016). Bars 10–11 also display a pair of (046) trichords and a pair
of (016). The subtly whole-tone aspect of these passages is noted.
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Figure 180: Webern, Op.11/II: Patterned Trichord Distribution at the Begin-
ning and End of the Movement.
I am also struck by how re-notating the final bars in terns of ‘note
plus arpeggio’ is suggestive of patterned thought (figure 181).
• 10–11 — all cello; low note; high downward arpeggio
• 11-12 — all piano; high note; low upward arpeggio
• 12-13 — cello high note; piano upward and downward arpeg-
gios
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Figure 181: Webern, Op.11/II, Bars 10–13: Renotation as ‘Notes and Arpeg-
gios’.
8.4.5 Structure — Development
It is difficult to make a case for an archetypal structure (binary, tern-
ary, tripartite etc.). At the marked tempo, the duration is 13.5 seconds.
We hear the piece as a single explosive utterance. In the background,
though, a relatively straightforward path of development can be pro-
posed (Figure 182). Bars 2–3 are ‘undisguised’ hexatonic music. Bars
4 through 13 are derived from an aggregate array which is derived
from c.c. 1:3. In these bars, small grouplets of pitch-classes are per-
muted in a similar way to those in Op. 9/VI. During the final three
bars a concern for interval-class and trichord-type patterning sees de-
rivation from the array becoming less tangible. The interval-class and
trichord pattern from the close of the movement is referenced in a
brief introductory gesture.
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Figure 182: Webern, Op.11/II: Overview of Development.
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C O N C L U S I O N S
Central to this dissertation has been a demonstration that aggreg-
ate arrays operate as a pre-compositional background to a number
of Webern’s works composed between 1909 and 1914. Most import-
ant is the notion that these arrays are ordered, linear constructs, and
that pitch-class succession in the actual music is informed by acts of
directed, linear traversals of these arrays. The spans deployed dur-
ing these array-traversals are made available for articulation as un-
ordered collections. This differentiates the aggregate array from the
later tone-row, where spans of the row are considered ordered, even
if they are subsequently (and paradoxically) disordered.1 The differ-
ence between the aggregate array and the tone-row is, then, concep-
tual and behavioural, metaphysical rather than ontological. A tone-
row in 1925 is simultaneously series and aggregate array, but a pitch-
identical aggregate array in 1909 is not yet a series; that term is too
historically loaded.2 However, just as the line between series and ag-
gregate array is vaporous, so too is the line between what might be
called ‘array-thinking’ and ‘series-thinking’. Both thinkings require
ordered, linear pre-compositional constructs, and both rely on direc-
ted motion through these constructs to inform pitch-class succession.
Webern’s early array-thinking clearly stands in a direct line to his
1 The chords at the opening of Schoenberg’s Op. 33a provide a touchstone example of
a disordered series.
2 I am grateful to Sebastian Wedler for his insistence of caution in the use of such
loaded terms as ‘series’.
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later series-thinking. The fact that ‘aggregate array thinking’ can be
demonstrated as early as 1909 is, I believe, of historiographic import.
9.1 progression
There are tangible progressions of style and method between 1909
and 1914 concerning Webern’s interaction with aggregate arrays. This
is especially true for those arrays constructed from pairs of c.c. 1:3:
• The hexatonic halves of the 1909 arrays have predominantly tri-
adic dispositions.
– The aggregate arrays do not operate throughout an entire
movement.
– They are found aside music accountable to a single hexatonic
collection, or a progression of hexatonic collections in the
manner of the hexatonic Fortspinnung seen in the 1905 String
Quartet.
– These arrays are also found alongside music that is not
hexatonic in any way at all.
– When spans that cross the ‘hexatonic divide’ are deployed,
they carry echoes of the array’s triadic nature.
• The hexatonic halves of the aggregate arrays from Op. 9 and Op.
11 (1911-1914) retain their c.c. 1:3 dispositions.
– These aggregate arrays form the background to entire move-
ments.
– Some halves of the arrays ascend, some descend.
– Some Hex-pairs are at T2/T10, some at T6. These different
transpositions do not, of course alter the pitch-content of
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a hexatonic collection, but they alter the overlaps between
collections.
* In these aggregate arrays, the spans across the ‘hexatonic
divide’ are typically chromatic wedges or (0167) sets.
– Those sonorities/contiguities that are not placeable on an
aggregate array are invariably found to be secondary de-
rivations of extant material.
• In 1911, with Op. 9/II, Webern changes the hexatonic-aggregate
pair for the central section.
– This ternary arrangement was repeated two years later with
Op. 9/I.
• In 1914, with Op. 11/II Webern moves away from the by-now
familiar complex of background, disposition, traversal, deploy-
ment, articulation.
– A hexatonic aggregate array still operates, and appears
baldly on the musical surface towards the beginning of
the movement, but it interacts/intersects with a different de-
rived aggregate array which displays only residual hexatonic
affiliation.
– It is hard to resist the temptation to call this derived ag-
gregate array a series: not yet a tone row, but we have de-
cisively moved beyond deployment from naïvely patterned
background-arrays.
With hindsight it is understandable why c.c. 6:7 proved to be the less
fecund of the two ‘compound interval cycles as aggregate arrays’, des-
pite its superficially ‘more atonal’ bent. The inability to rearrange or
re-pattern subsections of the cycle without losing its identity makes
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for a predictability in the constituency of deployed spans that is not
sufficiently relieved by the potential for unordered articulation. After
Op. 5/IV in 1909, which is only partly derived from c.c. 6:7, Webern
derived just two more movements from that array in this manner:
Op. 9/IV and Op. 10/IV, which both date from the summer of 1911.
Op. 9/VI from 1913 is the ‘c.c. 6:7 analog’ to Op. 11/II. The aggregate
array appears similarly baldly on the musical surface at the begin-
ning of the movement, and the bulk of the music is again derived
from a different aggregate array which is itself a secondary deriva-
tion. Again, it is difficult to resist a terminology change to ‘series’ for
this derived aggregate array.
The (obvious?) idea of switching from c.c. 6:7 to c.c. 1:3 mid-
movement is barely explored in Webern’s atonal miniatuary. It hap-
pens only in Op. 5/IV and in the string quartet sketch M208, which
dates from 1914 or 1917. Note, though, that Webern was able to con-
trive an apparent mode-change at the end of Op. 9/I as a consequence
of the aggregate array’s (0167) overlaps between hexatonic halves.
Aside from differences in the makeup of the various aggregate
arrays, the natures of array-traversal and span-deployment evolve
subtly between 1909 and 1914. In Op. 5, the deployed spans (mostly
tetrachords) typically overlap to some extent with their neighbours
(i.e. they share pitch-classes). One could generalise that they have a
tendency towards maximal overlap (especially Op. 5/IV). This is why
these earlier movements show a greater tendency towards local pitch-
class repetition. The movements from 1911 onwards show a flavour of
span-deployment which leans towards minimal overlap, or even, in
the case of Op. 9/VI and Op. 11/III, no overlap. These later works are,
then, much quicker to aggregate and rotate the full chromatic. From
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Year Work Overlap tendency Typical span length
1909 Op. 5/1 Maximal 4 and 3
1909 Op. 5/III Maximal 4 and 3
1909 Op. 5/IV Maximal 4
1909 Op. 5/V Maximal mixed
1911 Op. 9/II Minimal mixed
1911 Op. 9/IV Minimal 4
1911 Op. 10/IV Minimal 4
1913 Op. 9/I Minimal mixed
1913 Op. 9/VI None mixed
1914 Op. 11/II Minimal/None mixed
1914 Op. 11/III Minimal mixed
Table 2: Variations In Overlap Tendency of Deployed Spans, and Span-
Length.
1911 onwards there also is more variation in span-length, although
tetrachords remains the most common span-type (Table 2).
9.2 alignment
In all of the works examined here, it is striking that the deployed
spans decisively do not align with structural divisions. Moreover, the
spans are decisively not articulated (styled) as spans. We do, in
Op. 5/IV, see three (0167) spans arranged as a chord with the same
interval structure, but that is about it. Instead, spans are permitted
to straddle structural divisions, and articulations are permitted to
straddle the deployed spans. In practice, this means that the aggreg-
ate arrays function solely to limit the possibilities of pitch-class suc-
cession. The actual music unfolds independently of — or, rather, in
tandem with — its pitch content. It is easier to comprehend, in broad
terms, what this means by thinking in terms of a simple letter game.
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Figure 183: A Simple Letter Array (Background), a Deployment of Subsets,
and Two Alternative Articulations of That Deployment.
In Figure 183 there is a linear background of available letters; they
start at L and end at T without any gaps. The rules of the letter-
game allow us to deploy contiguous or overlapping spans: here I
have simply chosen LMN, OPQ, RST. The game then requires us to
articulate these deployed spans, to give them a specific characterisation
— ordering, vertical and horizontal disposition, size, font, colour, etc.
Figure 183 gives two alternative articulations of our chosen deploy-
ment span. This type of articulation is ‘articulation of span as span’.
This is not what Webern does.
An analogue to Webern’s method would begin as follows. There
are twelve available letters, L–W and they are naïvely patterned as
a ‘c.c. 6:7 array’: six letters up then five letters down. Contiguous or
overlapping spans are then deployed with changes in direction of
array-traversal occurring at arbitrary moments (Figure 184).
We now have a sequence of deployed spans, LRMS, SNTO, UPVQ
etc. whose inter-relations are already a little opaque. If we articulate
(style/compose) across the deployed spans, then our attention is fur-
ther directed away from the naïvely patterned generative-background
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linear
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patterned as 
c.c. 6:7
span selection
spans
Figure 184: A More Complex Letter Game with One Arbitrary Deployment.
towards the manifest surface. Figure 185 shows the same sequence of
deployed spans, articulated in two different ways.
1. Articulation is by similarity of letter-grouping: RSL and RLS
are grey-bound lower case italic, (U)NTO is purple-bound all-
capitals, the pair of PV are blue-bounded. This gives the whole
sequence a perceptually pleasing (although arbitrary) sense of
structure.
2. At first glance, we might not realise that the letter-content of the
second articulation is identical to the first. Here, articulation is
independent of the actual letters as deployed. If the independ-
ent articulation is sufficiently characterful, it will, as here, lend
the sequence a perceptually pleasing (although arbitrary) struc-
ture (no less so than with articulation through similarity).
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articulation by similarity
independent ariculation
Figure 185: The Letter Game with Contrasting Articulations.
Webern’s articulation of deployed pitch-spans is closer to the second
letter-example: pitch-spans are articulated independently of their pitch-
content.
Before returning to the strictly musical realm we might usefully
consider the nature of the ‘data’ that our letter-game throws up. Firstly,
however arbitrary the articulation might appear, the distribution of
the articulated letters is never truly random; in fact, it cannot be. Each
letter is always in the near vicinity of at least some of its background-
array neighbours. The letters show a certain ‘scattering’ but are con-
strained by the rules of deployment as to how interleaved they can
be. In Figure 185 ‘T’, for instance, however styled, is always found
very close to ‘N’ and/or ‘O’ and fairly (but less) close to ‘S’ or ‘U’. We
should also note that a typical game will quickly and recurrently ag-
gregate the repertoire of letters. Sometimes a complete aggregate (all
of the letters L–W) will appear as a contiguous group without any re-
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LRMS SNTO UPVQ NTOU LRMS MSNTdeployment OUPV PVQW
L M N O P QR S T U V Wbackground
rs lmso tnq vup unto rl sm msnt oupvpvqwarbitrary segmentation
11 12
11
we can find an eleven-letter aggregate at the beginning (repeated S), a twelve-letter aggregate 
at the end (repeated S, M, P and V) and an eleven-letter aggregate spanning the middle 
(repeated T, N, U). The aggregates are not always complete and not always discrete but they 
are indicative of an even turnover of all the available letters. 
Figure 186: Letter Game: Tendency to Aggregate.
petitions. Sometimes one or two letters will be repeated. Sometimes a
‘run’ of only ten or eleven letters can be plausibly invoked. Effectively
the game maximalizes the available repertoire of letters — the col-
lection is continuously rotated, recycled, redistributed, turned-over,
without giving undue prominence to any one letter or collections of
letters. (Figure 186).
One more specific point about this particular patterned-background
needs making. A recurring letter-interval-array of +6/-5 could be said
to generate two smaller arrays running in parallel; L–M–N–O–P–Q is
interleaved with R–S–T–U–V–W. Traversing back and forth through
the complete L–W array will necessarily give rise to localised clusters
drawn from these half-array-strands. In Figure 187 these two strands
have been spatially separated so as to make them obvious. Scanning
either strand alone the impression is very much less random than
scanning the whole.3 Presented like this there are four ordered seg-
ments accountable to these half-arrays; R–S–T, V–U–T and R–S–T–U–
V–W from one half-array, and L–M–N–O–P–Q from the other. There
3 It might feel that separating the strands spatially like this and then reading across
them is a visual cheat, but with a truly random collection of letters the strands will
be equally random.
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Figure 187: Letter Game Giving Rise to Localised Clusters of Letters, Both
Contiguous and ‘Wedged’.
are also clusters of letters such as S–T–V–U and L–M–O–N which
exhibit ‘wedging’; the wedges are made by ‘filling-in’ T–V with U
to make a cluster, and by filling-in M–O with N. Given this partic-
ular patterned-background and the specific rules of this game, it is
of course highly probable that within one of these half-array-strands
any two letters separated by a gap of one letter (e.g. L–N, O–Q) will
have that gap filled within a short amount of time.
Moving back to music, there are some important analogies. The
very nature of c.c. 6:7 patterned-background means that any system
of contiguous or overlapping span-deployment from it will necessarily
• tend towards complete and partial pitch-aggregates, with or
without local pitch-class repetition
• generate chromatic wedges
• give rise to a certain amount of predictable (if fuzzy) pitch-class-
set ‘data’
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• contain groupings of pitch-classes that recur, either identically
or with very slight variations, several times throughout the course
of even a short piece.
If, as I argue, Webern was indulging in this type of composerly beha-
viour, this is the reason that the set-theoretic, aggregating and wedging
analyses of this repertoire are able to describe that data that they do.
It is built into the system; it is inevitable that such data will arise.
An entirely different question is whether the presence of such data
explains the music.
9.3 perception
This dissertation is primarily concerned with demonstrating that ag-
gregate arrays operate in the background as propagators of deployed
spans. A full evaluation of the extent to which these backgrounds
and their operations can be perceived, and the extent to which this
perception is useful to performer or listener will require a further dis-
sertation. Given that deployment and articulation remain resolutely
unaligned, the scope for local pitch-class data informing any critical
or performative stance is necessarily limited. Furthermore, given that
Webern treats deployed spans as unordered, we are continually shep-
herded away from any background investigation back to the musical
surface.
Consider what is arguably the simplest example: Op. 11/III. I am
not sure, even with Figures 154 or 155 projected as a backdrop during
a live performance, that a musically literate audience would meaning-
fully ‘hear it’. See it, yes, but make use of it aurally? — I am doubtful,
even if they were primed as to the presence of the three opening
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consecutive (0145) groups each at T2. The dovetailing of the spans
and their cross-cut articulation forces us back to the immediacy of
the surface. What might performers take from these diagrams? Any
individual performance is the sum total of a multitude of singularly
unimportant decisions. By making such diagrams available for contem-
plation it is not impossible that it might inform matters of phrasing
and timing. The same is, I feel, true for the ‘grouplets’ in Op. 11/II.
But this will need to be explored ‘in the field’.
More fruitful, I feel, will be investigations into Webern’s composerly
behaviour with regards to deployment and articulation. As an ex-
ample, one might consider the way by which the opening of Op. 5/IV
unfolds, independently of the actual pitches involved. The means of
thematic exposition and continuation (deployment) in this movement,
up until the first äußerst ruhig figure in bar 6, is overtly Beethovenian,
by which I mean that it corresponds to a classic early-Beethoven ‘sen-
tence’:
• exposition of a bipartite theme
• varied re-statement of that bipartite theme
• fragmentation, utilising just one half of the bipartite theme
• varied re-statement of fragment
• further fragmentation, developing variation, with a ‘dissolving’
ending.
Consider the archetypal Beethovenian sentence which occurs at the
opening of the first movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in f minor,
Op. 2 no. 1 (Figure 188).
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There is a bipartite theme consisting of an arpeggio α and a ‘turn
figure’ β (bars 1–2). The varied restatement takes the form of a se-
quence, αv and βv (bars 3–4). The fragment is the ‘turn figure’, β
(bar 5) and its varied restatement is again a sequence, βv (bar 6). The
subsequent further fragmentation and developing variation is here
contrapuntal, the kind of single-line counterpoint that has its ances-
try in Bach’s solo string suites. Characteristic also of Beethoven is
this developing variation’s tendency to smaller and smaller fragment-
ation (Schoenberg’s ‘liquidation’); the thematic exposition ‘dissolves’
to leave a tiny thematic fragment.
In Webern’s Op. 5/IV one can, with minimal coercion, outline an
analogue of Beethoven’s Op. 2 No. 1 schema:
• exposition of a bipartite theme, α0 and β0 (bars 1-2)
• varied re-statement of the bipartite theme — pizzicato, then
arpeggio (bars 3–4)
• fragmentation, utilising just one half of the bipartite theme —β
arpeggio T−5 (bar 4)
• varied re-statement (sequence) of fragment — β arpeggio at ori-
ginal pitch (bars 4–5)
• further fragmentation, developing variation, contrapuntal, with
a ‘dissolving’ ending — α-canon (bars 4–6).
The details of variation differ from Beethoven but the similarities in
the unfolding of their sentences are striking. Conceptually, the differ-
ences are small:
• The varied restatement of Webern’s bipartite theme is not a se-
quence, but a re-scoring, a re-articulation.
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• Webern chooses for further fragmentation and developing vari-
ation the α element rather than β
In Beethoven’s Sonata the final fragmentation (developing variation),
based on the β element, is introduced and joined to it by a fragment
of the complementary α element (the f-minor arpeggio). In Webern’s
sentence the exact same thing happens, although Webern goes on to
fragment and develop the α element instead. At the end of Webern’s
contrapuntal developing variation there remains, as in the Beethoven,
a tiny thematic fragment, the cello’s low d-natural, c-sharp. A side
by side presentation of these elements is given in Figure 189. In each
case the music can be read uninterrupted from top to bottom
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Figure 189: Webern, Op. 5/IV: Opening Compared with Beethoven Op. 2,
No. 1, Movement. 1.
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9.4 repetition and the future
9.4.1 Repetition
More broadly, it will prove fruitful to examine Webern’s subtly chan-
ging engagement with aggregate arrays through the prism of repeti-
tion. Little has been said about the internally repetitive nature of these
works. If anything, the opposite is true. More often they are referred
to in terms such as ‘a marvel of non-linearity [Escot, 1982, 18] or ‘rep-
resentative of those works which apply the principal of non-repetition
most radically’ [Perle, 1991, 21]. I both agree and disagree because, as
is clear, the surface of Webern’s atonal music repeats groups of pitch-
classes rather a lot, and in not wholly unpredictable ways. The back-
grounds to these movements are fundamentally, essentially repetitive.
Escot and Perle are talking about non-repetition of surface features:
gestures, shapes, themes, sections. Obviously, these are not repeated.
At some imprecise point between 1909 and 1914, Webern moved to
fully externalise an attitude of rejection. In a musical rejection of the
‘mother tongue’4, a rejection of the platitude that music is impossible
without surface repetition becomes obligatory. It becomes incumbent
on Webern to concur that ‘a behaviour’s universality does not neces-
sarily signify innateness’.5 Witness the retreat of ostinati by 1911 and
their erasure by 1913.6 Surface repetition came perhaps to be seen as
apologia, too overt a signalling that what was being written was ‘really’
4 ‘The words . . . handed down to [the parents] by centuries of tradition’ [Fink, 2017, p.
5]
5 McDermott and Hauser [2005] quoted in Margulis [2014, p. 5].
6 The presence of an ostinato in M208 is partly why Moldenhauer resists dating the
sketch to as late as 1917.
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music: ostinato could not allowed to become a Topic, a cultural intru-
sion.
Despite an explicit rejection of surface-repetition, it would not be
illogical to speculate that Webern had essentialist doubts; at heart, he
might have feared that Schoenberg was correct in stating that ‘Intelli-
gibility in music seems to be impossible without repetition’ (Schoen-
berg, 1967, p. 20). If so, Webern might have felt that it was in some
way morally prudent to retain some form of repetition, but keep it
out of sight. In this sense, the repetitive patterns of the subliminal
aggregate arrays constitute a private Act. An appearance of rejection
would require expulsion of any inheritable behaviour that might en-
courage comprehension in the terms of the rejected language. Essen-
tial also to the appearance of rejection would be the promulgation of
asceticism: we must be deprived of repetition’s capacity for emotional
reassurance, and of the twin pleasures of anticipation and contextual
reappraisal that it encourages. The simulacra of pre-linguistic expres-
sion (the essence of atonality?) requires that we are immersed in the
perpetual unease of ‘now’.
Charges that Webern was acting hypocritically, selfishly or neurotic-
ally by retaining such emotional and intellectual reassurance for him-
self are easily made, and will doubtless prove fruitful as avenues of
investigation. Webern was, I suggest, always looking to repeat some-
thing, even dialectically, but chose not to share it with the listener
(or with his colleagues). This need not be a problem. I agree with
Margulis that ‘the existence of a style of musical composition that
self-consciously rejects repetition is not a proof that a fundamental
psychological principle related to musical repetition does not exist;
rather, composers of this school are so aware of such a principal that
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they make it their central desire to thwart it’ [2014, p.81]. Webern’s
ego would have him not repeat, but he is compelled to by Music.
9.4.2 The Future
It is highly likely that further examples of naïvely patterned back-
ground aggregate arrays will be demonstrable in Webern’s atonal
miniatuary. It is highly likely that I have missed some, such are the
problems of seeing the wood for the trees and the lack of useful
analytical tools. I have cautious optimism about further passages in
Opp. 5, 6 and 10 and maybe Op. 7.7
How to proceed? Look for what repeats. Not in terms of sets, but
in associations between pitch-classes, in any ‘directedness’ that might
be steering these associations. If, for example, b\ is seen more than
once in proximity to b[ then that becomes one of many independent
starting points. I will give one final example. Op. 11/I does not, as
yet (to me) show strong evidence of being derived from either a bi-
hexatonic or c.c. 6:7 aggregate array. It does, though, show ‘fuzzy’
groupings of pitch-class groupings characteristic of deployment of
contiguous subsets from such an array. My suspicion is that there is
a derived/permuted array operating in the manner of Op. 11/II.
Figure 190 gives the pitches and rhythms of the movement and
shows the pitch-associations that caught my attention.
7 Baker’s 1982 study of Op. 6 shows some hexatonic formations, although he does not
characterise them as such. These passages strike me as promising, but I have not, as
yet, been able to suggest a hexatonic context which might account for them.
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Figure 190: Webern, Op. 11/I: Score and Pitch-Class Associations.
Figure 191 makes the nature of these associations clearer. The upper
staves reveal that in the first four bars a loose grouping d\–f\–f] tends
to be proximate to another, e\–f\–g]–a\. Both of these groupings have
hexatonic resonances. On the lower staves the loose grouping c\–c]–
e[–g\ tends to be proximate to b\–b[. The c\ is anomalous to all of
these groupings.
2 3 4
Figure 191: Webern, Op. 11/I: Pitch-Class Associations Parsed.
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bar 4
Figure 192: Webern, Op. 11/I: Further Tentative Pitch-Class Associations.
Figure 192 shows that different pitch-class associations can be made,
albeit more tentatively, solely within bar 4. Although a rationale for
any of these associations is not forthcoming at this stage, there is
clearly a good deal of repetition and ‘something is going on’ which
invites further investigation.
The ending has a quite different collection of pitch-class associ-
ations. An aggregate array can be contrived, and four spans read off
of it. This might actually be too contrived, but it does reinforce our
awareness of the amount of local pitch-class repetition that occurs
(Figure 193). It does also suggest a sense of ordering. This rough and
ready array is of no help, though, in explaining the pitch choices of
the first four bars.
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Figure 193: Webern, Op. 11/I, Ending.
We must also look for repetition in gesture, and interval-class series.
The opening of the work (after the opening cello f]) can be character-
ised as an ‘arpeggio plus a melody in two parts’, the second of which
‘wraps around’ the final sustained pitch of the first. The first part
of the melody has a distinctive falling profile after an initial ascent
(Figure 194).
Figure 194: Webern, Op. 11/I: Opening Gestures.
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Piano - wrap
Figure 195: Webern, Op. 11/I: Dialectic Recapitulation.
The end of the work is another example of dialectic recapitulation
(Figure 195). The two passages will never be heard as closely related,
but much repeats, dialectically, privately.
• Where the cello had a sustained note, the piano now does.
• Where the piano had the ‘overlap’, the cello now does.
• Where the cello played the ‘wrap’, the piano now does so.
• Four pitch-classes are shared between the two gestures.
• Both gestures share a <1 6 4 1> interval-class pattern.
The pattern of ‘arpeggio then melody’ is also repeated, dialectically,
in the middle of the movement. First one arpeggio and one melody,
then two arpeggios and two (or three) melodies in counterpoint. The
unfolding is reminiscent of that in Op. 5/IV with its similar ghost of a
Beethovenian sentence (Figure 196). Somewhere in all this repetition,
the truth lies.
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Figure 196: Webern, Op. 11/I: Beethovenian Sentence?
Part V
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Figure 197: Webern, Satz, M208: Score (Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel,
Anton Webern Collection).
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Moldenhauer [1979, p. 278] notes that Webern confirmed in a let-
ter to Schoenberg on 13 June 1917 that he was once more sketch-
ing movements for string quartet. Four of these movements confid-
ently dated to 1917 (M226, M228, M229 and M230) are held at the
Webern archives at the Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel. In folder 131
of the Webern archives is a further, undated sketch of a movement for
string quartet marked Lebhaft. Moldenhauer catalogues this as M208
but dates it earlier, to ca. 1914 on the basis of its ‘idiom’. I am not
wholly convinced by Moldenhauer’s dating — All five sketches share
a rhythmic simplicity and a textural clarity. It is true that the ostinato
in M208 is more characteristic of Webern’s thinking around 1909, but
that aside, Lebhaft does not look or sound dissimilar to the other four
sketches.
Lebhaft is sketched on a single side of manuscript, extending to
three systems (20 bars). Figure 197 reproduces this sketch and retains
the rhythmic idiosyncrasies found in it. Blank bars are left as blank.
The handwriting is neat and confident at the beginning but less so at
the end. There are a small number of dynamic and articulation marks
suggesting that this is not the earliest sketch of this music. The large
circle around measure 18 is Webern’s (pencilled).
My editorial marks are in light grey.
• bar 3, Violin 1. There is an apparently superfluous sixteenth-
note rest. The high e\ is unambiguously aligned with the second
violin’s (and cello’s) d\. However, a hexatonic reading of this
bar would support a view that the sixteenth-note rest is correct,
and the error is the retention of the dot on the eighth-note dyad
(a[–f\)
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• bar 10, Violin 1. The final note is written ‘high’ enough that I
cannot be completely confident that e\ was not intended.
• bars 14–15, Viola. I have added the accidentals to the a[.
• bar 16, Viola.
– beat 1, missing \?
– beat 2, missing [?
– beat 3, c\ clearly written, but second violin still playing
existing ostinato figure.
In terms of its pitch-content, the movement is an assemblage of a
number of by-now familiar techniques. None of the deployments are
as sophisticated as those found in the movements from Opp. 9, 10, or
11 that we have examined. Uncontroversially found are:
• undisguised hexatonic regions
• a hexatonic aggregate array
• music that is more easily accounted to c.c. 1:4
• familiar methods of secondary development.
a.1 hexatonic writing
Bars 2–3 are transparently hexatonic (Figure 198). The three ic1 eighth-
note pairs in the lower three strings in bar 2 outline Hex-2 (a[–a\, f\–
e\, c\–c]). Beat 1 of bar 3 (plus its sixteenth-note upbeat) aggregate
to the complementary Hex-4. Beat 2 of bar 3 can be tolerably said to
revert to Hex-4. Beat 3 of bar can be accountable to Hex-2 again, but
this may not be salient.
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Figure 198: Webern, Satz, M208: Hexatonic Segmentation in Bars 2–3 (Paul
Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
a.2 c .c . 1 :4?
Bar 4 (in particular), and bar 1 (tentatively), appear to derive from
c.c. 1:4 (Figure 199). This patterning is reminiscent of a couple of
short passages from Op. 5/III (see Section 7.2). Beats 1–2 of bar 4
account to the c.c. 1:4 span b\–c\–e\–f\–a\–b[ and beats 2–3 account
to the span c\–c]–f\–f]–b[–b\. These spans share the b[ - the sole
pitch-class in bar 2. It may be pure happenstance, but the six pitches
in the opening trill in the lower three strings aggregate to the c.c. 1:4
span f]–g\–b\–c\–e\–f\. The trills in bar 5 are tones, not semitones, so
the model breaks down here.
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Figure 199: Webern, Satz, M208: C.C. 1:4 in Bars 1 and 4–5.
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Figure 200: Webern, Satz, M208: Derivation of Bars 9–10 (Paul Sacher Found-
ation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
a.3 derivation of bars 9–10
Aside from the possibility that compound interval cycles were inform-
ing Webern’s initial pitch-choices, one can see a number of examples
of his approach to subsequent development. Figure 200 shows how
bars 9–10 are derived from bars 1–4.
• The violin melody in bars 1–2 (X’) is itself a back-formation
from the second violin’s c]–e[–g\–d\ (X, bars 2–3), with the first
three notes in rhythmic augmentation. The effect is of a loose
canon.
• Span Y in the violins in bars 3–4 have an interval-class series
<4 3 6 4 5> — d\–f]–d]–a\–f\–b[.
– This interval-class series generates the ostinato that begins
in bar 9 (g\–b\–a[–d\) plus the first notes of the melodic
cello (b[) and the first note of the first violin melody (e[).
• Z’ is a permutation of Z from bars 1–2 (c\–c]–d\–e[).
– This chromatic wedge precedes ‘Y’ in bars 1–4 and follows
‘Y’ in bars 9-10.
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Figure 201: Webern, Satz, M208: Derivation of Bars 10–16 (Paul Sacher
Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
a.4 derivation of bars 10–16
This is a four-stage development (Figure 201).
1. To form the cello line in bars 11–13, read the violins’ and viola’s
pitches in beats 2 and 3 of bar 4 in order, from bottom to top.
2. Prepend another b[ to the cello line (bar 10)
3. Take the first three notes of the cello in bars 10-12 and repeat
them in bars 12-14 in the first violin as a loose canon.
4. Extend the cello line so that it displays sequential ic-pattern
<1 3> and symmetrical ic <6 1 3 x 3 1 6>
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Figure 202: Webern, Satz, M208, Bars 10–16: Hexatonic Aggregate Array
(Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
a.5 hexatonic aggregate array? — bars 10–13 and 18–
20 .
Aside from the derivation outlined above, bars 10–13 can be partly
parsed with reference to a hexatonic-aggregate array (Figure 202).
This derivation is weak in that it requires skipping over the first vi-
olin’s d[–d\ in bar 11. Additionally, neither hexachord is complete:
Hex-2 is missing f] and Hex-4 is missing a[.
The music in bars 18–20 is more convincingly derived from a hexatonic
aggregate array (but not the array seen in bars 10–13, which fur-
ther weakens the case for their derivation). This particular array can
be generated by transposing consecutive augmented triads down a
semitone (Figure 203). Bar 18 is accountable to two contiguous spans
on this aggregate array. They share c\. The first span is the chord on
the downbeat and its reduced echo on beat 3. The second span is
the music in the second violin and viola. This is the bar that Webern
circled in his sketch. The pitches in bars 19 and 20 are both spans on
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Figure 203: Webern, Satz, M208, bars 18-20: Hexatonic Aggregate Array
(Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, Anton Webern Collection).
the same array. These final two spans are not contiguous, the g\ is
skipped.
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